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Abstract 

X-Ray Ablation Measurements and 
Modeling for ICF Applications 

Andrew Thomas Anderson 

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Per F. Peterson, Co-Chair 
Professor Phillip Colella, Co-Chair 

X-ray ablation of material from the first wall and other components of an 

ICF (Inertial Confinement Fusion) chamber is a major threat to the laser final 

optics. Material condensing on these optics after a shot may cause damage 

with subsequent laser shots. To ensure the successful operation of the ICF 

facility, removal rates must be predicted accurately. The goal for this 

dissertation is to develop an experimentally validated x-ray response model, 

with particular application to the National Ignition Facility (NIF). 

Accurate knowledge of the x-ray and debris emissions from ICF targets is a 

critical first step in the process of predicting the performance of the target 

chamber system. A number of 1-D numerical simulations of NIF targets have 

been run to characterize target output in terms of energy, angular 

distribution, spectrum, and pulse shape. Scaling of output characteristics with 

variations of both target yield and hohlraum wall thickness are also described. 
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Experiments have been conducted at the Nova laser facility in Livermore 

on the effects of relevant x-ray fluences on various materials. The response 

was diagnosed using post-shot examinations of the surfaces with scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) instruments. 

On the basis of these observations, judgments were made about the dominant 

removal mechanisms for each material. Measurements of removal depths 

were also made to provide vital benchmark data for the modeling. a 

The finite difference ablation code developed here (ABLATOR) combines 

the thennomechanical response of materials to x rays with models of various 

removal mechanisms. The former aspect refers to energy deposition in such 

small characteristic depths (on the order of a micron) that thermal conduction 

and hydrodynamic motion are significant effects on the nanosecond time 

scale. The material removal models use the resulting time histories of 

temperature and pressure profiles, along with ancillary local conditions, to 

predict rates of surface vaporization and the onset of conditions that would 

lead to spallation. 
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1. Introduction to ICF Chamber Dynamics 

1.1 Background 

This dissertation investigates and explains the x-ray ablation process for a 

variety of materials under conditions generated by Inertial Confinement 

Fusion (ICF). The motivation for this study is the need to design ICF facilities 

to withstand the intense energy release from the driver and target 

thermonuclear yield without a degradation in performance. ICF chamber 

dynamics is the description of the events within a target chamber from the 

initiation of the driver pulse to final condensation of ablated materials. 

Controlled thermonuclear fusion of deuterium and tritium atoms (DT 

fusion) requires some minimum combination of ion temperature, ion 

density, and confinement time. The two common approaches to achieving 

the necessary conditions are magnetic confinement and inertial confinement. 

Magnetic Fusion Energy (WE) experiments aim for a rather large plasma at 

15 keV, densities well below solid density, and long confinement times 

(seconds to steady state). The ICF approach utilizes discrete fuel pellets that 

are compressed to very high densities, high temperatures (about 10 keV for 

ignition), but very short confinement times (sub-nanosecond). 

The target for the National Ignition Facility (NE) can be used to illustrate 

the sequence of events in obtaining inertial fusion yield. Figure 1-1 shows the 

baseline NE target design, which is based on the indirect drive concept. The 

fuel capsule is contained with a gold radiation case, or hohlraum. Intense 

laser beams enter the hohlraum through the holes in the end plates and 

deposit their energy on the interior walls of the hohlraum. This energy is 

efficiently converted to x rays by the hot gold plasma. (Some ICF reactor 
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designs envision deposition of ion beam, rai$er than laser, energy into special 

radiators, producing the same x-ray effect). With the x-ray energy largely 

contained within the radiation case, the capsule receives a uniform energy 

flux over its bentire surface. Energy deposition in the outer layers of the 

capsule cause them to ablate outward at high velocity. In a rocket-like 

reaction, the inner fuel layers of the capsule are driven to rapid convergence 

at the center. Stagnation of the fuel kinetic energy brings the material to very 

high temperatures and densities. Thermonuclear burn initiated under these 

conditions can continue until hydrodynamic re-expansion drops the capsule 

density significantly, a process that takes less than a nanosecond. 

\ 

, 

An ICF chamber environment encompasses the threats from target 

emission and system response to these threats. Again the National Ignition 

Facility design will be-used to illustrate these concepts.’ Figure 1-2 gives a 

simplified view of the NIF. target chamber with some of the major 

components indicated. The chamber itself is a 10-m diameter aluminum 

sphere with numerous penetrations for laser beam and diagnostic access. To 

minimize the generation of-vapor and particulates from x-ray ablation, the 

aluminum chamber wall is protected by panels of refractory material (boron 

carbide). Final optics assemblies support a vacuum window, frequency 

conversion crystals, focusing lens, phase plate, and finally a debris shield to 

permit entrance of the 1.06 pn laser light, convert it to 0.35 p light, and 

focus this light at chamber center. The purpose of the debris shield-is to 

protect the more expensive optics behind it from x rays and debris generated 

in the target chamber. Because the frequency conversion is only 60% efficient, 

some 1.06 pm and 0.53 pm laser light enters the chamber along with the 
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0.35 pm light. The unconverted light from each beam is absorbed in a dump 

on the far side of the target chamber from the entrance point. . 

A chronology of source and response terms for each system of interest in 

the chamber will enable the proper integration of responses to each threat 

over the wide variety of time scales, from nanoseconds to milliseconds. 

Figure 1-3 shows a representative graph of the threat chronology to the MF 

chamber wall and final optics, while Table 1-1 provides a more detailed 

descriptions of these events. Laser light initiates the process and drives x-ray 

production, both of which occur in nanoseconds to tens of nanoseconds. 

Thermonuclear burn starts near the end of the laser pulse and lasts only 

about 100 psec. All of the energy in alpha particles (20% of the total) is 

deposited in the capsule material, as is 5-10% of the neutron energy. The 

remaining neutron energy escapes the target and passes through the chamber 

wall about 100 ns later. After disassembly of the target due to the rapid post- 

burn expansion, vaporized target debris is the next energy source, arriving at 

the first wall on the microsecond to millisecond time scales. The last threat to 

the target chamber is the shrapnel from fragmented supports and shields 

originally near the target, which reaches the chamber wall in a few 

milliseconds. 

Chamber dynamics concerns the interaction of driver and target emissions 

with all materials within an ICF target chamber. The first stage in the analysis 

is to define the energy source terms in the problem, including the driver (e.g. 

laser light), x rays, target debris, and shrapnel. The second part is to determine 

the response of the structures in the chamber to each of these emissions. For 

x rays, the response frequently involves ablation of a thin surface layer from 
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target-facing surfaces. The materials response calculations produce two key 

results. The depth of material removed is of primary importance, as this will 

give the total mass of material released into the chamber. The velocity and 

form (vapor, liquid droplets) of this material must be known to determine 

how it will be transported in the chamber. Evaluation of the transport and 

eventual deposition of these ablated or fragmented materials is the third step 

in the analysis. Finally, the performance degradation, if any, of each 

component (e.g. laser debris shields) is determined to ensure that the target 

chamber will perform acceptably on subsequent shots. 

Chamber dynamics analysis requires validated models that allow 

prediction of conditions within ICF target chambers. A major part of this 

effort is the development of sufficient understanding of each step in the 

chronology outlined above. This understanding can then be incorporated 

into computer models in a suite of codes. Predictions from these codes can be 

validated with experimental data, primarily from the Nova facility at 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The codes can then be used to 

predict chamber environments and responses for the design of the NE 

(National Ignition Facility) and future IFE (Inertial Fusion Energy) target 

chambers. 

Specific needs of the ICF program drive. the chamber dynamics 

development effort. In the near-term, the use of updated models will permit 

optimization of the National Ignition Facility target chamber design. The 

relevant systems include the target inserter, first wall protection, and final 

optics protection. The National Ignition Facility will be the next major step in 

the development of inertial confinement fusion. Ignition of a fusion target is 
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the primary goal, meaning that more energy is produced in thermonuclear 

yield than required in laser driver energy. Ofher goals include investigation 

of high energy density physics issues and IFE development. The' laser system 

will produce over 1.8 MJ (500 TW peak power) of ultraviolet energy with 192 

beamlines. These will be directed into a 10-m diameter target chamber 

designed hold the final optics, target, and diagnostics, and contain the effects 

of the laser deposition and yield (up to 20 MJ). 

In a somewhat longer-term view, chamber dynamics must be used in the 

advanced design and operational phases of NIF to evaluate the impact on 

chamber survival (primarily optics damage) from the use of equipment in the 

target chamber. The goal is to restrict the placement of-diagnostics and the 

use of various targets and target shields, or at least to fully understand the 

consequences of their use. Proposed experiments by various NIF user groups 

will be similarly evaluated. In the long .term are IFE uses for Chamber 

dynamics analysis. Many IFE credibility issues will be resolved with NIF 

experiments, and chamber dynamics calculations will be necessary to field 

and understand these experiments. ~ These validated chamber dynamics 

models will then be used for post-NIF facilities and reactor chamber designs. 

1.2 X-ray Ablation Physics 

The short duration,!high intensity x rays produced in an ICF target can 

damage exposed surfaces. In a fusion reactor, ablated vapor is a concern 

becquse the recondensation time for this material may limit the shot rate. In 

the NIF, condensing vapors and spalled liquid droplets or solid particulates 

can obscure' optical surfaces, lowering laser damage thresholds and 

transmitted beam quality. The x rays may also deposit sufficient energy to 
I 
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damage these optical surfaces directly. The ablation process must be well 

understood to permit successful design of ICF target chambers. 
. I  

, I  ..: , 
I -  . .L_ , .. . 

The - interaction of. the'various x-ray energy source terms: .typically takes 

place in a very thin layer on the surface of a ma'terial. For exainple, most of 

the energy from' sub-keV x rays will deposit in just a few microns, even in 

low-Z (low atomic number) materialsir Another feature of these source. terms 

is a very short time scale during which the energy is deposited, typically a few 

nanoseconds for most ICF x-ray sorirces'. Because materials can not conduct a 

significant I amount of e n e r e )  away..from the surface 'layers in this time, 

surfaces may be ,driven past their,. melt . o'r .vaporization points. . An- 

accompanying pressure rise will occur in the heated-material, driving shock 

waves into the bulk material and possibly ejecting the melted material from 

the surface. This section' addresses the complex hydrodynamic and thermo- 
7 . '  dynamic processes during. x-ray -ablation. i . .  

' _  

X-ray ablation .is governed .by fo-. -physical. phenomena. ': The first is the-. 

energy deposition :from the x 'rays- through- the thin surface .layers of material. 

Transient t h b m a l  .conduction 1 allows this energy'. to. move. .'within the 

material, which is particularly important near the strongly heated surface 

layers. Heating causes thermal expansion, which raises pressures ihd causes 

hydr~ t l yn~~mi~  motion as the pressures release from the surface. - The fourth 

process is the removal- of material .throug~ waporization and/or- spall. 
- .  , .  

. I  

The x-ray deposition calculation is ' generally straightfoiward, in ,that. 

published tables of photon cross-sections1 can be used -at most fluences, of 

interest. (less than, 10 J/-cm2). The given input -spectrum is divided into 
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numerous groups (50-loo), and the energy absorption for each group is 

tracked through the material. The total energy at any depth is just the sum 

over all energy groups. Deposition of incident energies in excess of 10 J/cm2 

over a few nanoseconds involves more complex physics. A plasma may be 

generated, so that the atomic physics processes must be modeled. These 

include ionization, differing electron and ion transport, and bleaching: 

Laser ablation of materials is a closely related topic that has been studied 

extensively. Dabby and Paek2 provided an analytical description 25 years ago. 

More recent work includes Kelly et a13 and Ho, Grigoropoulos, and 

Humphrey.4 X-ray deposition generally produces different types of material 

response than does corresponding levels of laser energy deposition. The 

primary distinction is the depth of deposition, which is generally on the order 

of microns for x-ray energy and tens of Angstroms with laser energy. One 

result of the difference in deposition length scales is that models of heat 

transfer in the two cases are based on different assumptions. In the laser 

deposition problem, heating is often considered as a surface flux that 

eventually melts and vaporizes the target material on two moving fronts. 

Conversely, for x-ray deposition (at least without surface vaporization) the 

front surface can be thought of as thermally insulated on the typical short, 

sub-psec time scales. As interior. material is raised in temperature, a 

substantial layer of two-phase (solid/liquid) material can be created, a 

phenomenon not usually observed in surface-heating laser ablation work. 

The second result of the longer (x-ray) energy deposition distances is the 

importance of the hydrodynamics of the interior material. The rapid increase 

in internal energy due to x-ray deposition creates high pressures within the 
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material, according'to its density and equation of state. This pressure drives 

expansion- (hydrodynamic motion) from the surface layers away from the 

bulk of the material. As the expansion stops at the end of the x-ray pulse, . 
rarefaction waves (tensile stresses) propagate from the surface into the bulk of 

the material. Such tensile stresses can be very important as mechanisms for 

ablation of heated material. 

Three distinct material 'removal mechanisms have been identified: 

surface vaporization, thermal shock/spall, and liquid ejection. Vaporization 

is the flux of atoms or molecules leaving the surface of a strongly heated solid 

or liquid. Brittle materials are subject' to thermaZ shock/spaZZ when cracks 

initiate after initial melting due to thermal stress and are propagated to 

failure by tensile waves on subsequent x-ray exposure. Melt layer ejection can 

be caused by several processes, including sub-surface boiling and Rayleigh- 

Taylor instabilities: From comb-inations of these removal mechanisms, 

ablated material can exist in a variety of forms, from vapor to liquid droplets 

or solid particulates. 

Thermodynamics and heat and mass transfer rates will determine the 

state of the ablated material that moves about the chamber. Whether this 

material exists as a vapor.or as condensed droplets is one major aspect of 

material state. Material initially in the vapor state may partially condense 

during its expansion and cooling, through a homogeneous nucleation 

process. Conversely, liquid ablated from a surface may rapidly evaporate as 

the local pressure drops, as has been observed in short-pulse laser ablation 

experiments.5 The final state will depend on the relative rates of heat and 

mass transfer in the nanosecond-to microsecond time immediately following 
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ablation. The chemical kinetics of recombination for any molecular, rather 

than elemental, material may also have a significant impact on the final 

material state, as noted in Chen.6 

Another possible damage mechanism is spall within the bulk solid 

material. Ablation pressures experienced in these materials will generate 

shock waves that will propagate into the bulk solid material. The rapid 

expansion of the material on the new front surface will subsequently launch a 

rarefaction wave directly behind the shock. This combination of shock and 

rarefaction waves may cause spall in the bulk material or debsonding of a thin 

coating layer. Particularly large tensions are possible at locations where a 

rarefaction wave reflects off the rear surface of a thin material layer. Thicker 

material layers (generally more than a few millimeters) are not at risk from 

shock damage, as the rarefaction wave quickly overtakes the shock, greatly 

reducing the amplitude of the propagating stress pulse. Analysis of the 

failure process must include rates of void nucleation and crack growth, 

because the stress pulse duration is on the order .of nanoseconds. 

1.3 Overview 

The objective of this dissertation is tocobserve, understand, and model x- 

ray ablation, particularly in those materials likely to be used in NE. The first 

step is the determination of what the x-ray threat will be on NIF, to obtain the 

best possible simulation with experiments. The second step is experimenta- 

tion'on the materials of interest to determine their response to x rays. The 

third step is the development of models of the ablation process. In particular, 

the models of removal mechanisms are refined and benchmarked with the 

experimental data. The end result is an analytical tool for prediction of 
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material removal for ;the NIF and other ICF facilities. This will determine the 

mass loading of ablated material in the target chamber and will serve to 

initialize the codes that calculate material motion within the chamber. This 

section describes the major results of the dissertation toward meeting its 

objective. 

A major improvement in the modeling of x-ray’ emissions from ICF 

targets has been achieved with newly available computational tools. The 

primary target of interest for NIF response calculations is the baseline indirect 

drive design for 20-MJ yield with 1.8-Mj, 500-TW input laser energy. This 

target provides the worst case loadings on the NIF chamber components. 

Chapter 2 gives detailed descriptions of x-ray outputs, including fluences, 

spectra, and pulse shapes. With this information as a starting point, other 

calculations determine the source term variations caused by changes in 

hohlraum wall thickness, hohlraum size, and target yield. Other targets of 

interest for NE include gold disks, or other specialized types. Another 

important set of modeling runs discussed in Chapter 2 focuses on output 

from Nova targets, to provide for benchmarking of code results against 

experimental data. These techniques can potentially be extended to 

determine the emissions from targets relevant to inertial fusion energy 

reactors. t 

The x-ray emission predictions are important in development of response 

models because they provide a necessary understanding of x-ray conditions 

relevant to NIF. The NIF output predictions also serve as a basis for selection 

of the proper range of experimental conditions. Finally, these x-ray emissions 
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are needed for the most immediate use of the response models developed 

here, the extension of the Nova test data to NIF conditions. . 

Experimental investigation of the ablation process comprises the second 

stage in this study., The Nova laser facility at Lawrence Livennore National 

Laboratory was used to expose a variety of materials to x-ray fluences from 

1 to 3.5 J/cm2. Chapter 4 describes a significant amount of new data on 

materia1 removal depths as a function of x-ray fluence that was generated 

with this unique facility. Detailed examinations of exposed surfaces with a 

range of microscopy techniques provided the key to determination of likely 

mechanisms of removal. The three mechanisms identified were 

vaporization, thermal shock/spall of solid material, and liquid expulsion. 

Knowledge of removal mechanisms guided model development and 

provided benchmark data for the completed codes. 

The final objective is development of validated models that capture the 

essential physics of ablation process. A new code, called ABLATOR (Ablation 

- By W a n g i a n  zransient Qne-D Eesponse), is the result of this development 

effort. Chapter 3 presents the components of the numerical model, including 

x-ray deposition, heat conduction, and hydrodynamics. An important feature 

of the model is the treatments of the individual removal mechanisms 

identified, which are also described in Chapter 3. Application of these models 

to the results of the experimental work helped to determine the relative 

importance of various removal mechanisms in a particular material. 

Chapter 5 details this modeling for each of the materials examined in Chapter 

4. Particularly good agreement was found between experiments and 

predictions for materials that ablate by surface vaporization. 
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Chapter 6 discusses applications of the ABLATOR code beyond matching 

the Nova experimental data. The new models are used to extend 

experimental results for tested materials from Nova to NIF x-ray conditions. 

Another application for the code is to determine likely material removal 

mechanisms and ablation depths for untested materials. Chapter 6 evaluates 

the performance of each removal model to assess the code's predictive ability 

in these applications. It is determined that minimum ablation losses (from 

vaporization) can now be quantified, and removal depths due to other 

mechanisms can also be estimated. 

I . . 

. .  
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Gold Hohlraum 
(l.Ocm x 0.6cm diam) , 

Figure 1-1: Indirect drive NIF target design showing entrance of laser 
beams. Beams are arranged in two axially symmetric cones at angles of 
about 25" and 47" from the hohlraum axis. Indirect drive refers to lasers 
generating x rays, which then drive the capsule implosion. 

. 
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Unconverted light 

absorbers 

r- 

Chamber wall 
x-ray protection: 

Mounted aluminum plates 
with a plasma-sprayed or 
hot-pressed coating 
(e.g., B4C) 1-300 m2 total] 

Figure 1-2: NIF target chamber is a 10 m diameter sphere 
with 192 beams (grouped in 2x2 arrays). Details show first 
wall protection, beam dump for unconverted light, and 
debris shield location in optics assembly. 



Table 1-I: Approximate Source Term Chronology (20 MJ Yield) 

Star€ Time I End Time 
-20 ns 
0 

2ns - 
3ns 

20 ns 
95 ns 
130 ns 

10 ps 
250 ps 
1.9 ms 

100% 

X 

U 

Q 

2 75% 

- 
4- z 
y- 50% 0 

S 
0 

0 
Q 

- * 
25% 

O n S  
100 ps 

2.1 ns 

85 ns 
100 ns 
135 ns 

60 ps 
1 ms 
10 ms 

100 ms 

Event 
laser beams enter hohlraum 
tkermonuclear burn 

neutrons reach target positioner 
hohlraum wall burnthrough (30 pm wall) 

x rays hit first wall (0% - 90% of energy) 
neutrons reach'first wall (0% - 90% dose) 
neutrons reach debris shields (0% - 90% dose) 

hohlraum wall material reaches first wall 
ablated target positioner material reaches 1st wall 
target support & shield shrapnel reaches first wall 

ablated materials fully condensed 

1E-09 1E-08 1E-07 1E-06 1E-05 1E-04 1E-03 1E-02 1E-01 

Time (seconds) 

Figure 1-3: 
deposition at NIF first wall. Fusion burn at t = 0. 

Approximate chronology of x-ray, neutron, and debris 
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2. X-ray Source Description 

2.1- Introduction 

Target chamber designs for ICF (Inertial Confinement Fusion) facilities 

must ensure that all performance requirements are met. For example, 

survival of the final optics is the primary goal for the NIF (National Ignition 

Facility). The threat to final optics from direct (target x-rays and debris) and 

indirect (debris from ablation of chamber components) sources must be 

evaluated. Accurate knowledge of the x-ray emissions from NIF targets is a 

critical first step in this process. 

Calculation of x-ray emission from ad ICF target requires complex 

treatment of many physics processes. LASNEX1, an LLNL 2-D radiation- 

hydrodynamics code with an extensive history of ICF development and 

experimental validation, incorporates detailed models for these processes and 

thus+is currently considered the most accurate tool for simulating ignition 

and burn of ICF targets. The x-ray emission from targets depends primarily 

on the configuration and temperature of the target material before and 

following ignition. Because LASNEX currently provides the best available 

information on transient target-material configurations and temperature, 

here LASNEX has been used to predict x-ray emission for a variety of ICF 

targets. I compare these predictions with experimental measurements of x- 

ray emission from hohlraums fielded on the Nova laser, to validate 

LASNEX's predictive capability for numerical experiments studying ICF target 

x-ray emission. 

This chapter describes the calculations and details the current NIF x-ray 

sourck 'term predictions.' The predictions presented here are based on a 
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number of 1-D simulations. These have been run out to late times to 

characterize target output variations with both target yield -and hohlraum 

wall thickness. Validating data from some preliminary 2-D simulations2 are 
% also given. I .  

I 

2.2 Model Description * 

The baseline NIF target design is based onk the indirect drive concept3~4. 

The DT fuel capsule is surrounded by a cylindrical gold hohlraum. Laser 

beams enter the hohlraum through holes in the end faces'and strike the 

inner surface of the gold walls. The laser pulse is 20 IIS long, with 80% of the 

energy coming in the last 3-4 I%. The laser energy is efficiently converted to x 

rays, which provide uniform illumination of the capsule. -The x'rays drive 

the compression of the solid DT fuel shell by ablating the outer CH layer of 

the capsule. Figure 2-1 shows the baseline target and the 1-D model 

approximation. Table 2-1 contains some of the key parameters for the target 

and model. 

The model used for this study is a 1-D spherical approximation-to the NE ' 

target design. The spherical capsule is modeled well in this case, except that 

no nonuniformities, instabilities, or mixing of layers is possible. In this 

respect, the 1-D model will produce the upper limit for yield in any given 

target design (30 MJ in this case). A more realistic limit 'is about 20'MJ yield. 

The surface area of hohlraum wall in the model matches that of the NIF 

target by appropriate choice of the inner radius of the gold shell. ,. 

To approximate the effect of the laser entrance holes.(LEH), radiation is 

permitted to leave the interior of the gold sphere directly by using .a "leak. 
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Table 2-1: Specifications for modeled NIF indirect drive target design. 

Yield 
Laser Energy 
Peak Laser Power 
Laser Pulse Shape 
DT Mass 
DT Temperature 
Capsule Inside Radius 
Capsule Outside Radius 
Hohlraum Length 
Hohlraum Diameter 
Hohlraum Wall Thickness 
Hohlraum LEH Diameter 
Hohlraum Liner 
H/He Gas Mix m 2 Temperature 

I H/He Densifx 
I Window Thickness 

30 MT (Max) 

500 fW 
16ns foot, 4 ns peak 

0.01 eV 
326 Pg 

0.0995 an 
DT 0.109 
1.0 cm (inside) 
0.6 an (inside) 

/ ablator 0.127 cm 

none 
20% /80% 

0.001 g/cc 
1.0 pm (not modeled) 
Kapton (rho = 1.425) (not modeled) - 200 mg (not modeled) 

1 - 10 mg (not modeled) 

source". , I  The model applies this leak source (actually an energy sink in this 

case) to the H/He region between the capsule and the gold interior. The leak 

rate is 1/4 times the particle velocity times the hole area divided by the total 

volume of all zones in the leak region, which gives the fraction of photons 

leaked out per unit time. This equation is based on the relation from kinetic 

theory that the number of molecules striking a surface per unit area per unit 

time is 1/4 times the particle density times their velocity. Gold vapor 

expanding from the interior walls may partially or completely close the LEH 

openings. Resolution of this issue will require 2-D calculations and some 

experimentation. Until these data are available, two limiting scenarios will 

serve to bound the problem. One models a quickly closing LEH, while the 
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other leaves the entrance holes open for the duration of the simulation. 

These models are shown in Figure 2-2. 

One parameter of the target design that can be modified without 

significantly affecting the capsule yield is the thickness of the gold hohlraum 

wall, provided some minimumsvalue is maintained. With a wall that is 

thicker than nominal, it is expected that x-ray output would be reduced at the 

expense of increased debris generation. A thinner wall would conversely 

move the x-ray/debris split in the opposite direction. Simulations were 

performed at different hohlraum wall thicknesses, using the same inside 

radius as the baseline model. All runs used the nominal 30 MJ yield capsule 

design. 

” ,  

- 

This study also determined target output with a range of capsule yields. 

The parameter used to give different yields was the DT gas density inside the 

fuel shell. The mechanism of capsule yield reduction with increased gas 

density will be discussed in the next section. Seven different gas densities 

gave a range of yields from the baseline 30 MJ down to 

All runs used the same driving energy source. 

between the capsule and the inside of the hohlraum, 

- specified as a function of frequency and time. This 

112. MJ. 

In the H/He region 

the radiation field was 

source is based on the 

results of more complex calculatiorG of radiation-hydrodynamics conditions 

inside a laser-driven NIF hohlraum. ’ 

The simulations were taken out to very long times (for LASNEX runs) of 

at least 150 11s. The criterion for a minimum stop time was that the internal 
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energy remaining in the hot gold had to drop to a small part (~5%)  of the total 

non-neutron energy. After this time, x-ray emission is negligible and the 

remaining energy is in debris kinetic energy. 

2.3 Physics of Hohlraum Disassembly 

The hohlraum functions as an enclosure for x-ray radiation, providing 

uniform illumination of the spherical fuel capsule. Laser beams initiate the 

process with efficient conversion to x-ray energy through interaction with the 

interior wall material of the hohlraum. Except for losses out the laser 

entrance holes, this emitted energy is essentially trapped within the 

hohlraum. The x rays are continually absorbed and reemiffed by the wall 

material, which drives the whole interior of the hohlraum to a uniformly 
, 

high temperature (-300 ev). As the wall material is heated strongly by the x 

rays, a radiation wave starts to propagate through the thickness of the wall. 

The balance among the energy input from the lasers, radiation losses out the 

LEH, and diffusion through the wall, determines the interior temperature of 

the hohlraum. Because radiative losses decrease and x-ray conversion 

increases with higher atomic number, materials like gold are used for the 
I 

hohlraum. 

t 

Absorption of x rays by the ablator surrounding the fuel shell heats the 

material and drives it outward very rapidly. By a rocket-type reaction, the 

fuel shell is driven radially inward at high velocities. When the fuel 

stagnates at the center, its kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy. If 

the temperature and ion density are sufficiently high, a thermonuclear burn 

will begin and consume a significant fraction of the fuel before capsule 

disassembles. The energy of the burn is divided 80Y0/20Y0 between neutrons 
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which-largelyescape from the target and alpha particles which are generally 

absorbed in the capsule material. 

While the laser-driven radiation in the hohlraum is important for 

initiation of fusion burn, the dominant energy source in the hohlraum 

disassembly comes from the interaction with the post-burn capsule material 

with the hohlraum wall. LASNEX calculations show that about 75% of the 

*yield energy escapes as neutrons. Since DT fusion gives 80% of its energy in 

neutrons, a modest fraction is being absorbed in the capsule material. This is 

possible in spite of the generally low neutron scattering cross sections in the 

target materials because of their very high pR (product of density and radial 

thickness) at burn time. For the 30-MJ yield cases, up to a total of '7 MJ is 

deposited in the target, compared to the input 1.8 MJ of laser energy. 

Deposition of the burn particles heats the capsule material strongly and drives 

a rapid expansion. This high energy material stagnates against the inner wall 

of'the gold hohlraum, creating high temperatures and pressures. Some of 

this energy is radiated directly out the laser en&ance holes and some launches 

strong shocks and radiation waves into the remaining hohlraum wall 

material. When these waves break out or burn through, the wall material 

radiates much of the energy as x rays. The remaining energy goes to the 

kinetic energy of the hohlraum and capsule expansion. 

i 

t 

r 

I 

I 

It was mentioned in the model description section that the gas fill density' 

in the center of the fuel capsule was used to vary the fusion yield. At the 

baseline gas density, the capsule diameter is reduced by a factor of 35 from its 

initial value to the value at peak compression. Because work must be done 

ag&t the central gas, increasing the gas density inside the shell will prevent 
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the fuel from compressing as far. With'a larger minimum diameter in the 

compressed fuel, the peak density falls and lower yield is achieved. Figure 2-3 

shows results of calculations from Haan4 for a target somewhat smaller than 

the design considered here. 1 

The baseline target hohlraum described in the previous section is filled 

with a hydrogen/helium gas mixture. Calculations have shown-this gas to be 

necessary for suppressing the "blow-in" of the wall material until late times. 

By keeping the material near its original location, the laser beams, which 

intercept the wall at angles from 23" to 50", deposit their energy in roughly the 

same axial and radial locations through the pulse. This helps to maintain x- 

ray illumination symmetry within the hohlraum. It is the radial motion of 

gold wall material from the end caps across the LEH openings that cause the 

hole closure modeled in the simulations (plotted in Figure 2-2). 

X-ray emission from the NIF targets can be divided into two components. 

One source is the radiation escaping directly out of the laser entrance holes 

from the hot-interior of the hohlraum. The bulk of this energy is emitted 

when the interior is hottest (just after burn), and so it is characterized as 

having a high effective blackbody temperature and relatively short pulse 

length, as the material quickly cools from its peak temperature. Because the 

emission is from a hole in a blackbody enclosure, the radiation has a 

Lambertian distribution. (This is a cosine law dependence with the angle 

from the normal to the hole, with a peak of twice the isotropic fluence.) 

Some reduction is seen withjn a few degrees of the axis due to the reduced 

view to the hot hohlraum walls. The Lambertian distribution has been 

confirmed with 2-D LASNEX runs.2 Figure 2-4 plots the predicted emission 
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from these ~UTLS as a function of angle from the hohlraum axis, together with 

a Lambertian distribution curve. )I 

The other x-ray component emitted comes from transmission through 

and emission from the hohlraum wall. The effective emission temperature 

from the wall is significantly lower than from the LEH because the energy is 

distributed over a larger mass. The pulse length is much longer than for the 

LEH component because the large mass at lower temperature has a lower 

cooling rate than a small mass at high temperature. Since the emission rate 

goes as the fourth power of the temperature, more time is required to emit a 

given amount of energy. Because of the initial geometry, with gold surfaces 

normal to both the axial and radial directions, it is .assumed that the x-ray 

emission from the wall is isotropically distributed. 8 . 

2.4 Experimental Validation 

2.4.1 Introductiori 

LASNEX simulations are valuable in predicting the x-ray threat to compo- 

nents inside the NIF target chamber. Models of igniting (and other) targets 

are run well past burn to determine how the non-neutron energy is 

eventually partitioned. Emission from and through the gold hohlraum wall 

is expected to be in long, cold pulses (elOO-eV blackbody spectrum, 60 ns). 

This is not a.regime where the code is often used, so there is some question of 

the accuracy of its predictions. This section describes a Nova experiment to 

benchmark the low energy, late time performance of the code. A good 

correlation to the test data will give confidence in using LASNEX to 

extrapolate to NIF scale target emissions. 
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The test case target was chosen to be an empty scale .1 Nova hohlraum 

(2800 pm x 1600 pm diameter) with a 3-pm gold wall thickness. The laser 

drive was taken to be 28.3 kJ of 30 (0.35 pm) in pulse shape 22 (2.2 11s long). 

These conditions allowed the DANTE diagnostic5 to measure the spectrum 

and x-ray emission as a function of time. 

2.4.2 LASNEX Model Description 

A 1-D spherical approximation was made for the hohlraum, based on an 

existing input deck for a Nova hohlraum. The radius was chosen to give the 

same surface area of gold as with the actual hohlraum. Energy input came 

from a laser source depositing on the inner surface of the gold. Losses out the 

laser entrance holes were simulated with a leak source, which allowed 

radiation to escape from the interior of the gold. The amount of energy 

released is in proportion to the fractional open area in the original hohlraum 

geometry. The simulation was,run from start of the laser pulse until 100 ns 

had elapsed, by which time the x-ray emission had essentially decayed away. 

2.4.3 Nova Experiment Description 

Two thin-walled hohlraums described in the introduction were built and 

fitted with copper shields having a large rectangular opening. The hole In the 

shields measured-1950 pm x 700 pm and so gave the DANTE diagnostic a 

view of a large area on the outside of the hohlraum wall. @ANTE'S view is 

normal to the cylindrical hohlraum surface.) In addition to DANTE, the FXI 

(flexible x-ray imager) was used, mounted in SIM 1 (six-inch-manipulator #l). 

The laser drive came from 9 beams, as one was out of service at the time. By 

adjusting other beam energies, however, the total laser energy in the 

hohlraum was very near the goal of 28.35kJ (about 28.1 kJ). Pulse shape 22 was 
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used to match to 'the LASNEX code simulation.' Both Nova shots 

(RET-XEMIT-01 & 102) provided essentially identical results. 
-. 

2.4.4 Results t 

One measure of comparison between code and experiment is the spectrum 

of the x-ray emission as a function of time. From the code, this is obtained 

from a least-squares fit of a blackbody curve to the instantaneous spectra at 

several time steps. The Nova result is the curve based on DANTE data 

reduction that fits area under the measured spectral curves with appropriate 

blackbody fits. The resulting curves are plobed in Figure 2-5. The peaks in 

the curves agree very well, both in time (a few tenths of a nanosecond) and in 

temperature (within 1.5 eV). The rate of decay from the peaks also matches 

well, providing a key piece of information on the validity of the code 

simulati0ns.l The measured spectrum does rise gradually in earlier times, in 

contrast to the LASNEX predictions of a more distinct breakout of the 

radiation wave. The FXI photos show that fie areas under the laser spots are 

quite a bit hotter than the other areas of the hohlraum wall. The early 

measured emission is likely due to this non-uniform heating effect. 

Another way to examine the results is to compare the x-ray fluxes as a 

function of time. This is shown in Figure 2-6. Here again there is good 

agreement between DANTE md LASNEX in both the timing of the emission 

peak and the behavior at late times. The major difference in the curves is 

that LASNEX does predict quite a bit higher peak emission rate than the 

measured value. This indicates that the-code may be more sensitive to some 

fine details at breakthrough time than during the long cool-down period. For 

example, the 0.3 juri (10%) tolerance in hohlraum wall thickness may account 
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for much of the differences near 2.5 ns. Part'of the sensitivity comes because 

the burnthrough comes just as the laser pulse ends. 

' Finally, the curves in Figure 2-6 were integrated to give a running s u m  of 

the x-ray emission as a function of time. Figure 2-7 gives the resulting plot. 

A comparison of the curves shows that the LASNEX prediction is higher than 

the DANTE result by about 1.5 kJ at a time of 4 ns. Because the slopes of the 

emission fluxes agree at late times, one would therefore expect this difference 

to remain essentially constant at longer times. The code predicts 11.5 kJ of x- 

ray emission through the wall after 100 ns have elapsed, so the experiment 

can be estimated at a total of 10 kJ. Therefore the code prediction is about 15% 

too high in terms of total emission, due primarily to differences in flux at the 

time of breakthrough. 

2.4.5 Conclusions 

The Nova' experiments have validated much of the LASNEX prediction 

for x-ray emission from and through the gold hohlraum wall. Therefore we 

can have confidence in the code results for the NIF x-ray threat, although 

refinement in the details of the behavior near the time of radiation 

breakthrough might improve predictions somewhat. 

2.5 Results 

Table 2-2 summarizes results for a range of yields with a 30-p thick 

hohlraum wall. The target energy that does not escape as neutrons is made 

up entirely of debris kinetic energy and x-ray emissions. As noted previously, 

this amounts to about 25% of the yield, plus the laser input energy. The 

numerical model captured the x-ray emission in two components. First is the 
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radiation leak source that simulates LEH losses. The other part is a radiation 

flux contour on the outside surface of the gold for,transmission through and 

emission by the gold hohlraum wall. Shapes of spectral curves for each 

radiation were fit to blackbody (color) temperature (BBT) curves. A single 

blackbody curve fit the LEH emission spectrum for any particular run. Two 

blackbody temperatures were required to match the wall radiation spectra 

because of cooling during the long output pulse.l The table lists the total 

energy in each component of the total x-ray energy. Pulse lengths were 

Table 2-2: Summiry of NIF x-ray emissions from gold disks and 30-pm wall 
indirect drive targets. 

Debris X-ray Pulse 
Target Yield ' Energy Energy BBT 10-9096 

M J M J  MJ eV ns 
disk(1M.J') - 0.2 0.70 200 

disk(1.8h4.T) - 
hohlraum 
closing 
LEH 

hohlraum 
closing 
LEH 

hohlraum 
open 
LEH 

0.1 

5 

5 

20 hohlraum 
closing 
LEH 

0.3 

0.75 

1.15 

0.87 

2.05 

hohlraum 20 ' 1.65 
open 

-LEH 

1.26 200 

1.08 ' 

0.70 255 
0.23 52 
0.15 12 

1.87 
0.94 290 
0.78 75 
0.15 18 

2.15 
1.70 240 
0.29 58 
0.16 13 

4.54 
1.84 400 
2.50 89 
0.20 18 

4.94 
3.35 320 
1.38 81 
0.21 15 

3 

3 

10.0 
61 
61 

9.0 
60 
60 

19 
175 
175 

6.3 
49 
49 

13 
67 
67 
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Fluence (J/c&) 
5 meters 5 meters 5 meters 5 meters 

10 O 38 O 50 O 90 
0.45 

0.80 

0.57 
0.45 
0.07 
0.05 

0.90 
0.60 
0.25 
0.05 

1.23 
1.08 
0.09 
0.05 

2.03 
1.17 
0.79 
0.06 

2.64 
2.13 
0.44 
0.07 

0.39 

0.69 

0.51 
0.39 
0.07 
0.05 

0.82 
0.52 
0.25 
0.05 

1.08 
0.94 
0.09 
0.05 

1.87 
1.01 

~ 0.79 
0.06 

2;35 
1.85 
0.44 
OQ7 

0.29 

0.52 

0.41 
0.29 
0.07 
0.05 

0.68 
0.39 
0.25 
0.05 

0.84 
0.70 
0.09 
0.05 

1.61 
0.75 
0.79 
0.06 

1.88 
1.37 
0.44 
0.07 

0 . 0 0  

0.00 

0.12 
0.00 
0.07 
0.05 

0.30 
0.00 
0.25 
0.05 

0.14 
0.00 
0.09 
0.05 

0.86 
0.00 
0.79 
'0.06 

0.51 
0.00 
(5.44 
0.07 



determined from the time:history,plots of each component as the time for 

emission of from 10% to 90% of theitotal energy. 

Predicted outputs from disk shots are also shown in the table, to give a 

more complete set of possible x-ray source terms. The disk target predictions 

are based on experience with similar targets in Nova, with a 70% x-ray 

conversion efficiency assumed for the 0.35 pm laser irradiation. The 

blackbody temperatures of 200 eV shouldrbe a conservative estimate for these 

sources. 

.” 1 

Table 2-2 also gives x-ray fluences at the first wall (5 meters from the 

target) at various angles from the hohlraum axis. For these calculations, the 

assumed angular distributions are isotropic emission for wall radiation and 

Lambertian distribution (cosine law) for x rays emitted from the LEH. Disk 

shot emission is assumed to be fully Lambertian. 

A ctinre-fitting technique was used to approximate the x-ray output pulses 

obtained from 

response code. 

the curve fit is 

the 1-D simulations to permit implementation in the x-ray 

Wall and LEH emissions are cwke-fit separately. The form of 

a double exponential. The four-parameter curve-fit equation 

is: 

.-, - J \ c /  L 

The parameters have the following interpretations: , (  

a - scaling to obtain fhe correct energy 
b - time constant of decaying output pulse 
c - time constant for pulse rise time 
to - fit to starting time of pulse relative to some reference 



The double exponential fit is well suited to describing the x-ray pulse 

shapes. The (usually) rapid "turn on" of the LEH and wall emissions can be 

MJ model 
0.1 closing 

captured, as can the slow decay. The decay in the LEH x rays comes from the 

gradual hole closure and the cooling of -the hohlraum interior. The wall 

M/ns, ns.1- . ns-1, - . ns M/ns ns-1 -ngl ns 
0.611 0.301 0.466 15.94 0.0109 0.0230 0.153 68.71 

emission decays with its temperature as energy is lost radiatively and as the 

material eqands into the vacuum. Table 2-3 contains the fit parameters for 

the 30-pm wall hohlraums at various yields. As examples, Figures 2-8 and 2-9 

show the x-ray pulses for 20 MJ and 100 kJ shots with a 30 pn hohlraum wall. 

5 ' closing 

5 open 

20 closing 

20 open - 

Table 2-3: Double exponential curve-fit parameters (see equations 2 & 3) for x- 
ray pulses from 30-pm wall NIF hohlraums. All +nes are referenced to the 
start of a 20 ns laser pulse. 

Yield LEH I a-L;M b-LEI-I c-LEH to-LEH 1 a-Wall b-Wall c-Wall to-Wall 
I 

. \  - .  

0.739 0.287 * 0.450 

0.236 0.133 3.578 

0.741 0.368 4.332 

1.354 0.289. ' 1.021 

16.27' 

16.76 

0.0429 0.034 0.147 43.91 ' 

0.0078' 0.0173 1.568 53.30 
, I  

20.51. 

19.07 

0.1477 0.0503 0.641 

0.0867 0.0446 0.241 

22.33 

20.50 

? .  

Emission from th, LEH starts so-ner (has a lower to) for the 100-kJ shot 

than for the 20-MJ shot. This brings out the fact that there are two sources of 

the target energy with different timing. First is the laser energy, which peaks 

several nanoseconds before ,the thermonuclear burn occurs. In the low 

I I_ 

c * '  

energy shots, the laser energy dominates, so the bulk of the emission occurs 

sooner. In the high yield shots, the capsule energy is significantly greater than 

the laser energy, as discussed in section,2.3,. Thus for the high yields, the 

curve fit to pulse shape primarily follows the burn emission.. 
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The x-ray energy predictions reported in Table 2-2 were scaled up from the 

1.0 MJ radiation source used in the simulations to the full 1.8 MJ laser energy 

baseline case. This was done to provide a more conservative estimate of the 

target output for each run. For scaling each run, total x-ray energy was 

maintained at the same fraction of non-neutron energy as calculated in the 

run. Similarly, the runts x-ray energy partition between LEH and wall 

components was used to distribute the increased "x-ray energy. Blackbody 

temperature fits were not adjusted for the increased target energy because the 

spectra change slowly with energy. Ignoring this small correction gives a 

slightly more conservative source prediction. Pulse lengths also were not 

corrected for the increased target energy, so that the only change to the pulse 

shape parameters given above was to modify "a" to produce the proper 

integrated x-ray energy. 

2.6 Discussion 

2.6.1 General 

Until this detailed study was undertaken to examine the specific target 

designs envisioned for the NIF, the predictions for x-ray o,utput were based on 

general trends developed for a variety of target types. In particular, it was 

assumed that the non-neutron energy (the laser energy plus 20% of the yield) 

was evenly divided among x rays and target debris. The results obtained with 

this series of LASNEX simulations indicate an x-ray fraction of 60 - 75% of the 

non-neutron energy, rather than 50%. This represents a considerable 

improvement in the prediction for the NIF-target chamber. In a similar way, 

Inertial Fusion Energy (LFE) studies could benefit from the more detailed 

predictive capability now available. For example, the HnIFE II reactor design 
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is based on the assumption of a 50/50 split between x rays and debris of the 

non-neutron energy (one-third of the total target energy)6. 

Uncertainty in the rate of laser entrance hole closure required the 

calculation of two bounding cases. The open LEH model gives a total x-ray 

energy emitted of about 10 - 15% higher than with the closing LEH model. 

This is a modest-change compared to the difference in the way the x-ray 

energy is divided between LEH and wall emissions in the two cases. For 

example, the Table 2-2 data show that in the closing LEH scenario, the wall x- 

ray emissions are 50% and 60% of the total for the 5-MJ and 20-MJ yields, 

respectively. The open LEH model gives the wall emission 21% and 32% of 

the total for these two cases. n;e "open" model gives a wall emission about 

half that of the "closing" model. This is because the internal hohlraum 

energy escapes quickly and is not able to couple into the wall material in the 

open case. 

The question of which of the two LEH closure models produces the most 

severe x-ray threat to the chamber is a complex,one that depends on the 

surface material and chamber location of interest. For - a material that 

damages according to the maximum melt depth (as the NIF first wall coating 

of boron carbide is thought to), the open LEH model emissions near the 

hohlraum axis are the most stressing. For materials whose damage is more 

associated with peak surface temperature (e.g., the fused s ika  beam dumps 

on IUIF), having more energy in the colder spectrum of the wall emission 

may make the closing LEH the worst case. The reason for presenting both 

open and closing LEH model results is to allow response calculations to 

determine the more damaging scenario for a given set of conditions. 
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The x-ray emission from the wall requires a composite of two blackbody 

curves to accurately fit the time-integrated LASNEX spectrum. This is 

necessary because the wall material cools sigruficantly due to radiation losses 

and expansion into vacuum. Emission ijn the higher photon energy bins 

(above a few hundred eV) falls off rather rapidly, while the lower energy bins 

continue to emit throughout most of the simulation. 

The laser entrance hole spectrum:(closing LEH model) can be fit with a 

single blackbody curve because closure of the entrance holes occurs before the 

temperature on the hohlraum interior can fall significantly. With the open 

LEH assumption, a single blackbody fit also serves at high yields because the 

strong pulse of emission near the times of burn and collision of the capsule 

material with the wall dominates the later time emission after the interior 

has cooled. In the no-yield case, where the LEH output comes solely from the 

laser pulse, the closure of the LEH happens late enough that there is little 

difference between the open and closing LEH cases. 

2.6.2 Variations with yield 

Higher energy shots drive up the temperatures of both the hohlraum 

interior and the bulk hohlraum wall material. r Radiated power is directly 

proportional to the fourth power of temperature, so the higher energy targets 

will emit more energy than lower energy targets. The fraction of the non- 

neutron energy in x rays should therefore increase with yield. As shown in 

Figure 2-10, the x-ray fraction of non-neutron energy with the closing LEH 

model increases from just below 60% to 72% as the yield increases from 0.45 

MJ up to 30 MJ. The open LEH results show a variation from 70% to 77% 

with yield. 
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;Figure 2-11 shows the variation in the fraction of total x-ray energy 

emitted out the LEH. At the low yields, there is much less energy available to 

heat the hohlraum wall material sufficiently to radiate significant energy, 

which lowers the relative contribution of the wall emission. This explains 

why the LEH fraction of x-ray emission is highest at low yields. 

Examination of Table 2-2 shows that the effective blackbody temperature 

of the LEH emission is nearly a linear function of yield. This is expected since 

the kinetic energy and-temperature of a gas.(plasma) are related by E = 3/2 kT. 

The hohlraum is a good radiation case to maintain this temperature for the 

duration of the x-ray output pulse. The data in the Table 2-2 show that higher 

yields also cause higher emission temperatures in the wall component. The 

varying energy fractions in the two-BBT fit to the wall output make a more 

complex relation between temperature and yield than for the LEH emission. 
? 

The pulse lengths, defined as the-time for 10% to 90% of the energy 

emission to occur, are plotted against yield in Figure 2-12. Shorter pulse 

lengths at higher yields are the result of higher emission rates at the higher 

temperatures. Although energy is still emitted as the high-yield targets cool, 

the integrated energy is dominated by what came off at the highest 

temperatures. 

2.6.3 Variations with wall thickness 

One goal for the wall thickness parameter study was to determine how 

much the thickness could be reduced before the internal radiation 

environment was affected. The method of driving the target with a radiation 

source guaranteed that capsule yield would not be degraded by extra losses 
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. through the hohlraum wall. Since yield was invariant, the wall effect on 

radiation drive can best be seen by plotting the input energy required to 

supply the specified radiation field against hohlraum wall thickness. Figure 

2-13 shows this for the closing LEH model m. At wall thicknesses of 30 pm 

and above, the input energy was constant. Below 30 pm, the input energy 

begins to increase, though only by 7% with a 10-pn wall. The one run made 

with a 5-pm wall thickness showed more than a 30% increase in required 

input energy. Since this case violated the assumption that the radiation drive 

used in the simulation was what would have been generated by the standard 

laser drive, this case is not included in any of the other results presented here. 

If the threshold for minimum wall thickness must be accurately determined, 

further simulations will be required using the actual laser drive (as opposed 

to a fixed radiation drive) over the 10 - 40 wall thickness range. 

The other motivation for studying wall thickness effects (besides 

determining the minimum wall thickness) was to examine possible trade-offs 

between x-ray and debris energy. Figure 2-14 plots the changing energy split 

for the two LEH closure assumptions. It is also important to determine the 

contribution of the LEH and wall components in speclfving the x-ray source 

term, because of the differences in effective temperature, pulse length, and 

spatial distribution. Figure 2-15 presents a plot of the emitted energy in the 

LEH component as a function of wall thickness. Because the thinner walls do 

not retain the yield energy as well as the thick walls do, the LEH energy falls 

off below about 30 pm. The wall emission, in contrast, increases quickly with 

lesser wall thicknesses. The radiation wave burns through the thin walls 

soon after bang time, so the material is quite hot and radiates effectively. The 

thicker walls require more time to burn through and have much more mass 
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to heat up. This reduces the radiated energy at the expense of increased 

kinetic energy in the debris. 

- 1  

These variations give the opportunity to tailor the x-ray emission to 

minimize damage to the target chamber, provided a minimum thickness is 

maintained to prevent burn-through. A thin wall would make the x-ray 

energy distribution more isotropic and would decrease the mass of target 

debris. But more energy would come in the colder, generally more damaging, 

spectrum of the wall emission. An increase in wall thickness would greatly 

reduce the isotropic wall component. This might be a benefit for the target 

positioner, for example, which has very little direct view of the LEH. Trade- 

offs will have to be evaluated based on an integrated analysis of the target 

chamber response to a particular target design. 
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Figure 2-1: Baseline NIF target design and I-D model approximation 
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Figure 2-2: Fraction of 1-D surface area free to radiate directly from hohlraum 
interior. Laser pulse runs from t = 0 to 20 ns. 
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Figure 2-3: Effect of internal gas density on capsule performance. Based on a 
smaller capsule design than considered here. 
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Figure 2-4: Angular dependence of LEH x-ray emission predicted by a 2-D 
simulationz. Comparison with a best-fit Lambertian distribution shows good 
agreement. Results for a 10-MJ yield indirect drive target. 
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Figure 2-5: Comparison of spectrai fits to wall x-ray output of 3-pm wall 
Nova hohlraum driven by 28 kJ of laser energy. 
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Figure 2-7: Running sums of x-ray fluence through 3 - p  hohlraum wall. 
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Figure 2-8: 20 MJ x-ray output pulses (30-p wall, closing LEH model). 
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Figure 2-11: Fraction of total x-ray energy emitted from LEH as a function of 
yield for 30-pm wall hohlraum. 
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Figure 2-12: X-ray output pulse lengths as a function of yield. 
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Figure 2-13: Required source energy to maintain radiation drive conditions 
inside hohlraum. Losses through the wall become significant below 15 pm. 
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Figure 2-14: Fraction of non-neutron energy emitted as x rays as a function of 
hohlraum wall thickness. Non-neutron energy is relatively constant at 25%, 
of yield. 
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Figure 2-15: Fraction of total x-ray energy emitted from LEH as a function of 
hohlraum wall thickness. 
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3. ABLATOR Transient Ablation Model 

3.1 Introduction 
I 

X-ray emissions from targets can be sufficiently energetic to ablate material 

from exposed surfaces in ICF target chambers. Of particular interest is the first 

wall of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) chamber, which will receive x-ray 

fluences up to about 2.6 J/cm2. This is a pulsed situation, with energy released 

over a few to a few tens of nanoseconds in shots occurring every few hours. 

Energy deposition occurs in such a small characteristic depth (on the order of a 

micrometer), that thermal conduction and hydrodynamic motion significantly 

affect the material response during these short pulses. 

The transient ablation modeling has two goals. The first is to predict the 

amount of material removed by the x rays (the ablation depth). The second goal 

is to determine the state of the ablated material after it leaves the surface. This 

includes information on velocity and temperature and whether the material is 

vapor, liquid droplets or solid p&culates. The primary goal is to determine 

total amount and form of any material in the chamber that may deposit on the 

optics ‘and cause damage during subsequent laser shots. 

Four processes are included in the ablation model to accomplish these goals. 

The first process is the energy deposition from the x rays through the thin surface 

layers of material. A transient thermal conduction model allows this energy to 

move between zones, which is particularly important in the strongly heated 

surface material. Heating causes rapid thermal expansion, which raises 

pressures and causes hydrodynamic-motion as the pressures release from the 

surface. The fourth part of the model describes the removal of material through 

surface vaporization and various spall processes. 
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3.2 General Description I '  

The ABLATOR code is a new program developed specifically for this x-ray 

ablation study. It is a one-dimensional Lagrangian finite difference code for the 

calculation of material response to x rays. The code name is taken from 

"Ablation - By u r a n g i a n  Transient Qne-dimensional Eesponse". In the 

Lagrangian scheme, zones and zone boundaries move with the material, as 

opposed to permitting mass flow be'kveen zones in a fixed grid (Eulerian 

formulation). The Lagrangian form guarantees mass conservation and is well- 

suited to one-dimensional analyses where a zone can only interact with zones 

immediately adjacent to it (no mixing). . 

The code uses an explicit scheme for advancing in time. This means that 

conditions at the next time step are calculated directly from the state at the 

current time step, plus any incremental energy input., The advantage of this 

approach over an implicit method is that rapid and relatively simple calculations 

suffice to advance the solution in time. The major disadvantage is that numerical 

stability concerns limit the maximum time step size to a rather small value, so 

that many more time steps are needed to reach a given stop time. . 

Some typical run conditions may serve to illustrate the operation of the code. 

To capture the x-ray deposition and subsequent ablation accurately, many zones 

are needed near the surface, in the first micrometer or two. One grid 

arrangement uses 100 zones with geometrically increasing size to cover just over 

50 pm depth. The first zone (at the surface) has a thickness of 0.01 p, and each 

zone into the material is 1.06 times as thick as the previous zone. Various 

thermal and hydrodynamic stability limits give a typical time step size of ab0ut.a 
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picosecond, with total problem times of a few hundred nanoseconds. A single 

case will run in a few minutes on a Hewlett-Packard 735 workstation. 

The flow chart in Figure 3-1 shows the order of operations in a time step. A 

loop through each node in the problem occupies most of the cycle. The motion of 

the zone boundary is first determined from stresses in the adjacent zones. Since 

zone mass is fixed, the zone density calculation follows directly. New stresses 

and work terms are then determined from the strains in the zone. Energy inputs 

from the x-ray source and gains or losses from thermal conduction are next 

found for the zone. By applying energy conservation, the new zone energy is 

deiermined. Equation of state relations are then used to obtain new values for 

the pressure in the zone. The pressure is combined with the deviatoric stresses 

already calculated to give the new normal stress in the zone. It is this normal 

stress that drives the motion on &e next time step. After the new.state has been 

determined for all zones, calculations are made for the surface vaporization, 

which is applied to the zone containing the moving surface on the next time step. 

After finding the maximum time step size permitted by explicit stability 

considerations, the problem time is advanced and the cycle through the zones is 

repeated. 

The code models different materials through the use of two external material 

data files. The first file "matdata" contains thermal conductivity, enthalpy/ 

temperature relations, EOS (equation of state) data, and some mechanical 

properties. These data are obtained from reports in the literature. The second 

file "opacdata" gives the photon energies and corresponding absorption cross- 

sections for the material. I 
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3.3 X-ray Deposition 

X rays of a particular photon energy deposit according to a simple 

exponential decay. This uses a cross-section based on the cold opacity of the 

material at that energy. The cross-sections used in the ABLATOR code come 

from the elemental values given in Cullen, et all, appropriately combined on a 

weight-fraction basis for a particular compound. The photon energy range from 

1 eV to 100 keV is divided into a number bins, each of which is treated as a 

monoenergetic deposition process. Energy is deposited into the zones in each 

time step according to the given x-ray energy pulse shape. The total energy at 

any depth is just the sum over all energy groups. 

where Io(i) is the incident energy in group i and h is the photon mean free path. 

The photon energy group approach gives an accurate representation of the 

edges in the typical opacity curves. Figure 3-2 shows the opacity curve for silicon 

dioxide (fused silica) as a function of photon energy for the bin structure used in 

the code. Also shown are two typical blackbody x-ray spectra. Figure 3-3 shows 

the variation in peak surface temperature for fused silica for several different 

numbers of photon groups. The conditions were depositions of 1 ns square 

pulses of: a) 0.5 J/cm* of 200 eV blackbody x rays and b) 0.25 J/cm2 of 100 eV 

blackbody x rays. Neither case shows much change from the changing group 

structures, so the choice of either 45 or 90 groups is suffiaently accurate. 

, 
The code allows several different ways of specifying the x-ray source energy 

spectral and temporal characteristics. A menu allows the selection of one of the 
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NIF hohlraum cases presented in Chapter Two (100 kJ, 5MJ, 20MJ yields, with 

either open or closing LEH models).- These -options provide the code with the 

complex time-varying x-ray energy from- multiple blackbody components. 

Alternatively, the user may choose to supply a siizgle blackbody spectral 

component in either a square or gaussian pulse shape. Note that the square 

pulse has a 2% time ramp at the leading and trailing edges of the pulse to reduce 

the instabilities resulting from an abrupt change in energy input. Finally, a 

simple exponential deposition may be selected to simulate response to a laser or 

line x-ray radiation. This energy may be deposited in a square or gaussian pulse 

of arbitrary length. Specifying the distance from the target and the angle from 

the hohlraum axis provide the connection from total x-ray power to flux on a 

surface at a particular location. Note that energy deposited in the square or 

gaussian pulses is assumed to have a Lambertian distribution (characteristic of a 

simple disk target for example), while the NIF-specific sources have the 

distributions discussed in the previous chapter. 

I 

The fraction of energy from a particular blackbody emission deposited in each 

zone is determined once at the start of the simulation. This is possible because 

cold opacities are used in this Lagrangian code, so the attenuation in a zone at a 

given photon energy stays constant through the run. The attenuation infor- 

mation is stored in a two-dimensional array EFRAC(zone##, group#). At each 

step in the run, routines determine the incremental change in input energy 

during that interval for each of the photon energy groups. The energy deposited 

in a particular zone is the s&n over the photon groups of the product of the 

energy in a group and the EFRAC fraction for that group. 
i 
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One result of the treatment of x-ray deposition used in the code is that vapor 

shielding is an inherent part of the formulation. Vapor shielding is the process 

by which energy deposited in a surface is reduced by the attenuation of x rays in 

the vapor which has already blown off the surface. Such a process might be 

observed with long (several nanoseconds), high energy pulses and low boiling 

point materials. The phenomenon is .particularly important in laser ablation of 

materials, where a strongly-absorbing plasma can be quickly formed on the 

irradiated surface. Of course if a plasma is generated during x-ray deposition, 

the cold-opacity assumption breaks down. 

3.4 Energy Transport 

The one-dimensional planar equation of energy conservation is: 

E = internal energy per unit mass 
p = pressure or normal stress 
q = viscous stress (see next section) 
pd = rate of deviatoric stress work (see next section) 
h = heat flux due to conduction 
Qh = heat added per unit mass and time 

This equation equates the'rate of change in energy to work tern% (pressure, 

viscous, and deviatoric) plus net heat conduction plus the heat added (from x-ray 

deposition). The work terms will be discussed in the next section, with the 

details of the hydrodynamics and stress-wave calculations. 

The code treats the internal energy of each Lagrangian zone as the primary 

quantity for energy conservation, rather than using temperature as a basis. This 

avoids some of the difficulties encountered in temperature-based methods near 
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the solid/liquid phase,change. These other methods need some means to 

incorporate the latent heat of melting into the heat capacity formulation for the 

material. With the energy-based method, there is no difficulty in smoothly 

increasing the energy in a zone, even though the temperature may remain fixed. 

However, temperatures are required for two purposes in the code. They are 

used to calculate the net thermal conduction gain (or loss) for each time step, 

through the temperature gradient. The zone temperature is also required for 

detennining certain temperaturedependent material properties, in particular the 

thermal conductivity and yield strength. 

Temperature is determined for each phase (solid, liquid, and vapor) as a 

function of enthalpy (u + pv), based on curve fits to thermodynamic data. The 

data are generally taken directly from the JANAF tables2 for the condensed 

phases and for monatomic vapors. Treatment of polyatomic vapor species 

depends on pressure, temperature, and the resulting compositional changes in a 

complex way. Specialized thermodynamic analyses (see Wilemski 3r4 for 

example) have provided the necessary wormation in these cases. 

Thermal conductivities for the solid and liquid phases of a material are 

assumed to be temperature dependent. The code accepts fifth-order polynomial 

fits to whatever data is available in the literature for each phase. The vapor 

phase thermal conductivity is assumed to follow the forms: 

t 

d = molecular diameter 
M = molecular weight 

k = Boltzman's constant 
T = temperature 
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The code uses a single input parameter (Av) for this relation. This function was 

derived for a monatomic gas, so if better data are available for the gas species, Av 

can be used as a curve fit pdrameter. However, as a practical matter, the vapor 

conductivity has little effect on the calculations. Gas conductivity is generally 

rather low, the distances for conduction are relativelylarge in the expanded 

vapor, and the time scales are too short. . 

Heat conduction between adjacent zones is calculated from the finite 

difference form of the Fourier heat conduction equation (for planar, 1-D 

geometry). 

The thermal conductivity is temperature dependent, so a geometric mean of ~1 

and K;! is used with this equation. The net heat flux for a zone is calculated from 

the difference between heat flow to the right and to the left. 

. .  

The steep temperature gradients resulting from the x-ray deposition in a few 

micrometers of surface material give rise to high heat fluxes. Fluxes on the order 

of 10 MW/cm2 have been calculated in various material response simulations. 

Recent work in the area of laser ablation of materials (Kq et al6 and Peterlongo?, 

for example) raise the issue that in very high heat flux regimes, the thermal wave 

velocity may become important. The Fourier Saw assumes an infinite 

propagation speed of thergzal energy,, giving rise to the classical parabolic 

equation for transient heat conduction. Inclusion of the real velocity of the 

thermal wave changes the problem to a hyperbolic equation. A test for this 

condition was discussed in. reference 7, referring to an earlier paper by 
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Harrington8.. Harrington argued that the usual parabolic formulation could be 

used provided that the difference in thermal graaients between two isothernial 

planes was well-approximated by the second spatial derivative. That is, - * 

A Taylor's series expansion of 'the first derivatives' gives . 

. .  
Harrhgton argued that if T 2  >> T''2 (Ax/2), then the parabolic f o f i  of the 

heat conduction equation could be used. A typical test case was run to 
. t  

determine which heat transfer regime should govern for these x-ray response 

calculations. The thermal profile in aluminum exposed to 1.2 J/m2 of 160 eV 

blackbody radiation was determined ana curve fit'with a fifth order polynomial 

in ln(x). Derivatives'were taken from the- &e fit to establish the ratio of the 

first to second terms on the right side of equation 5. The ratio was between 5 and 

9 in the first micrometer of the aluminum material, where the temperature 

gradients were steepest. This reflects a possible 10 - 20% effect from the-non- , 

Fouriei heat conduction components. -Givensthat the uncertainti& in thermal 

conductivities at high temperatures &e at least this lkrge, &e omission of higher- 

order terms seems reasonable. I : 

The thermal bound* conditions typically used in tIie code are rather simple. 

The rear surface is assumed to'remain at the bulk femperature throughout the 

nun. For this reason the overall thickness of the mesh should exceed the distance 

over which conduction MI increase local temperatures' within the simulation 

&e. A thickness of 50 p has proven more than adequate for ru~ls up to 1000 
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ns long. The front boundary (to the left of zone number one) is assumed to be 

insulated. This reflects the facts that no thermal conduction or convection can 

occur where there, is no material (in ablation into a vacuum), and that the thermal 

radiation flux is too low to be important. For example, even if the surface 

remained at 8500 K for an entire 1000 ns run, only 0.03 J/cm2 would be radiated 

to a room temperature heat sink. ? 

For an explicit method of time advance as used in the ABLATOR code, the 

time step size is limited by the stability condition: 
, I  

At I - 
.2a 

where a is the thermal diffusivity. If this condition is not satisfied, unstable 

oscillations quickly develop. The minimum step size, called Atheat, is found by 

evaluating this criterion for each of the zones in the problem. The time step size 

used. for the next increment is the minimum of this Atheat and the 
I 

calculated based on the hydrodynamic stability requirements. This step size may 

be further reduced if certain limits on maximum temperature change in a zone or 

in surface vaporization rate are exceeded. 

3.5 Mechanical Response Model 

3.5.1 General Formulation 

A finite-difference hydrodynamic model is implemented to track stress wave 

and material motion caused by the sudden energy deposition. At each time step, 

the zone energy and density information, combined with a Grijneisen EOS give 

the pressure and stress in each zone. These data are used to compute 

accelerations with F=ma, which in turn gives velocities and zone boundary 
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locations. With the (constant) zone mass, densities can be determined to 
continue the cycle. ' * , I  

The formulation used in ABLATOR is based on that used in the Sandia 

National Laboratory code WONDY V. Kipp and Lawrence's thorough report on 

the code9 contained all the necessary finite difference relations for determining 

mechanical response. This section will present the important points of the 

WONDY method, with coverage of many details left for the original report. 

The structure of the finite difference mesh is that all quantities represent 

averages over the zone between two adjacent node points. The exception is that 

the node points themselves carry acceleration, velocity, and position. The 

following sketch gives the general arrangement. In the current implementation 

of the code, node 0 corresponds to the left edge of the problem, and is the surface 

that first intercepts the x-ray energy. 

zone j+l 

node j-2 node j-1 node j node j+l 

In the time discretization scheme, all quantities are defined at time steps n, n+l, 

n+2, etc. through the problem run time. The only exceptions are the velocity (Uj) 

and the h e  step itself (At), which are established on the half time step (n-1/2, 

n+1/2, and so on). 

m he' one-dimensional, planar equation for conse&ation of momentum in 

differential form is: 
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a 
ax 

pa = --(c + 9) 

and in finite difference form: 

1 (4-1/2 + 9j”-1/2)- (oj:+1/2 + SPl l2)  

py+,,2(xj”+,- x;) + Py-l/2(Xj” - Xf-1) 
aj” = 2  

where: x = Lagrangian spatial coordinate p = mass density 
a = acceleration II q = artificial viscous stress 
<): = normal stress in x direction 
j = zone or node index (spatial discretization) 
n = time index (temporal discretization) 

Computation of the acceleration from current stress states starts the time- 

advancement cycle. From acceleration, velocity and position are directly 

determined by the following relations. Once the new zone boundary locations 

are determined, the density comes directly from the known (and unchanging) 

zone mass and the new zone size. 

The viscous stresses shown in equations (7) and (8) result from the artificial 

viscosity formulation used in the code. Artificial viscosity was initially, 

developed by von Neumann and Richimyer10 for numerical calculation of shock 

wave propagation. In regions of strong compression characteristic of material 

near a shock, artificial viscosity acts to spread the shock front over several zones. 

This serves to stabilize the numerical solution. There are two components of the 

artificial viscosity, one linear and the other quadratic in the ‘rate of ch-ange of 

density. The quadratic term is most effective near shocks, while the linear term 
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adds damping over the mesh to minimize numerical oscillations. The viscosity is 

generally turned off in zones that are expanding, which is the scheme employed 

in WONDY. The ABLATOR code permits use of either this switch or a more 

sophisticated one from Moss and White.11 
- 

I 

Strain rates are determined from the velocity differences between adjacent 

nodes. These values are used with the material shear modulus (G) to determine 

a deviatoric stress in the zone. Stress deviators are defined as 
- 

csx d =~x-(-p)=csx-[~(csx+o,-+cJz)] I ’  

where the sign convention of stresses positive in tension and pressures positive 

in compression has been applied. The deviatoric stress is found from 

The deviatoric stresses arise from the ability of the material to resist 

deformation, thw they are limited by the material strength. The stress is taken as 

the minimum of either the value calculated with equation (12) or two-thirds of 

the yield strength. The local yield strength is assumed to be temperature 

dependent, varying linearly from the nominal value at room temperature down 

to zero at the melt temperature. This ensures a smooth transition to the liquid 

state where the yield strength vanishes. I ‘  

I- 

The deviatoric stress and strain rates determine the rate of deviatoric stress 

work. The work term and the corresponding form required for the energy 

conservation equation are given by 
~ 
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,The finite difference form of the energy equation used in the code is 

E?+' J = E! + (Pp+' + Pp + 2s;) [$]+AEd+AQ 

Here' the AQ is taken a s  the net heat addition from x-ray deposition and thermal 

conduction, as described in the energy transport section. Note that the pressure 

at the next time step appears in the energy equation. The pressure is determined 

from the equation of state, which has the general form 

Pn+' = fl(pn+')+f2(pn+') En+' 

Equations (14) and (15) ,form a set of simultaneous equations for the 

unknowns Pn+l and En+l. The energy can be solved for explicitly to give 

With the zone energy determined, the code calls the equation of state routines 

(described in the next section) to determine the pressure in the zone. Knowing 

the pressure permits the calculation of the normal stress, 0, according to 

B=-B, = P - 0 ,  d 

This is the stress used in the momentumbalance relation of equatian (7). Note 

that B is taken to be positive in compression (same as the pressure term). The 

final step for the hydrodynamics is to determine the maximum step size for the 

next time increment. The usual criterion for an expliat wave propagation code is 
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Ax A t I -  
C 

where c is the local sound speed. The WONDY formulation requires a somewhat 

modified form of this equation to account for the effects of artificial viscosity. 

The minimm value of this At for any of the zones in the calculation is taken to 

be Athydro. As described earlier, the next time step for the run is determined from 

this and other stability criteria., 

Two different types of boundary conditions are used'in ABLATOR for the 

hydrodynamics calculations. The front surface is handled as a free surface. This 

involves using the normal equation of motion (equation 7) for node zero with 

some dummy values for the stress and density of "zone zero". For expansion into 

a vacuum, both dummy values are set to zero. The rear surface will generally be 

set to some "large" distance, compared to the heat conduction time scales (about 

50 p). Since the sound speed is on the order of a few pm/ns, a "large" distance 

for the hydrodynamic calculation would be on the order of 1000 p. With the 

smaller distance, using either the free boundary assumption or a fixed boundary 

(un = 0, xn fixed) will result in reverberations of the initial shock throughout the 

problem run. However, these spurious waves can be largely eliminated from the 

smaller problem through the use of a non-reflecting boundary condition. The 

idea is to provide some measure of impedance matching in a special formulation 

of the equation of motion for the last node point. A finite difference formula 

giving the velocity of this last node was implemented from the work of 

Halpeml2. This technique reduces the reflected wave by better than an order of 

magnitude, which permits the use of the smaller computational domain, 

resulting in substantial savings in computational time. 
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3.5.2 Equations of State 

The purpose of an equation of state @OS) is to determine pressure in a zone, 

given its density and internal energy. The ABLATOR code uses an equation of 

state form that is linear in energy, according to equation (15). The functions of 

density, f1 and f2, vary depending on the phase of the zone under consideration. 

Separate treatments exist in the code for the condensed phase,'the vapor phase, 

and some mixture of the two. Therefore it is implicitly assumed in the code that 

temperatures are below the critical point, so that such a phase distinction makes 

sense. Other treatments of the equation of state, such as links to tabulated 

SESAME13 data, can allow extension into higher energy regimes. 

Determination of which EOS to apply to a particular zone is based on location 

relative to the current surface of the condensed material. This surface can move 

through the zones by the advancement of the vaporization front or by some spall 

process that removes one or more zones of condensed material. Vaporization is 

discussed in the next section, while the spall mechanisms are covered in the final 

section of this chapter. If a zone lies to the right (bulk material side) of the front 

surface of the condensed material, then the condensed phase EOS is applied. 

, 

Any zone to the left of this surface, in the so-called %palled" 

EOS routine that permits a mixture of the condensed phase 

material, uses an 

and an ideal gas 

phase in the zone. 

The condensed phase is subject to high pressures (order 1 GPa) during 

heating by short x-ray pulses. A commonly used EOS for such hot shocked 

material is the Griineisen relation. The Gplementation used in ABLATOR is the 

same as the DYNMD EOS M, which uses a cubic fit to shock velocity - particle 

velocity data.14 The pressure is given by the following relations. 
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for p<O (20) 

where 

us = c + SlU, + s2u; + s3u; p=-- p 1  
PO 

a To=-- - Griineisen coefficient 

a = thermal expansion coefficient 

C V P K  

K = compressibility 

, -  . , , .  , 
. .  

Another format compatible with the assumed linear relation between pressure 

and energy is the polynoniial form @M\TA~DEOS #ij. 
. .  

I .  

. ,  

(21) 
-2 . P = C o + C 1 p + C ~ ~ 2 + C ~ p 3 + ( C ~ + C g p + C ~ p  )E I ,,. 

. .. . .  -. 
where p = M&(p,O) 

, . .  :. . .. f ' I _  

_The vapor phase equation of state is based on the ideal gas relation 
- .. , 1-1 , . , .  - -  -, 

P=p,,RT ' ' 1 .  (22) 

I , a  

As with the relations for enthalpy and temperature in a vapor, the gas constant is 

trivial for a monatomic vapor, and a complex function of composition otherwise. 

The EOSfor %palled" zones is based on the assumption of instantaneous 

homogeneous equilibrium between vapor and the condensed phase. As a zone 

changes from an expancied solid or liquid with the Griineisen equation of state to 

a spalled zone, a small amount of vapor is assumed to be generated to permit the 

liquid portion to relax to its density at positive pressure. The amount and state 
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of the vapor, presumably in the form of small bubbles, is consistent with the total 

density and energy in the zone. The solution method is based on iteration of the 

temperature to produce the proper quality (mass fraction of vapor) values from 

density and energy considerations. A trial temperature is used to determine 

liquid and vapor specific enthalpies from inverting the T vs. H relations used in 

the code. Using the equation 

Htotal= x * Hvapor 4- (1-x) * Hliquid (23) 

gives XH, the quality based on energy considerations. The trial temperature is 

then applied to the equilibrium saturation equation 

Log(Psat) = A - B / Tsat 

to determine the trial pressure. The ideal gas EOS then is used to determine the 

vapor density under these conditions. Similarly, a n  application of the condensed 

material E,OS for the liquid gives its density. 

gives the quality from density balance, Xp. Iterations are made on temperature 

until the two calculated qualities are equal. This routine can accommodate both 

pure vapor and pure liquid/solid phases. The formulation does not permit 

negative pressures (tensile forces) in these spalled zones. 

3.6 Surface Vaporization Model . 

Vaporization is assumed to occur only at the free surface. The rate of 

evaporation is governed by the maximum flux of atoms per unit area that would 

o c m  under equilibrium vapor/liquid (or vapor/solid) conditions. The resulting 

flm, given by 
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. . .  

increases exponentially with surface temperature, through the saturation vapor 

pressure term. Therefore no skgle 'boiling temperature" exists and vaporization 

occurs continuously over a.range of temperatures. The mass flux is an upper 

limit, in that no recondensation is included. This approximation is reasonable for 

exposures in the Nova and NIF target chambers, which are under vacuum. 

The treatment of x-ray ablation in ABLATOR differs from those found in 

several computer codes relevant to ICF chamber design, including CONRAD15 

from the University of Wisconsin, TSUNAMI16 from UC Berkeley, and the codes 

used by SRI, Intl (FSCATT, SRI PUFF)17. These models determine x-ray 

vaporization depths from energy distribution profiles. based on typically 

instantaneous deposition. The vaporized depth is typically taken as the point in 

the energy profile where the cohesive or sublimation energy is exceeded. Such 

moiiels do not account for the limitation in surface vapor flux, or for additional 

vaporization from the remaining hot liquid at just below the cutoff energy. In 

strongly heated systems, where super-critical conditions allow very hot "fluidf to 

leave the bulk material without a distinct phase change, these models may be 

quite reasonable. 

Although vaporization is a continuous process, the code is Lagrangian, with 

mass allocated to discrete zones. This mismatch is reconciled by treating the 

surface zone with special relations unlike ,those for the remainder of the mesh. 

The most important distinction is that the mass fraction of vapor (quality) in the 

zone is imposed on it. The increase in quality in each time step is determined by 

the subroutine that computes the evaporation rate. As discussed in the previous 
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section, other zones-that have already vaporized or spalled off use a zone density 

and energy balance to deterxiine axonsistent value for quality. . 
' 

I 

The surface zone is the one zone that is not treated as a homogeneous 

material. The concept is that the expanding vapor occupies the free surface side 3 

of the zone, while the remaining liquid is in a layer next to the bulk material. 

Within this one zone there are essentially two zones with different motions ahd 

stress responses that must be reconciled into a single density and total energy. 

The equation of state routine for this special surface zone must then accom- 

modate the two phases in a consistent way. It first uses iteration to determine a 

split in zone energy between vapor and liquid that gives the same temperature in 

both phases. This routine then computes the . -  zone pressure based on the 

equilibrium vapor pressure, which is the most reasonable choice for the effects on 

the zones in the bulk material. ' 

While the vapor pressure is a good choice for the condensed material in the 

zone, it is not very accurate for the vaporized part. This material undergoes an 

unsteady, nearly adiabatic expansion after leaving the vaporizing surface. Since 

the pressure drops substantially d w g  the expansion, fixing the pressure causes 

a large error by the time a zone is almost completely vaporized. The artificially 

high pressure would drive a n  artificially high velocity at €he outer boundary of 

this zone. To avoid this problem, a different pressure is used in the equation of 

motion of this outer node. The new pressure is based on an analytical solution to 

the l-D unsteady compressible gas dynamics equations. TO ensure a smooth 

transition in node velocity after this zone completely vaporizes, for high qualities 

the new pressure is made to asymptote to the ideal gas pressure for a zone with 

its temperature and vapor density. 
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Ideally the surface temperature (and so the corresponding pressure) should 

change smoothly over, time regardless of the vaporizing front passing from one 

zone to the next. One obvious requirement is that as the surface zone fully 

vaporizes, the temperature of the condensed zone adjacent to the surface zone 

must approach the surface zone temperature. To ensure that this, temperature 

matching occurs,-the conduction heat t r d f e r  is assumed to occur from the plane 

of the zone boundary to the vaporizing surface. The heat conduction rate. is 

govemedby _ _  1 

I ,  

As the distance (Ax) tends'io zero, the temperade difference must also, in 

order to have a heat flu in accordance with the overall energy bzance. The 

difficulty with *this approach is h the stability oi the numerical heat transfer 

method. For an explicit method of time advance as used the ABLATOR code, 

the time step size must be limited by the stability condition from equation (6): 

Obviously this would require the time step size to go to,zero as the surface zone 

vaporized, To.avoid this problem, this one heat conduction component is solved 

implicitly. The implicit numerical scheme is unconditionally stable for this heat 

conduction calculation, which means that any time step size will give stable 

results. Iterations are performed on the-heat flu value until equation (27) is 

satisfied using the temperatures at time step n+l. - 
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3.7 Special Routines 

3.7.1 Spall Model 

The rapid deposition of the x-ray energy raises the pressure in the surface 

layers of the wall material. The stress causes movement away from the bulk 

material to relieve this pressure. The interaction of this pressure relief with the 

free surface constrained at low pressure generates a negative pressure wave that 

moves into the material. It is well known that solid materials can withstand a 

reasonable amount of tensile stress without failure. Surprisingly, this is also true 

for many liquids, particularly for the short duration tensile pulses typical of x-ray 

exposuresls. In order to spall from the bulk, a material must develop voids, 

which form over a finite period of time. Therefore unless the tensile forces are 

exceptionally large, even liquids will remain intact. To allow the possibility of 

this phenomenon occurring, the code sets a tensile limit for fully melted zones. If 

a liquid zone exceeds this stress, it is declared a %palled" zone for subsequent 

time steps. If there are condensed zones above this spalled zone (closer to the 

surface), they are considered spalled as well. 

3.7.2 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability 

Another mechanism for the removal of liquid layers apart from the very high 

tensile stress spall phenomenon is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. As described 

in the previous subsection, the liquid layer will be subject to tensile forces as the 

rapid initial thermal expansion slows or stops, as at the end of the x-ray pulse. 

The situation is somewhat analogous to a thin layer of liquid on a ceiling, subject 

to gravitational load, which tends to come d o y  as discrete droplets. 

The ABLATOR code has an optional module to investigate Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability growth in the melt layer caused by x-ray exposure. The model is 
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based on work by Wolfer and Hassanein for material removal in plasma 

disruptions in magnetic fusion facilities19. They present solutions of a dispersion 

relation developed by Fel.dman?. The solution relates the critical exponent (q) 

to the surface Reynolds number (R) and the surface Weber number (W). The 

critical exponent determines the amplitude growth rate, given by exp(qt), of the 

most unstable wavelength for some given set of R and W conditions. The 

nondhemional quantities are defined as follows: 

where: 

fib'.' 
‘ r l -  

R= fh2 
. *  

. w=- 
c 

- ,  

f = force density = density x acceleration 
h = melt layer thickness 
11 = liquid viscosity (temperature dependent) 
c = surface tension (temperature dependent) 

Thus the Reynolds number relates momentum to viscous forces, while the Weber 

number relates momentum to surface tension. 
I 

At each time step in which a melt layer exists, the code computes average 

densities and accelerations through the melt layer to get the force density. The , 

current surface temperature is used to find the surface tension, while a mass- 

averaged viscosity is compiled through the melt’layer zones.‘ The Reynolds and 

Weber numbers are then computed and applied to Wolfer and Hassanein’s 

solution to give G. The growth rate quantity exp(rc,At) is then applied to a 

running product (AMP) maintained for the duration of the run. A large final 

value of AMP indicates a strong possibility of liquid.ejection due to Rayleigh- 

Taylor instabilities. 
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3.7.3 Sub,-Surface Boiling Model 

Another form of vaporization is considered for several materials, specifically 

sub-surface boiling. The motivation for considering this removal mechanism is 

the observation of very rough surfaces with evidence of droplet ejection on some 

of the x-ray exposure samples. A sudden sub-surface boiling (or vapor 

explosion) would generate sufficient pressures to eject much of the over-lying 

liquid layer. One cause of the sub-surface vaporization is the passage of the 

rarefaction wave through hot liquid material just after the energy deposition 

pulse Ads. This wave generates sufficient tensile stresses (negative pressures) to 

cause massive nucleation and growth of vapor bubbles. Paltauf and Schmidt- 

Kloiber21 describe an experimental investigation of this process in the case of 

pulsed laser ablation of liquids for surgical applications. Hassanein and 

Konkashbaev22 discuss melt-layer splashing due to bubble growth and eqlosion 

in wall materials during tokamak dkruptions. 

A detailed treatment of the sub-surface boiling process would require 

sophisticated bubble nucleation and growth-rate models to determine the 

material velocities and two-phase compositions during ablation. Such an 

analysis is not attempted here. Instead, a relatively simple nucleation rate model 

is employed as a test for the existence of conditions that would likely cause sub- 

surface boiling to occur. The maximum depth at which these conditions exist 

will serve as the estimate for material removal due to this process. 

The nucleation rate equation used in this modeling (from Carey=) is: 
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where J is the nucleation rate, N1 is the number density of liquid molecules, o is 

the surface tension, m is the weight of a molecule, k is the Boltzmann constant, 

and q is given by 
, -. 

. J  

This relation for nucleation rate requires surface tension as the only new material 

parameter beyond those already introduced. Equation (29) is the form of Carey's * 

equation that is valid for cavitation situations. 

Consideration of the volume fraction of bubbles within a liquid at a particular 

time requires both the total number of bubbles per unit volume and some 

estimate of the bubble size. The number of bubbles in a volume is easily 

calculated as a running sum of the product of nucleation rate and time step size 

for each zone at each time. One conservative way to estimate the bubble size is 

to compute the critical bubble radius that will be in equilibrium under give 

superheat conditions. (The nucleation rate is defined in terms of the number of 

bubbles that grow to exceed this size per unit time and volume.) Carey's relation 

for the critical bubble radius is 

3.7.4 Thermal ShocWSkess Model ' 

Thermal stress appears to play the major role in the x-ray ablation of several 

of the brittle refractories tested. The damage processstarts as material cools from 

the peak temperatures. Any material that had me1ted:will be in a stress-free state 
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at the melt point as it solidifies. Additional material that peaked near the melt 

temperature will also soften somewhat, leading to a reduced-stress condition. As 

these surface layers cool, they will be put under tension, because the underlying 

bulk material constrains any lateral contraction. Lf the stresses exceed the tensile 

strength, brittle material will develop thermal stress cracks on the surface. 

Subsequent x-ray exposures can remove damaged material in two ways. One 

cause is the shock and rarefaction waves generated by absorbing the x-ray pulse. 

The other mechanism is thermal stress from additional heating/cooling cycles on 

the already damaged material. 

Thermal stress arises in the 1-D geometry because no thermal expansion or 

contraction can o c a  in the lateral (in-the-plane) directions. For a slab geometry, 

the equation for thermal stress due to a temperature differential normal to the 

surface is 

&AT 
1-v 

c=- J 

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient, E is the elastic modulus, and v is 
Poisson's ratio. ,For the thermal stresses that develop on cooling, AT is the 

difference between the temperature at which the material is stress-free and room 

temperature. The stress-free temperature is just the melt temperature for any 

material that fully melted. Solid material that has been pushed to near, but not 

over, the melt point is expected to soften substantially and so plastically deform 

in response to the initial thermal compressive stresses on heating. Therefore this 

heated solid can be expected to have a modified stress-free temperature 

compared to the bulk of the sample, which is assumed to be stress free at room 
I 

temperature. 
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The thermal stress response of the "softened solid" is treated by assuming 

some residual compressive stress remains from the initial heating. The resulting 

equation for thermal stress on cooling is 

with Tna, as the peak temperature and To as room temperature. The yield 

strength at Tmax is computed from the relation used in the ABLATOR code, 

which is a linear drop from the room temperature value to zero at the melt 

temperature. (with brittle materials, the compressive strength is used in place of 

a yield strength.) For the bidk of the material, cooling from the peak temperature 

will simply bring it back to the original stress-free state. 

3.8 Grid Size Effects 

The effects of discretization must be investigated in the development of any 

numerical method. The goal is to choose the best grid size for a given class of 

problems. This involves a trade off between making the resolution fine enough 

__ 

that no important details are lost, yet as large as possible to minimize m time. 

Such a study was already presented (in Figure 3-3) for the number of groups 

used in x-ray spectral representation. The spatial grid size was examined with a 

similar approach, in which the standard grid size of 0.01 pm (at the front surface) 

was increased by a factor of five and also decreased by a factor of two. The 

sample casebsed in the comparison was exposure of fused silica to 2.5 J/cm* of 

250-eV blackbody x rays in a 1-ns square pulse. Figure 3-4 shows a plot of 

temperature profiles for each ABLATOR run at time equals 10 ns.' All three cases 

match very well at the surface and at all depths below 0.5 pm. In this first half- 
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micron, the five-times-larger grid gives temperatures somewhat below those of 

the standard and half-size grids. The vaporization depths predicted were 0.111 

pn for both-the standard and half-size grids,,and 0.114 p for the large grid. 

Since there is only about a 3% difference with a five-times-larger grid, the 

standard grid is shown to be a safe size choice for x-ray response calculations. 
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Figure 3-1: Flow chart for ABLATOR calculation. 
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4. Material Ablation Experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

Ablation experiments are the second step in the process of developing a 

validated material x-ray response model. One goal of these tests is to 

determine removal mechanisms for various materials. This guides the 

modeling efforts to predict removal under given conditions. For the tested 

materials, the modeling is then a direct means of extrapolating to their 

response in other ICF facilities. Also, with sufficient information on how the 

relative values of various material properties indicate one removal 

mechanism over another, reasonable predictions can be made for other 

materials not examined in these tests. The second goal of the experiments is 

to provide the quantitative data on ablation depths to benchmark the 

performance of the models. 

4.2 Mechanisms for material removal 

Several different removal mechanisms were identified during the course 

of experimentation. These are vaporization, thermal shock/spall, and liquid 

ejection. This section discusses the general features of each mechanism, 

while the following sections detail these phenomena in specific materials. , 

X-ray energy deposition in the fluence range of interest produces high 

surface temperatures, of order several thousand degrees. Vaporization from 

these hot solid or liquid surfaces into the chamber vacuum is expected for 

nearly any material. However, the amount of vapor removal may or may 

not be significant, depending on th-e particular thermal and chemical 

response of a material. This is because the rate of evaporation varies 
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exponentially with surface temperature,, through the dependence on 

equilibrium vapor pressure. 

Materials that *ablate primarily through vaporization show several 

common features in the post-shot examinations. The exposed surfaces are 

smooth and flat, not significantly worse than the original finish. The steps 

measured by profilometry are sharp and well defiried. The ablation depths 

increase linearly with the nuinber of exposures, for multiply exposed sample 

regions. , 

Thermal shock/spall is the second material removal mechanism noted in 

-the experiments. D d a g e  starts when the melt layer generated after the x-ray 

exposure solidifies. This material will be in a stress-free state at an elevated 

temperature somewhat below the melt point. As it cools, the surface layer 

will be put under tension, because the underlying bulk material constrains 

any lateral motion. If the stresses exceed the tensile strength, brittle materials 

will develop thermal stress cracks on the surface. Subsequent x-ray exposures 

can remove damaged material in two ways. One cause is the shock and . 

rarefaction) waves generated ‘by absorbing the x-ray pulse. The other 

mechanism is additional thermal stress on cooling the already damaged 

material. 

Thermal stress cracks in the exposed surfaces are the obvious visual 

indications of materials susceptible to the thermal shock/spall process. The 

other clue is the presence of. angular pits of a size “consistent with the spall 

damage flakes. 
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The final removal mechanism is ejection of liquid from the exposed 

surface, easily seen in the aluminum exposures. For fluences above the 

damage threshold, a%melt layer forms quickly during the x-ray pulse. The 

heating also causes thermal expansion, which accelerates the melted surface 

layer away from the bulk material. After the pulse ends, so does the rapid 

thermal expansion. The velocity of the surface layer then quickly drops to 

near zero as a result of tensile stresses from the bulk material. Two liquid 

ejection mechanisms are then possible. The deceleration of the liquid layer 

can cause Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities that make the surface wavy and 

eventually release material in the form of droplets. The short pulse duration 

may not allow sufficient time for instability growth in a single shot. Some 

"conditioning shots" may therefore be required to alter the surface geometry 

before material is removed. Kelly1 noted a similar conditioning requirement 

for melt removal from metals exposed to laser pulses, although the 

mechanism is somewhat different. The second mechanism for melt layer 

removal is sub-surface boiling. This may be initiated by the passage of the 

rarefaction wave through hot liquid material just after the energy deposition 

pulse ends. This wave generates sufficient tensile stresses (negative 

pressures) to cause massive nucleation and growth of vapor bubbles. 

Hassanein and Konkashbaev2 discuss melt-layer splashing due to both 

mechanisms in wall materials during tokamak disruptions. 

Several observations are typical of materials subject to significant liquid 

removal. The surfaces tend to be wavy with well-rounded crests and valleys. 

Because of the lateral liquid motion, the surfaces are also very rough. 

Droplets are frequently observed, either resting on the surface or attached to a 

crest by a narrow neck of material. Near boundaries of regions with different 
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numbers of x-ray exposures, splash in the form of droplets or thin fibers is 

also commonly seen. 

4.3 Nova X-ray Ablation Experiments 

4.3.1 Experiment Description 

4.3.1.1 Introduction - 

The Nova laser facility at LLNL is a-unique resource for exploring material 

response to x rays. It is one of the most powerful laser facilities in the world. 

Over 30kJ of 0.35 pm laser light can be focused into hohlraums placed at the 

center of theitarget chamber. This energy is converted efficiently into x rays, 

providing a significant source for exposure testing. X-ray fluences, spectra, 

and pulse lengths are all in a range that is relevant to future ICF facilities. 

Models used to extrapolate material responses in other conditions will 

therefore have well-matched benchmark data. Finally, since the Nova laser 

has been operated for many years, the targets provide a well-characterized 

source of x rays. Experience-with targets identical to those used in this 

campaign allows the spectra and energy output to be known reliably. 

The material ablation studies on Nova were conducted over the course of 

27 separate laser shots (see Table 41). On each of these shots, ten or eleven 

material samples were exposed to the x rays generated in the target hohlraum. 

Because many samples received multiple exposures, the total number of 

different pieces was 67. This section describes the methods and conventions 

used in performing the-tests. Later sections will provide specific sample 

preparation details and present results for the different materials. 
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Table 42 Summary  of Nova ablation experiments. Lengths are distances 
from target to the sample face. 

1 

Date TargetName Laser Pulse BBT 

Nov 17 RKK-HOHLSBS-24 25.14 2.2 . 195 
1995 RKK-HOHLSBS-22 24.26 2.2 195 

RKK-HOHLSBS-16 25.36 2.2 195 

kJ ns eV 

Avg Fluencc 

Dec18 TJO-ALBEDO-90 25.94 1.0 250 
1995 TJO-ALBEDO-91 27.89 1.0 250 

TJO-ALBEDO-92 28.1 0 1 .O 250 
TJO-ALBEDO-93 26.97 1 .O 250 

Avg Fluencc 

Dec19 SGG-FBALL-29 25.49 2.2 200 
1995 SGG-FBALL-30 24.94 2.2 200 

DHK-BLIMP-08 24.27 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-09 26.06 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-11 26.38 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-IO 23.97 2.2 200 

Avg Fluencc 

Jan 10 TJO-ALBEDO-94 30.25 1.0 250 
1996 TJO-ALBEDO-95 25.56 1.0 250 

' TJO-ALBEDO-96 26.42 1.0 250 
TJO-ALBEDO-97 27.35 1.0 250 
TJO-ALBEDO-98 28.1 3 1 -0 2 5 0 
TJO-ALBEDO-99 26.92 1 -0 2 5 0 

Avg Fluencc 

Feb22 SGG-FBALL-34 25.26 2.2 200 
& SGG-FBALL-35 26.36 2.2 200 

Feb23 DHK-BLIMP-12 25.66 2.2 200 
1996 DHK-BLIMP-13 26.58 2.2 200 

DHK-HEP4RT-12 24.10 2.2 200 
DHK-HEP4RT-I3 24.45 2.2 200 

Avg Fluencc 

Feb23 SGG-SNRT-20 11.92 1.0 210 
1996 SGG-SNRT-21 11.94 1.0 210 

Avg Fluencc 
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Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence 
J/cm2 J/cm2 J/crn2 J/cm2 
22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
3.24 2.32 1.63 I 0.98 
3.13 2.24 1.57 0.95 

*3.27 2.34 1.65 0.99 
3.21 2.30 1.62 0.97 

23 cm 27 cm 32 cm 41 cm 
3.06 2.22 3.58 0.96 
3.29 2.39 1.70 1.03 
3.31 2 2.40 1.71 1.04 
3.18 2.31 1.64 1-00 
3.21 2.33 1.66 1-01 

21 cm 25 cm 30 cm 39 cm 
3.60 2.54 1.77 1.05 
3.53 2.49 1.73 1.02 
3.43 2.42 1.68 1.00 
3.69 2.60 1.81 1.07 
3.73 2.63 1.83 1.08 
3.39 2.39 1.66 0.98 
3.56 2.51 1.75 1.03 

23 cm 27 cm 32 cm 41 cm 
3.57 2.59 ' 1.84 1.12 
3.01 2.19 1.56 0.95 

3.22 2.34 1.67 1.01 
3.32 2.41 1.71 1.04 
3.17 2.30 1.64 1-00 
3.24 2.35 1-67. 1.02 

3.12 2.26 . 1.61 0.98 

22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
3.25 2.33 1.64 0.98 
3.40 2.43 1.71 1.03 
3.31 2.37 1.67 1-00 
3.42 2.45 1.72 1.04 
3.11 2.22 1.56 0.94 
3.15 ' 2.26 1.59 0.95 
3.27 2.34 1.65 0.99 

22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
1.54 1.10 0.77 0.46 
1.54 1.10 0.77 0.47 
1.54 1.10 0.77 0.47 



X-ray exposure of five materials is reported in this chapter. Three were 

chosen as representative of candidate N E  first wall materials: boron carbide 

(along with boron), aluminum oxide, and silicon nitride. Fused silica was 

selected for these experkents as an optical material to be used in NIF. 

Finally, aluminum was tested because it is a typical structural material in the 

target chamber system (for supports and diagnostic components). 

4.3.1.2 Sample preparation 
3 

Diagnosing of x-ray damage relies on examination of the exposed surfaces 

after the series of shots is completed. The surfaces must be sufficiently 

smooth to distinguish between exposed and unexposed (masked) areas and to 

quantify the changes. Since typical ablation steps are on the order of 0.1 pm 

(or smaller) for these test conditions, the initial surface finish must be 

somewhat better than this. Accordingly, samples were-generally polished to a 

roughness of a few tens of run. Because of some material porosity or 

particularly deep initial machining marks however, some pits were 

usuallypresent in the surfaces. Since these large features appear very different 

from the observed x-ray damage, they caused little problem in the 

experiments . 

4.3.1.3 Sample mounting and masking 

The nominal sample size used in this series of shots was 12.5 mm 

diameter and 5-6 mm thick. The sample fit in an aluminum cup and was 

held in place by an aluminum spacer ring and a stainless steel cap. A tight 

sliding fit was used for the cap to accommodate samples of various heights. 

The opening in +e front face of the cap was smaller than the inside diameter 
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of the spacer ring, ensuring that x rays would hit the sample and not the 

holder body. The sample holder is shown in Figure 4-1. 

I All samples were introduced into the Nova chamber using a SIM (six inch 

manipulator) cart. The.SIMs allow small experiments and diagnostics to be 

inserted and removed from the chamber between shots without the.need for 

breaking vacuum on the entire Nova chamber. Carts-ride on a pair of rails 

and are driven into and out of the chamber with a lead screw. In these 

experiments, the cart supported a 25 mm diameter rod that held four 

aluminum paddles, each of which could hold up to three individual sample 

holders. This arrangement is shown in Figure 4-2. The paddles were placed 

along the length of the central rod to provide various distances to the target, 

and so a range of x-ray fluences for the samples. The large number of 

mounting locations allowed the use of-all eleven sample holders, usually for 

three different materials at three or four x-ray fluences on each Nova shot. 

For both microscopy and profilometry, it is useful to have sharp steps 

between exposed and unexposed regions. Therefore thin (25 pm) tantalum 

masks were placed directly on the sample surface. These high-Z refractory 

masks would prevent any x-ray transmission while producing a-minimum 

mass of ablated material. The primary mask had a donut shape, with a 5-6 

mm central hole. This gave a clear border all around the exposed surface of 

the sample. 

Secondary masks were also used during the series of experiments to 

multiply the usefulness of each sample. Tantalum semi-circles were used to 

cover half or three-quarters of the surface for selected shots. In a typical series 
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of four to six Nova' shots, the samples were first exposed over 'the qentire 

region inside the donut mask for a single shot. A semi-circle was 'then placed 

over the sample to protect half from further exposures. After an additional 

one or two shots; hother semi-circle was 'added, protecting another quarter of 

the sample surface-from more damage. The remaining quarter would then be 

exposed for the last two to four shots. This is shown in Figure 4-3. The result 

is a sample with areas that received from zero shots up to four or six shots, 

which proved- beneficial in post-shot analyses. 

4.3.1.4 Nova targets 1 I 

All-experiments in this series were conducted on-a ride-along basis. These 

are Nova shots that would have run with SIM 5 (see below for description) 

either-vacant or with a secondary diagnostic in place. Placing the material 

samples in this SIM location provided an exc'ellent source of ,x rays, while not 

interfering with the main purpose-of the Nova shot. 

. .Hohlraums were chosen as the best x-ray sources for these material 

response experiments for several reasons. The x-ray radiation inside Nova 

hohlraums has been studied for many years, and :so is well characterized. 

This is important for these shotstwhere the x-ray conditions could not be 

measured.; In addition, the- emission from the- laser enhance holes (LEH) of 

the hohlraums has a.spectrum similar to what is expected on NE. This 

makes these exposures more relevant to predictions of NIF material response. 

All targets used in this experimental series were so-called Nova scale-1 

'size. The nominal dimensions are 2.8'mm long, 1.6 mm diameter with 1.2 

d diameter laser entrance holes. The gold wall thickness is 25-30 pm. 
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Nova targets often'have copper shields attached that protect the field of 

view of some diagnostic, and/or separate metal foils to be used as x-ray 

backlighter sources. To the material samples, these items represent sources .of 

metallic shrapnel that can interfere with the interpretation of x-ray exposure 

damage. Whenever possible, the shots used as ride-alongs had no shields or 

backlighters, or perhaps just small shields. 

4.3.1.5 X-ray environment 

As mentioned above, the ride-along shots, where material exposure was 

not the main purpose, could not be instrumented to measure the x-ray 

fluence on the samples. Numerical modeling was used to provide this 

information. The basis of the fluence calculation was a I-D LASNEX 

numerical model of a scale-1 Nova hohlraum, which is the standard size 

target used for all shots. The same validated techniques discussed in Chapter 

2 for the prediction of NIF x-ray fluences were applied to this case. X-ray 

losses from the LEHs were simulated in this 1-D model with a standard "leak 

source" in the code. The resulting conclusions for x-ray emission were that, 

of the laser energy in the hohlraum, 40% would be emitted out the LEH and 

10% would come through or from the hohlraum wall. These fractions were 

then applied to 95% of the measured 30 (0.35 p) laser beam energy from the 

Nova shot (to allow for some scattering or back-reflection). The fluences at 

the sample surfaces was then determined using a 1/R-squared law with a 

Lambertian (cosine law) distribution for the LEH componefit and an isotropic 

- distribution for the wall emission. - 

Given this distribution of x-ray energy in the Nova chamber, SIM 5 was 

the best choice for the exposure experiments. This tube points toward the 
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target at a 25" angle from the hohlraum axis, where the dominant LEH 

emission is over_90% of its peak value, based on its cosine distribution. This 

location is also out of the way of most on-axis shrapnel from shields and from 

the gold hohlraum material that expands mainly toward the waist. 

4.3.1.6 Debris and shrapnel 

Several sources of debris were present in these shots. The hohlraums 

themselves are totally vaporized, so at most the material samples would 

receive a rather light ion bombardment. Copper diagnostic shields mounted 

on the targets were the major source of metal on the samples, for shots where 

the shields were present. The copper tended to be in small droplets that stuck 

to the sunples. Other sources were the target support structure and diagnostic 

snouts, generating mostly aluminum droplets. None of these debris and 

shrapnel sources was a serious problem in the experiments, because the 

surface area coverage of debris-affected areas tended to be small enough to 

work around. 

4.3.1.7 Post-shot analysis 

All observations and measurements from this series of experiments are 

based on post-shot analyses of the exposed samples. Optical microscopy, 

combined with SEM (scanning electron microscope) and AFM (atomic force 

microscope) images, provide the basis for conclusions on material removal 

mechanisms, Quantitative data on material removal depths was obtained by 

measuring surface height changes between regions exposed to different 

numbers of shots. A Tencor alpha-step 200 was the primary instrument used 

for this part of the analysis, supplemented in some cases by AFM data. - 
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4.3.2 Fused Silica Response 

+ 4.3.251 Introduction 

3 .Four fused silica disks were exposed to x rays in a series of four ride-along 

Nova shots. Microscopy and proflometer scans performed a&er the shots 

determined material removal rates and indicate €he removal mechanisms 

responsible. This section describes the experiment setup, presents the post- 

shot observations, and discusses the results in terms of likely removal 

mechanisms. 

I *  

4.3.2.2 Experiment set-up 

The previous section describes the sample holders, mounting fixtures, and 

test procedures used in the whole series of material response experiments. 

Therefore this section will be limited to specific conditions unique to the 

fused s ika testing. 
. 

I 

The fused. silica samples were 12 mm diameter windows from Melles 

Griot Co. fhe material was optical 'quality synthetic fused silica. 'The 3 mm 

thick samples were flat and smooth to one wave He-Ne over 25 mm, so no 

additional polishing was required prior to testing. Areas of exposure with 

one, two, and four shots were produced k&g tantalum masks added after the 

first and second shots. L c  

I .  

The targets were scale-1 Nova hohlraums with a small radiation 

burnthrough patch on one side. They had "standard drive shields" (1x2 an) 

made of copper mounted on bofh ends of the hokaum. There were no 

liners or wiridows (and so of course no gas fill). All ten Nova beams were 

pointed into the hohlraum with a n  energy of 2.7 kJ each in a 1 ns square 
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pulse. Previous spectral measurements with$ similar hohlraums under 

similar drive conditions showed an internal temperature of about 250 eV, so 

this was taken as the spectrum of radiation source for the samples. Table 4-2 

summarizes the shots and conditions-expected at-each sample face. 

Target Nova 3w Pulse BBT 
Shot# ' . kJ ns - -  eV 

TJO-ALBEDO-90 25121815 25.945 1.Osqr 250 
TJO-ALBEDO-91 25121819 27.892 1.Osqr 250. 
TJO-ALBEDO-92 25121824 28.099 1.Osqr 250 . 

TJO-ALBEDO-93 25121828 26.969 1.Osqr 250 

. . ,  .'.Name. 

Avg Fluence 

23cq .- 27cm 32% 4lcm 
J/d' J/cm2 ' J7an2 J/d 
3.06 2.22 1.58 . ,0.96 
3.29 2.39 1.70 1.03 
3.31 2.40 1.71 1.04 
3.18 2.31 1.64 1.00 
3.21 , 2.33 1.66 ,. 1.01 

4.3.2.3 Observations and measurements for fused silica 
I '  

Optical microscopy was one important component of the post-shot 

material analysis. One obvious feature of the surfaces was that they were 

quite flat. Moving the lens up and down brought exposed regions (with the 

k Y. 

same number of shots) into focus simultaneously. For high x-ray fluence 

samples it was therefore easy to see distinct-step between surface regions with 

different number of exposures. 
.'I t ,r 9 .  s , .  

, -  , ,  1 

I .  . ,  
. .  . -  ' ' .  . _. 1) 

- I r ,  ' .  I 
I .  

\-  .- 

Examination under higher magnification showed no evidence of thermal 

stress cracking or shock damage to the surface. What was evident, however, 

was the presence of small bubbles in the surface on the higher-fluence 

samples. Figure 4-4 is a 155x view of the highest fluence sample that shows 

an increase in number and possibly size of the bubbles as the number of 

exposures increased. Figure 4 5  is a 750x view of the same i r  sample in the 

region exposed four times. This shows the smau pits scattered among the 

copper and aluminum droplets and the occasional shrapnel-induced crater. .. 



Sample #2 (second highest fluence) has these same features, shown in the 

155x view of Figure 4-6. A similar photo of sample #4 (lowest fluence) does 

not show the small bubbles developing. In fact, Figure 4-7 shows little to 

distiriguish the regions of various exposures, apart from a few shrapnel 

craters in th6 area that saw four shots. 

SEM scans were performed of the highest fluence sample to better 

examine the small surface bubbles. Figure 4-8 shows two examples of small 

clusters of bubbles in a region exposed to a single shot. Most of the features 

appear to have a central depression with a raised rim, leading us to believe 

that these are impact craters. The two larger craters in the top image are 

rather shallow, indicating a relatively slower impact velocity. Most of the 

other craters appear relatively deeper. In many of the pits, a bit of material is 

visible down inside, up against one side wall. These may be the impacting 

particles. Note that the largest crater shown here is only 1 p in diameter, 

and there are many much smaller craters visible. This is consistent with the 

expected shrapnel size distribution, with large numbers of very small particles 

likely generated in the region of the target. Another feature seen in both 

images is cracks running through the string of impact craters, indicating 

penetration through the "melt" layer to the solid below. 

SEM work also revealed some limited splashing from high exposure 

regions to masked adjacent regions. This material takes the form of very thin 

"fibers (on the order of 0.1 /.m diameter) that are several microns long. An 

example is shown in Figure 4-9. This process is likely of only secondary 

importance in material removal. 
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Profilometer measurements were made with a Tencor alpha-step 200. 

Scans .of unexposed regions showed surface roughness of about 20 nm, 

ignoring occasional spikes from ablated material that deposited under the 

masks. At the lowest fluence this was essentially unchanged, although there 

was quite a bit more debris. Exposures at the next highest’x-ray fluence 

showed some increase in roughness, but only to about 40-50 nm. Considering 

the 2.3 J/cm2 fluence, the surface roughened to perhaps 100 nm, particularly 

in the four exposure region. Finally, the sample at the highest fluence had 

roughness of 20 - 40 nm after a single shot and about 150 nm after four 

exposyes. The higher fluence samples also showed quite a bit more debris 

on the surface, because this sample was closest to the target and subtended the 

largest solid angle. 

1 .  

Because the surfaces were overall smooth and flat, the profilometry was 

able to clearly determine ablation step sizes, particularly in the higher fluence 

samples. The masking arrangement made it possible to measure steps 

between zero, one, two, and four exposure regions. This data showed a 

consistent removal for every shot, with no conditioning or other effects from. 

the first exposures. The removal data are summarized in Table 4-3 and 

plotted in Figure 4-10. Also, representative profilometer scans are included as 

Figure 4-11. 

I 

An interesting and unexpected observation was that the aluminum disks 

located behind the fused silica were discolored. These darkened qeas were in 

.patterns matching the unmasked areas of the silica. Since the silica would 

stop essentially all x rays, the damage must be due-to scattered laser light. 1 
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' Table 4-3: Summary of ablation step size measurements for silica 

B 
C 

D 

Silica 1 fluence = 3.21 J/cm2 
* 'exposure 1 ' exposure 2 

A 0 1 
0 2 
0 4 

0 1 
1 2 
0 4 

0 1 

Silica 2 fluence = 

A 

B 

exposure 1 
0 
1 
2' 
q 
1 
2 

2.33 J/c m2 
exposure 2 

1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
4 

Silica 3 fluence.,= 1-66 j /cm2 ~ 

' A  ' 0  4 
B 0 1 
C ' 0  1 
E 0 1 

1 2 

exposure I exposure 2 

, '  step 
0.23 
0.48 , 

0.75, 
0.20 
0.22 
0.15 
0.72 I 

step 
0.090 
0.07'0 
0.1 90 
0.062 
0.080 
0.1 86 

S!PP 
0.100 ' 

0.033 
0.028 
0.022 
0.027 

Silica 4 fluence .= 1.01 J/cm2 
exposure 1 exposure 2 step 

B 0 4 ' 0.01 55 
C 0 4 0.0232 

0.20-1 L- 0.031 
stepkhot  
0.230 
0.240 
0.188 
0.200 
0.220 
0.1 5'0 
0.1 80 

0 . 0 8 2  
stepkhot  
0.090 
0.070 
0.095 
0.062 
0.080 
0.093 

-I- 0.013 

0 . 0 2 7 .  L- 0.004 
s tepkhot  
0.025 
0.033 
0.028 
0.022 
0.027 

0.005 If: 0.001 
stepkhot  

0.004 
0.006 

4.3.2.4 Additional testing of fused silica 

Two 5 an diameter fused silica blanks were exposed to x rays and target 

debris on two Nova shots. This was done as a ridealong experjm-ent on shots 

RKK-HOHLSBS- 26&27 on January 23,1996 using a fixture mounted in SIM 

5. These shots used Nova scale 1 gas-filled hohlraum targets. 
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The samples received about 3.5 J/cm2 x-ray fluence with a spectrum of 200 

eV blackbody (not measured). An unknown amount of target debris (gold 

and copper) was also inadent on the glass. The samples were mounted such 

that the normal to the sample surface was 45" from the direction to the target. 

The center of the samples was 22 cm from chamber center. Approximately 

one third of each sample's surface was shielded from direct x-ray exposure by 

a steel plate mounted 6 cm in front of the samples. 

The silica samples were not specially polished. The substrates were 

Corning 7940 fused silica. One sample ("North") was coated with a triple 

thickness (240 nm). of silica sol gel AR coating, while the other .sample 

(''South") was just the bare substrate material. 

Interferometry was performed on these two samples, producing two 

significant results. First is that the removal depths are consistent with those 

measured in the highest-fluence half-inch sample. Second, the surfaces 

which had approximately 0.5 pm*'of material removed appeared to be about as 

flat as the original, unexposed parts of the samples. Confirmation of the 

uniform material removal helped in defining the phenomena likely 

responsible. Results are shown @ Figure 412. 

4.3.2.5 Discussion of removal mechanisms for fused silica 

Vaporization appears to be the dominant mechanism of material removal 

for fused silica. This process is consistent with the uniform removal over a 

. fairly large area (two inches), and the essentially flat surface left behind. Also 

the removal of the same amount every shot points to a purely one- 

- .. .-. 
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dimensional thermal phenomenon, in that no mechanical "pre- 

conditioning" of the surface is required to remove material. 

The other two primary removal mechanisms noted in the Nova material 

Thermal response tests are thermal cracking/spall and liquid ejection. 

cracking was not evident in any of the fused silica optical microscopy, nor 

would any be expected for a material with such a low coefficient of thermal 

expansion. Liquid ejection tends to leave behind an uneven, wavy surface 

from the ejection of some droplets and retention of others. The exposed 

surfaces show no evidence of this, although the fine fibers seen in Figure 4-9 

do indicate 8 small amount of liquid motion. Also, fused silica is amorphous 

and has no real melting point, but rather a decreasing viscosity with 

temperature. There is no sharp solid/liquid phase change with the potential 

for a volume increase that would drive any significant unstable liquid 

motion (splashing). 

4.3.3 Silicon Nitride Response 

4.3.3.1 Introduction 

Three silicon nitride samples were exposed to x rays in a series of. six ride- 

along Nova shots. Microscopy and profilometer scans performed after the 

shots determined material removal rates and indicate the removal mech- 

anisms responsible. This section describes the experiment setup, presents the 

post-shot observations, and discusses the results in terms of likely removal 

mechanisms. 
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4.3.3.2 Experiment set-up 

Section 4.3.1 describes the sample holders, mounting fixtures, and test 

procedures used in the whole series of material response experiments. 

Therefore this section will be limited to specific conditions unique to the 

silicon nitride testing. 

The silicon nitride samples were hot pressed material by Ceradyne. Their 

material identification was Ceralloy 147, which had a density of 3.16 g/cc 

(99.4% of theoretical). This material is sintered with 1% MgO. The samples 

were polished before testing to better than 0.1 pm roughness. One sample 

was placed at each of the first, third, and fourth distances from the target. The 

tantalum masking arrangement gave full exposure on the first shot, half on 

the second, and one quarter on the third and fourth shots. For the fifth and 

sixth shots the masks were rotated oneLeighth turn: This produced regions 

with six, four, three, two, one, and zero exposures on each sample. 

Table 4-4: Summary of Nova shots used for silicon nitride exposure 

Date Target 
Name 

Feb 22 96 SGG-FBALL-34 
& SGG-FBALL-35 

Feb 23 96 DHK-BLIMP-12 
. DHK-BLIMP-13 

DHK-?3FP4RT-12 
DHK-HEP4RTi13 

3w 
kJ 

25.256 
26.362 
25.664 
26.577 
24.098 
24.449 

Pulse BBT 
Is eV 
2.2 200 
2.2 200 
2.2 200' - 

2.2 200 

2.2 200 
Avg Fluence 

2.2 200 

I22cm 2 6 m  31- 4Ocm 

3.40 - 1.71 1.03 
3.31 - 1.67 1.00 
3.42 - 1.72 1.04 

. 3.11 - 1.56 0.94 
3.15 - 1.59 0.95 
3.27 . -. 1.65 0.99 

, ,  

I 

The series of Nova shots covered six shots in all, and are listed ) I  in Table 4- 

4. Gas-filled, scale 1 hohlraums without shields were used in these 

experiments. Backlighters were used on the targets. Eight of Nova's beams 

were directed into the hohlraum at an energy of about 3.2 kJ each in a shaped 
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2.2 ns pulse (PS22). An internal temperature of about 200 eV can be inferred 

from previous spectral measurements on similar hohlraums. 

4.3.3.3 Observations and measurements for silicon nitride 

Optical microscopy was one important component of the post-shot 

material analysis. One obvious feature of the surfaces was that they were 

quite flat relative to the removal steps. Moving the lens up and down 

brought exposed regions (with the same number .of shots) into focus 

simultaneously. For high x-ray fluence samples it was therefore easy to see 

distinct steps between surface regions with different number of exposures. 

i 

< 

Examination under higher magnification showed no evidence of thermal 

stress cracking or shock damage. The surfaces also had none of the rounded 

features characteristic of a material that had been melted and rapidly cooled. 

As seen in Figure 4-13 for one shot at the highest fluence, the surface is 

composed of angular facets in the micron or submicron size 'range. These are 

presumably due to the original grain structure. 

Microscopy also revealed some limited deposition of material on 

unexposed regions from adjacent exposed areas. The deposited material is in 

the form of particles up to about a micron in size. Figure 4-14 shows this 

phenomenon in the sample at the third highest fluence. The lowest fluence 

sample had essentially no redeposited material. On none of the samples 

could deposition be seen from high exposure regions to adjacent regions with 

fewer shots. This is likely because the deposited particles would blend in 

perfectly with the exposed surfaces' appearance. 
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A Tencor alpha-step 200 profilometer was used to measure surface 

topography and ablation step sizes after the x-ray exposures. 'Table 4-5 below 

summarizes roughness measured by the profilometer. These values are 

rather small compared to the removal depths, at least for the higher fluences 

with multiple shots. The resulting "clean" ablation steps meant that removal 

measurements could be made reliably. ' Figure 4-15 illustrates some typical 

profilometer scans. Note that removal was basically linear with number of 

exposures, with twice the ablation depth for twice as many shoti. A summary 

of the removal depth results is given in Table 4-6, and these data are plotted 

as a function of x-ray fluencejn Figure 416. 

-c 

I 

,Table 45: .Silicon nitride surface.roughneSs .mkasured by profilometer 
. .  . Fluence Roughess* . I' 

.. 3.3 J/cm? !.,, :. 0.4 pm. 
1.7 J/-cm2 0.3 p 

, I  

' 1.0 J/m' 1 0.2' pm . 
*- = peak to . .  valley, excluding isolated I .  extreme .values ., 

4.3.3.4 Discussion of removal mechanisms for silicon nitride 

Vaporization appears to be the dominant mechanism of material removal 

'for silicon niGide. This process is-consistent with the uniform removal and 

essentially flat'surface left behind. Also the removal of the same amoht  

every 'shot points'to a purely one-dimensional thermal phenomenon, in that 

no mechanical "pre-conditionilqf of the surface 'is required to remove 

material. 

_ I  

~. 

. .  
I *  ' 

, -  .~ 

I - .  

- .  
. .  -. - 

One interesting aspect of the vaporization is that the high equilibrium 

vapor pressure of silicon nitride is due almost totally to decomposition and 
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Table 46: Summary of ablation step size measurements for silicon nitride 

B 

C 
D 

Si1 Nit 1 fluence = 
exp 1 

A 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
2 
4 

3.27 J/cm2 
exp2 

1 
4 
6 
1 
4 
4 
1 
2 
4 
6 

B 

C 

D 

Si1 Nit 3 fluence = 1.65 J/cm2 
exp 1 I exp2 

A 0 4 
4 6 
0 2 
2 6 
0 2 
2 6 
0 2 

D 
E 

Si1 Nit 4 fluence = 1.0 J/cm2 

A 2 6 
B 2 6 
C 0 4 

2' 4 
2 4 
1 3 

exp 1 exp2 

step 
0.42 
1.39 
2.29 
0.52 
1.41 ' 
0.94 
0.35 
0.50 

* 0.71 
0.89 

step 
0.740 
0.420 
0.280 
0.890 
0.260 
0.830 
0.480 

step 
0.395 
0.430 
0.400. 
0.21 0 
0.230 
0.21 0 

0 . 4 1  4 
stepkhot 

0.420 
0.348 
0.382 
0.520 
0.353 
0.470 
0.350 
0.500 
0.355 
0.445 

-I- 0.066 

0.1  9 1  k 0.042 
stepkhot 

0.1 85 
0.21 0 
0.1 40 
0.223 
0.1 30 
0.208 
0.240 

0.1 0 5  k 0.006 
stepkhot 

0.099 
0.1 08 
0.1 00 
0.1 05 
0.1 15 
0.1 05 

release of nitrogen gas. Composition curves provided by Wilemski3 show 

other gaseous species comprise less than one part in ten thousand of the total 

vapor pressure. It seems likely, therefore, that the vaporization process 

produces not a stoichiometric vapor, but rather a mix of nitrogen gas and 

solid (or liquid) silicon'particles. The silicon would be "blown off' the surface 

by the rushLof underlying nitrogen gas during decomposition. 
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The other two primary removal mechanisms noted in the Nova material 

response tests are liquid ejection and thermal cracking/spall. Liquid ejection 

tends to leave behind an uneven, wavy surface from the ejection of some 

droplets and retention of others. The exposed surfaces show no evidence of 

this. Because silicon nitride has a low boiling point (-3500 K) and high melt 

temperature (somewhere above 3500 K), it is likely that a melt layer never 

forms on the surface. Thermal cracking was not evident in any of the silicon 

nitride optical microscopy. A typical cause of cracking is a melt layer that 

solidifies then is put under tensile loading as it cools. The lack of thermal 

\ 

cracking therefore supports the idea that no significant melt layer forms on 

the surface. Also, the crack-free surfaces are consistent with the fact that 

silicon nitride has a relatively high thermal shock resistance (roughly five 

times better than aluminum oxide). Since liquid ejection and thermal 

cracking/spall do not seem to play a role, silicon nitride vaporization is again 

supported as the dominant removal mechanism. 

4.3.4 Response of Boron Carbide and Boron 

4.3.4.1 Introduction 

Twenty-eight samples of various forms of boron carbide and boron were 

exposed to x rays in four series of ride-along Nova shots. Table 4-7 

summarizes the shots, x-ray fluences, and materials exposed. Microscopy and 

profilometer scans performed after the shots determined material response 

characteristics and indicated the mechanisms responsible. This section 

describes the experiment setup, presents the post-shot observations, and 

discusses the results in terms of likely removal mechanisms. 
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4.3.4.2 Sample Preparation 

Section 4.3.1 describes .the sample holders, mounting fixtures, and test 

' procedures used in the whole series of material response experiments. 

Therefore this section is limited to specific conditions unique to these tests. 

The sources and preparation for each of the seven sample types are 

considered first. In the next part, the targets and laser conditions for each of 

the four Nova shot series are .discussed. 
I 

Hot pressed boron carbide samples were obtained from Ceradyne Inc. The 

bulk material had a purity (measured by Rutherford backscattering?) of 2 

99.9%. Samples were polished to better than 0.1 j.un surface finish, except for 

isolated large pits. Because the locations of these pits were known and so 

would not interfere with the post-shot analyses, it was not necessary to 

prolong the polishing operation to remove them. The samples were exposed 

to three Nova shots on Nov.' 17,1995. One sample was placed at each of four 

distances from the target, with masking to expose first one-quarter, then one- 

half, then all of the surface on the three consecutive shots. A fifth sample 

' was half exposed at' the furthest location for two shots, then the mask was 

rotated and the sample moved to the second highest fluence location. This 

was an attempt to observe the effects of pre-exposure to target debris and low 

x-ray fluences before exposure to a higher fluence, simulating a possible NE 

first wall scenario. 

Additional hot pressed boron carbide samples were obtained from Reade 

Advanced Materials. The quoted purity was 99-99.5% for their Pressure 

' Assisted Densification (PAD) material. Polishing brought the surfaces to 

better than 0.1 pm finish, except for some small remaining pits. As with the 
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Ceradyne material, one sample was placed at each of four distances from the 

targets. In the series of six Nova shots on Jan. 10, 1996, the masking was 

arranged to expose the full surface on the first shot, half on the next two 

shots, and one quarter on the remaining three shots. 

Two samples of plasma sprayed boron carbide were obtained from Y-12 at 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The bulk material had a, purity (measured by 

Rutherford backscattering4) of about 98.6%, with oxygen as the main 

impurity. The samples were polished at Y-12 to a 0.1 - 0.2 p surface finish, 

with some larger pits still apparent. Two series of exposure tests were 

conducted on Nova, the first being three shots on Nov. 17, 1995 and the 

second being six shots-on Jan. 10,1996. One sample (labeled #20) was placed at 

the highest x-ray fluence location for all shots, with an arrangement of 

tantalum masks to give regions of from zero to nine shot exposures. The 

second sample was half exposed at the farthest location for two shots, then the 

mask was rotated and the sample moved to the second highest fluence 

location for the third shot of the first series. For the second series, the sample 

was placed at the third highest fluence location with a single 60% mask in 

place for all six shots. 

Four samples each from . .  two ' .  other sources . I  of plasma sprayed boron 

carbide, Plasma Technology Inc. and Prometheus Technology Coatings Inc. 

(ProTeC), were also tested. The Plasma Tech material n&ber was PTI 279. 

The bulk material had.a purity (measured by Rutherford backscatterings) of 

99.7%, with anatomic concentration of 83.7% boron, 16.0% carbon. The 

samples from ProTeC were produced by vacuum plasma spraying, and had a 

purity of 99.8%, again measured by Rutherford backscatterin@. The atomic 
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concentration was 82.8% boron, 17.0% carbon. All samples were tested in an 

as-sprayed 'condition, with no polishing. - One sample from each vendor was 

placed at each of four distances from the target for two shots on Feb. 23,1996. 

All samples were fully exposed on the first shot and masked on half the 

surface for the second shot. 

Six samples of boron were obtained from the Chemistry & Materials 

Science Department at LLNL. ,These 'were essentially fully dense chunks, 

labeled lot #7718 from an unknown supplier. -Paperwork with the samples 

indicated a minimum purity of 99.9%. The boron pieces were potted in epoxy 

to facilitate handling of the irregularly shaped material. Samples were 

polished to better than 0.1 p surface finish, except for isolated large pits that 

did not interfere with the post-shot measurements. Two samples were tested 

in Nova on Jan. 10, 1996 for a series of six shots. These were placed at the 

second and fourth highest fluence locations. The masking was arranged to 

expose the full surface on the first shot, half on the next two shots, and one 

quarter on the remaining three shots. . An additional four samples were 

exposed in another series of six shots over'Feb. 22 & 23, 1996. Here one 

sample was placed at each of the foui distances fromthe target. The tantalum 

masking arrangement gave full exposure on the first shot, half on the second, 

and one quarter on the third and fourth shots. For the fifth and sixth shots 

the masks were rotated one-eighth turn to produce regions with six, four, 

three, two, one, and zero exposures on each sample. An exception is the 

lowest fluence sample, which was smaller than the others, permitting 

exposures of half for the first shot then one quarter for the remaining five 

shots. 

1 
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One set of three plasma sprayed boron samples was also available for 

testing. These were supplied by General Atomics, and were produced from a 

powder with a stated purity of 299.9%. They felt that any impurities 

introduced in spraying would likely be less than a percent-or two, which was 

acceptable for this testing. The samples were tested in an as-sprayed 

condition, with no polishing. One sample was placed at each of the first, third 

and fourth locations from the target for two shots on Feb. 23, 1996. Each 

sample was fully exposed on the first shot and masked on half its surface for 

the second shot. 

I 

4.3.4.3 Nova Shot Descriptions for boron carbide and boron exposures 

The first series of Nova shots was conducted on Nov. 17,1995, with a total 

of three shots. 

hohlraums with a patch on one side to study backscatter. There were no 

shields mounted on the hohlraums. These were gas filled targets, using 

propane on the first shot and methane on the remaining two shots. Nine of 

the ten Nova beams were pointed into the hohlraum with an energy of 2.7 kJ 

each in a 2.2-ns shaped pulse (PS22). Previous spectral measurements with 

similar hohlraums under similar drive conditions showed an internal 

temperature of about 195 eV, so this was. taken as the spectrum of radiation 

source for the samples. I 

The targets were scale 1, 25-pm wall thickness Nova. 

The next relevant'series of Nova shots took place on Jan. 10, 1996, on six 

consecutive ride-along shots. The targets were scale 1, 25-pm wall Nova 

hohlraums with a small radiation burnthrough patch on one side. They had 

"standard drive shields" made of copper mounted on both ends of the 

hohlraum. There were no liners or windows (and so of course no gas fill). 
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All ten.Nova beams entered the hohlraum with an energy of 2.7 kJ each in a 

l-ns square pulse. An internal temperature of about 250 eV can be inferred 

from previous spectral measurements on similar hohlraums. 

’ 

Date / 3w Pulse BBT 
Target Name kJ ns eV 

Nov 17, 1995 
RKK-HOHLSBS24 25.141 2.2 195 
RKK-HOHLSBS22 24.264 2.2 195 
RKK-HOHLSBS16 25.362 2.2 195 

Avg Fluence 

Table 47: Summary of Nova shots used for boron and boron carbide 
exposures 

Fluence Fluence . Fluence Fluence 
J/cm2 J/cm2 J/cm2 J/crn2 
22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
3.24 2.32 1.63 0.98 
3.13 2.24 1.57 0.95 
3.27 2.34 1.65 0.99 
3.21 2.30 1.62 0.97 

TJO-ALBEDO-99 26.919 1.0 250 
Avg Fluence 

3.17 2.30 1.64 1.00 
3.24 2.35 1.67 1.02 

Feb 22&23, 96 
SGG-FBALL-34 25.256 2.2 200 
SGG-FBALL-35 26.362 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-12 25.664 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-13 26.577 2.2 200 

DHK-HEP4RT-12 24.098 2.2 200 
DHK-HEP4RT-13 24.449 2.2 200 

Avg Fluence 
Materials: boron: solid chunks (LLP 

Feb 23, 1996 
SGG-SNRT-20 11.923 1.0 210 
SGG-SNRT-21 11.940 1.0 210 

Avg Fluence 

23 cm 27 cm 32 cm 41 cm 
3.57 2.59 1.84 1.12 
3.01 ~ 2.19 1.56 0.95 
3.1 2 2.26 1.61 0.98 
3.22 2.34 1.67 1.01 
3.32 2.41 1.71 1.04 

22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
1.54 1.10 ’ 0.77 0.46 
1.54 1.10 0 -77 0.47 
1.54 1.10 0 -77 0.47 

22 cm 26 cm 31 cm 40 cm 
**3.25 2.33 1.64 0.98 
3.40 2.43 1.71 1.03 
3.31 ‘ 2.37 ’ 1.67 1.00 
3.42 2.45 1.72 1.04 
3.1 1 2.22 1.56 0.94 
3.1 5 2.26 1.59 0.95 
3.27 2.34 1.65 0.99 

L C&MS) 

The third series of Nova shots occurred over Feb. 22 & 23,1996, covering 

six shots in all. Gas-filled, scale-1 hohlraums without shields were used in 
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these experiments. Backlighters were used on the targets. Eight of Nova's 

beams were 'directed into the hohlraum. at an energy of about 3.2 kJ-each in a 

shaped 2.2-ns pulse (PS22). Previous work gives an estimated internal 

temperature of about 200 eV. 

The fourth set of Nova experiments was performed on Feb. 23, 1996, with 

two shots. These used non-gas-filled targets with limited shields. Eight 

beams were used to drive the hohlraum, at 1.5 kJ each in a 1-ns square pulse. 

The peak internal hohlraum temperature was estimated to be 210 eV. 

4.3.4.4 Observations and Measurements for boron carbide and boron 

While there were differences in the x-ray response-of the seven types of 

boron carbide and boron tested, they are grouped together in 'this section 

because the major conclusions about removal rates and mechanisms are 

similar. Profilometer scans show that- these materials roughen somewhat on 

exposure to high x-ray fluences. However, even after multiple shots at the 

highest x-ray fluences, no net removal (steps) could be measured in the 

surfaces. Optical microscopy and SEM images showed isolated small pits-in 

the surfaces. This indicates that most material removal was in the form of 
t 

solid particles spalled off the surface. Finally, with the spectra and time scales 

of these experiments, the thresholds for x-ray damage were nominally at the 

lowest exposure level, about 1 J/cm2. 

The hot pressed boron carbide from Ceradyne provided the strongest 

evidence for thermal stress damage in the material. At the highest two 

fluences, a single exposure caused severe thermal stress cracking in a "dry 

lake bed  pattern. The surfaces roughened at this point due to curling of the 
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edges of the facets of the cracked surface. Figure 417 is an SEM image of this 

phenomenon on the' highest fluence sample. Additional exposures to x-ray 

high fluences produce a rougher landscape with thermal stress cracks on the 

"floors" surrounded by rounded hills and ridges. The rounded structures 

appear to be locally melted edges of the facets that curled up after the first 

exposure. This behavior is seen in the lower half of the optical micrograph in 

Figure 4-18, in a region exposed to three high fluence shots. In the upper part 

of the picture, near the edge of the region masked to receive only a single 

shot, some rectangular shaped pits are evident, likely some thermally cracked 

particles removed by the thermal stresses. The third highest x-ray exposure of 

the Ceradyne material shows just faint cracks after the first exposure. After 

two more shots, there were many small rectangular pits in the surface, clear 

evidence for removal of the thermally cracked material. These features are 

shown in Figure 4-19. The lowest fluence shot showed essentially no 

evidence of damage either optically or with the profilometer,. although AFM 

(atomic force microscope) measurements indicated that surface scratches from 

the diamond polishing were ,annealed. 
, 

Attempts at estimating mass removed were made using both profilometry 

and microscopy. At high fluence, profilometry scans of the Ceradyne boron 

carbide (Figure 420) showed the surface roughening from the initial <0.1 pn 

to 1-2 pm after a single shot and 3-5 pn after three shots. The roughening, 

which occurs primarily by curling of the crazes, is far larger than any material 

removal. The bottom of the roughness suggests some 0.5 p pits are present, 

but any net removal is significantly less than the ro.ughness and difficult to 

measure. As an alternative, material removal was estimated by combining 

AIM-measured depths of specific pits observed by optical microscopy with an 
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estimate of the fraction of the area covered by pits from optical micrographs. 

At the second lowest fluence, the average pit depth was 1/3 pm and the 

fraction of area removed was 10% or less, implying a cumulative average 

removal of about 0.03 pm for the three shots. At the highest fluence, the 

average pit depth is close to 1 pm and the pits cover perhaps half of the area, 

resulting in a cumulative average removal of up to 0.5 pm for the three 

shots. This value has a very large uncertainty because of the difficulty of 

determining the fractional area covered by pits. - I ,  

-Hot pressed boron carbide from the other supplier, Reade. responded 

differently to the x-ray exposures, in that there was no thermal stress cracking 

evident. The surfaces were covered with small pits, which at the two highest 

fluences were surrounded by raised, rounded edges. This structure can be 

seen in Figure 421, which shows the highest fluence sample in the six shot / 
no shot region. Figure 4-22 shows typical profilometer scans across this same 

boundary. The surface roughness increased from the unexposed value of 

better than 0.1 pm to 0.5 - 1 pm in the multiply exposed region. There is no 

material removal step discernible, even after six shots. Photographs of the 

sample at the. lowest fluence show some change-in surface appearance in the 

exposed region. However, optical microscopy reveals no real pitting or other 

damage, and profilometry showed no change in surface roughness. This 

places the x-ray damage threshold at or just above 1 J/cm2. 

. t  

Although no surface steps were noted in the Reade profilometer scans, 

there was evidence of .pitting in the surface. Therefore material removal was 

estimated on this basis, much as was done for the Ceradyne samples. In the 

highest fluence sample, the pits measured from 0.2 - 1 pm deep and covered 
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50% of the area after six shots'. This corresponds to 0.2 - 0.3 pm removed in 

six shots, or 0.03 - 0.05 jun/shot. 

The plasma sprayed boron carbide had a substantially different 

microstructure from the hot pressed material. The coating thickness is made 

up of "splats" of molten material that intertwine, harden, and adhere in a 

complex three-dimensional arrangement: The polishing process thins the 

surface splats, leaving some unsupported edges, and perhaps weakens the 

adhesion of some splats. Exposure to x rays of the polished samples from Y-12 

therefore produced a third type of boron carbide response. In this case the x 

rays curled the edges of some of the thinner surface splats and removed some 

that were smaller or in some way weakly bonded to the other surface 

material. Figure 4-23 is an SEM image of the boundary between and 

unexposed and singly exposed region at the second highest fluence. 

Although pits are visible in the unexposed region due to the original coating 

porosity, the exposed area is clearly rougher. A 300x microscope photograph 

in Figure 4-24 shows regions with zero, two, six, and eight exposures to high 

x-ray fluences. It appears that repeated x-ray exposure etches away the plasma 

sprayed surface, leaving pits below ridges at near the original surface height. 

A profilometer scan in Figure 4-25 shows the increase in surface roughness 

from about 0.1 pm to 1 - 2 pm and the development of some pits in the 8- 

times exposed surface. However, no uniform ablation step is detectable, 

because there is still some polished surface remaining at the original level. 

At the lowest fluence, the Y-12 material showed just a faint change in the 

exposed surface region, along with a slight roughening. Therefore the 

damage threshold is probably just less than 1 J/cm2. 



As with the hot pressed boron carbide, a-rough calculation of material 

removal was made for the Y-12 material from typical surface pit depth and 

areal coverage. After six shots at the highest x-ray fluence, 1 pn deep pits 

covering half the exposed surface was taken as a reasonable estimate. These 

figures give a material removal rate of about 0.08 -/shot. 

- ', 

The solid boron material behaved quite a bit like the boron carbide 

samples. At the higher fluences, optical microscopy revealed thermal stress 

cracking of the surface. At sample exposed to the second highest fluence 

showed the same surface pattern of pits with raised, rounded edges as seen in 

the Reade boron carbide after 4 - 6 shots. Figure 4-26 shows such a region 

adjacent to areas exposed to one or two shots. The single shot region is 

broken into small sections by the thermal stresses, where the surface 

roughness comes from-the curling of the edges of the sections. The doubly 

exposed area starts to have some of the rounded ridges of the 4 - 6 shot region. 

Profilometer scans, as in Figure 427, show the surface roughening without 

producing a measurable step in the surface level. At the lowest fluence, the 

surface started developing thermal stress cracks after just one shot, indicating 

a damage threshold somewhat lower than boron carbide. 

Profilometer scans of the boron surface at the highest fluence do show 

rather deep pits develop after multiple exposures. These can again be used to 

quantify material removal rates. Using the estimate that 30% of the surface is 

covered with 2 pn deep pits after six shots, boron was removed at a rate of 0.1 

pm/shot. . 
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Figure 428 summarizes the results for boron carbide and boron. Removal 

depths at the lower fluences were estimated with the same procedure used at 

the highest fluence. Note that these results are presented as rough 

approximations principally to indicate trends and, provide a relative 

comparison of boron carbide and boron with other potential first wall 

materials. For example, ,while the Reade material did seem to perform better 

than the .other materials in this test, the differences are probably not 

significant. . . .  

The final series of fwo Nova shots on Feb. 23, 1996 was set up differently 

than the other experiments. The purpose of these shots was to compare the 

response of unpolished plasma sprayed samples from new vendors to x-ray 

exposure. The boron carbides from ProTeC and Plasma Tech and the boron 

from GA were included in this test. Figure 4-29 shows an SEM image of the 

highest fluence sample from ProTeC with areas of no, one, .and two 

exposures. The image shows evidence of melting after exposure, visible as a 

loss of the finest kales of roughness in the original surface. The exposed 

surfaces seem to have these micron-sized bumps and ridges melted out. 

Some thermal stress cracking is also apparent under high magnification.. The 

qualitative response was very similar in the other materials, except the GA 

boron sample was more prone to cracking. 

The highest fluence sample of the GA boron was cleaned and 

before the shots, then reweighed after the shots to measure material 

+ 

weighed 

removal. 

The weight loss was 0.1 -t 0.1 mg, which corresponds to 1 k 1 pm.average 

removal. Obviously the exposed area was too small to-provide a useful 

estimate of material removal. However, the exercise indicated that weight 
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loss measurements on a few square inches of first wall material would give 

useful results, and that method was adopted-for later experiments. 

4.3.4.5 Discussion of removal mechanisms for boron c&bide and boron 

Thermal stress 1 shock is the dominant removal mechanism for these 

materials, with the possible exception of the hot pressed boron carbide from 

Reade. The Ceradyne boron carbide and the boron show thermal stress 

cracking and all materials show surface roughening at the higher x-ray 

fluences. Continued exposures cause additional roughness and the 

appearance of angular pits in the swface. The pits seem to be locations where 

small sections of thermally shocked material has been flaked off or popped 

out by the additional therm21 loading. 1: 

Observations of x-ray damage for these materials show evidence for 

melting of the surface in two ways. The rounded edges near pits of multiply 

exposed areas are a direct proof. Also, the most likely explanation for €he . 
+ thermal stress cracking is that the materials melt then '''freeze in" a stress- 

relieved state at high temperatures, leading to surface tensile stresses on 

cooling. However, the melting does not appear to be the dominant material 

removal mechanism, because most surfate pits have angular features 

indicative of solid removal. In addition, there is no evidence of "splashing" 

of the liquid near the boundaries of masked regions. At a minimum, the 

viscosity of the melt must be relatively high. - 
I I .  

Vaporization does not appear to play a role in material-removal at these 

fluences. This mechanism would mariifest itself as an ablation step between 
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regions with different numbers of exposures. Since no such steps are visible, 

a rather low upper limit on the impact of vaporization can be established. 

The major difficulty with this series of experiments was that the 

profilopleter was unable to detect a characteristic removal depth for these 

materials, even at the highest x-ray fluences. Therefore the best that can be 

done with these data is estimate the removal rate based on typical pit depths 

and rough averages of surface coverage. These lead to something like less 

than 0.040.13 pm in six exposures at 3.2 J/cm2. Use of some other technique 

will be needed to quantify the removal-of small angular particles by thermal 

shock. 

4.3.5 Aluminum Response 

4.3.5.1 Introduction 
‘_  

Nine aluminum disks were exposed to x rays on Nova ride-along shots 

conducted between November 1995 and February 1996. Microscopy and pro- 

, filometer scans performed after the shots determined material removal rates 

and indicate the removal mechanisms responsible. This section describes the 
4 

experiment setup, presents the post-shot observations, and discusses the 

results in terms of likely removal mechanisms. 

4.3.5.2 Experiment set-up 

Section 4.3.1 describes *e sample holders, mounting fixtures, and test 

procedures used in the whole series of material response experiments. 

Therefore this part will be limited to specific conditions unique to the 

aluminum testing. 
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The nine exposed samples were composed of one set of five, used in the 

three November 17, 1995 shots, and a set of four, used for six shots over 

February 22 & 23, 1996. The first set of samples was made from aluminum 

alloy 6061-T6 (>97.5% A1) cut to 0.5 inches diameter and 0.25 inches thick. 

These were polished to a surface finish of less than 0.1 pm roughness. The 

second set of aluminum samples was made from 1100 alloy (>99.0% Al), with 

one diamond-turned face with essentially the same level of surface roughness 

(<0.1 pm). 

Each sample in the first set was exposed to a single Nova shot with 

t an ta lk  masking covering half of the surface. Three were performed in a 

position giving the third highest fluence, with one each at the second highest 

and the lowest fluences. The second set used one sample at each of the four 

distances from the target. These were all exposed to six shots, where tantalum 

rnashg  produced areas of 0,1,2,3,4, & 6 exposures on each sample face. 

The first series of Nova shots was conducted on Nov. 17,1995; with a total 

of three shots. The targets were scale 1, 25-pm wall thickness Nova 

hohlraums with a patch on one side to study backscatter. There were no 

shields mounted on the hohkaums. These were gas filled targets, using 

propane on the first shot and methane on the remaining two shots. Nine of 

the ten Nova beams were pointed into the hohlraum with an energy of 2.7 kJ 

each in a 2.2 ns shaped pulse (PS22). Previous spectral measurements with 

similar hohlraums under similar drive conditions showed an internal 

_ -  

temperature of about 195 eV, so this was taken as the spectrum of radiation 

source for the samples. 
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Table 4-8: Summary of Nova shots used for aluminum exposure 

Date Target 3w Pulse BBT 
Name kJ rs eV 

Nov1795 RKK-HOHLSBS-24 25.141 2.2 195 
RKK-HOHLSBS-22 24.264 2.2 195 
RKK-HOHLSBS-16 25.362 2.2 195 

Avg Fluence 

22an 26cm 31cm 4Ocm 
J / d  J/& J/& J/d 
3.24 2.32 1.63 0.98 
3.13 2.24 1.57 0.95 
3.27 2.34 1.65 0.99 
3.21 2.30 1.62 0.97 

Date BBT 

200, 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 

Fluence 

eV ' 

Target 22an 26cm 31cm 4Ocm 

3.25 2.33 1.64. 0.98 
3.40 2.43 1.71 1.03 
3.31 2.37 1.67 1.00 
3.42 2.45 1.72 1.04 
3.11 2.22 1.56 0.94 
3.15 2.26 1.59 0.95 
3.27 2.34 1.65 ' 0.99 

J / d  J/& J/d J/d 
3w Pulse 

Nage kJ Is 

' Feb2296 SGG-FBALL-34 , 25.256 2.2 
&? SGGIFBALLI35 26.362 2.2 

Feb2396 I DHK-BLIMP-12 25.664 2.2 
DHK-BLIMP-13 26.577 2.2 

' DHK-HEP4RT-12 24.098 2.2 
DHK-HEP4RT-13 24.449 2.2 

Avg 

The second series of Nova shots occurred over Feb. 22 & 23,1996, covering 

six shots in all. Gas-filled, scale 1 hohlraums without shields were used in 

these experiments. Backlighters were used on the targets. Eight of Nova's 

beams were directed into the hohlraum at an energy of about 3.2 kJ each in a 

shaped 2.2 ns pulse (PS22). Previous work. gives an estimated internal 

temperature of about 200 eV. Table 4-8 summarizes the shots and conditions 

expected at each sample face. 

4.3.5.3 Observations and measurements for aluminum 

Optical microscopy was one important component of the - post-shot 

material analysis.. The obvious feature of the exposed surfaces was that they 

were quite rough. The features seemed rounded, consistent with a frozen-in 

liquid surface that had been splashing around. All exposed surfaces appeared 

this way, though the surfaces with more exposures and at higher fluences 

were rougher. Another observation was that aluminum splashed from 

exposed areas, under the tantalum masks, onto unexposed regions. Figure 4- 
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30 shows a typicd view. This splashing is strongly evident near all exposed 

areas of the highest two fluence samples of the second set. At the third 

highest fluence, the splashing is only visible adjacent to the region exposed to 

sik shots. No splashing was visible on the lowest fluence sample. 

, 

’ 

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) scans were performed on the low and 

high fluence smples from the first set. The higher fluence sample (2.3 J/cm2) 

had a roughness of 5 pm (peak to valley), with a lateral scale of 10 - 20 p 

between valleys, as seen in Figure 4-31. Distinct round droplets a few microns 

in diameter were scattered about the surface. Figure 4-32 shows the surface of 

the low fluence sample (1.0 J/cm2). Here the general surface roughness 

appears to be about half to one micron in a wavy pattern. The craters visible 

in the image are evidently the result of impacts of small droplets of target 

debris. They measure 5 - 10 pm wide and about 2 pm deep. The aluminum 

surface was likely liquid or recently solidified at the time of the impacts, 

giving the pattern of splashed ejecta. 

SEM images were obtained of these debris craters on the lowest fluence 

sample. The high magnification shot seen in Figure 4-33 illustrates the 

central depression with a raised, roughly circular rim. The crater floors have 

an elevated portion in the center, presumably either rebounding, liquid 

aluminum or the piece ‘af shrapnel that generated the crater. 

One further serendipitous observation should be noted. A submicron- 

diameter fiber of the glue used to hold down the tantalum masks accidentally 

trailed on to the exposed area of the highest fluence sample in the second set. 

There the glue fiber received 3.3 J/cm2 in a single shot. Figure 434 shows the 
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fiber as it passed from a masked to unmasked region of the sample surface. 

The exposed side shows the presence of a channel in the aluminum 

approximately ten times the width of the glue fiber. It appears that the rapid 

vaporization of the glue "blew" some of the liquid aluminum melt layer 

away from the fiber. 

Table 4-9: Aluminum surface roughness measured by profilometer 

Fluence 
3.3 J/cm2 
2.4 J/cm2 
1.7 J/cm2 
1.0 J/cm2 

Single Shot 

1.5 p m  
1.2 pm 
0.6 pm 

2 Pm 
4 6  Shots 
4-6 pm 
4 CLm 

2.5-3 
1.5-2 

A Tencor alpha-step 200 profilometer was used to measure surface 

topography and ablation step sizes after the x-ray exposures of the aluminum 

samples. Table 4-9 summarizes roughness measured by the profilometer. The 

single-step roughness values are comparable to the removal depths, while the 

multiple shot removal depths are a factor of two or three higher. Obviously, 

removal measurements could only be made for regions exposed to four to six 

shots, where the roughness could be considered noise on top of the ablation 

step signal. A complication in computing removal per step arose because the 

profilometer measured only roughening, and no material removal, for 

regions exposed to one or two shots. Therefore the calculations for material 

removal per shot use the effective number of shots divided into the total 

ablation step. Figure 435 illustrates the roughening without a detectable step 

after two shots at the highest x-ray fluence. The 5-pm step visible after six 

shots in the second scan is therefore divided into four effective shots. These 

difficulties result in a large uncertainty in the removal depth measurements. 
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The removal depth results are given in Table 4-10, and are plotted as a 

function of x-ray fluence in Figure 4-36. No removal data is given for the 

lowest fluence because any removal (at most a few tenths of a micron per 

shot) was masked by the surface roughness. 

Table 4-10: Summary of ablation step size measurements for aluminum. 
Step per shot calculations reflect surface roughening only after the first two 
shots (no detectable removal with profilometer). # effective shots are the 
number of shots past the initial two. Only effective shots are counted in 
step/shot because of this limitation in measuring removal. 

A 1  

A 
B 

C 

A 2  

A 

B 

C 

A 3  

A 
B 
D 

fluence = 3.3 J/cm2 
exp 1 exp2 # eff shots 
0 6 4 
0 -4 2 
0 6 4 
4 6 2 
2 4 2 

starting shots 2 
and depth 

fluence = 
exp 1 

-0. 
4 
0 
4 
0 

2.4 J/cm2 
exp2 # eff shots 
4 12 
6 2 
4 2 
6 2 
4 2 

starting shots 2 
and depth 

fluence = 1.7 J/cm2 
exp 1 exp2 # eff shots 
0 6 4 
0 6 4 
2 4 I -  2 

starting shots 2 
and depth 

step 
5.1 0 
2.44 
5 -28 
2.50 
1.67 
0.00 

step 
2.1 0 
1.40 
2.1 4 
1.81 
2.00 
0.00 

step 
1.70 
1.60 
1.70. 
-0.30 

1 . 1 8  sf: 0.196 
stepkhot 
1.28 
1.22 
1.32 
1.25 
0.84 

0.95  k 0.151 
stepkhot 
1.05 . 

0.70 
1.07 
0.91 
1 .oo 

0 . 6 1  sf: 0.210 
stepkhot 

0.50 
0.48 
0.85 

Metallographic cross-sections were made of ,the five samples in the first set 

and the highest fluence sample of the second set. Microscopy of these sections 
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was interesting because the melt depth was clearly distinguishable as a 

straight line, presumably parallel to the original surface. The surface of the 

solidified melt layer was very uneven, in some cases dropping down to the 

solid/melt interface, indicating complete removal of the melt. Most of “the 

surface did have a substantial resolidified layer remaining, however. Figure 

4-37 is a representative. image from the optical microscopy. The micrographs 

were examined to determine the average thickness of this layer for each of the 

samples. There is a substantial variability in the results, due to the rough 

surfaces and the small sample statistics. The measurements are plotted in 

Figure 4-38 as a function of fluence. As a check on the consistency of the 

I I 

. I  

measurements and predictions, the remaining melt thickness is added to the 

material removal estimate at each fluence, and compared to the predicted 

total melt depth. This is shown in Figure 4-39. The curves generally agree, 

but there is clearly a good bit of scatter in the measurements. 

4.3.5.4 Discussion of removal mechanisms for aluminum 

Liquid ejection appears to be the dominant mechanism of material 

removal for aluminum. This process is consistent with the rough, wavy 

surface and uneven resolidified layer thickness. As mentioned, the 

micrographs and AFM scans also indicate the presence of small droplets on 

the surface. Further evidence is provided by the presence of splashed 

aluminum on the unexposed regions of the samples (except at the lowest 

fluence, where little or no ablation step could be measured). Aluminum has 

a large coefficient of thermal expansion, which could generate the forces and 

accelerations that would drive unstable liquid ejection. Comparisons with 

the model predictions of melt depth (Figure 4-39) show that approximately 
t I  

one third of the total melt layer is removed under these test conditions. 
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Vaporization was investigated as a possible contributor to the total 

removal depth.. The ABLATOR model was applied to a l m u m  with the 

same x-ray loading used in these experiments. As discussed in chapter 3, the 

vaporization is assumed to occur from a flat, 1-D interface at a rate dependent 

on the surface temperafure and saturation pressure at that temperature. 

Figure 4-40 shows that the vaporization from the surface is expected to be 

- only about 10% of the total removal depth. Perhaps by including the added 

I area of the rough surfaces seen in the experiments, this estimate might be 

increased to 30%. At this level, vaporization is a significant process to include 

in modeling, but it is Aot the dominant effect. 

The other primary removal mechanism noted in other Nova material 

response tests was thermal cracking/spall. Thermal cracking was not evident 

in any of the aluminum optical microscopy, so this effect is likely not 

significant for aluminum. This is consistent with what would be expected for 

a ductile metal. 

4.3.6 Aluminum Oxide Response 

4.3.6.1 Introduction 

Ten szirnples of various forms of aluminum oxide were exposed to x rays 

on Nova ride-along shots conducted on December 19,1995. One other sample 

was tested on November 17, 1995. Microscopy and profilometer scans 

performed after the shots determined material removal rates and indicate the 

removal mechanisms responsible. This section describes the experiment 

setup, presents the post-shot observations, and discwses the results in'terms 

of likely removal mechanisms. 
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4.3.6.2 Experiment set-up 

Section 4.3.1 describes the sample holders, mounting fixtures, and test 

procedures used in the whole series of material response experiments. 

Therefore this section will be limited to specific conditions unique to the 

alumina testing. 

The eleven exposed samples were composed of four sapphire (single 

crystal alumina) disks, four hot pressed alumina cubes, and three disks of 

alumina plasma sprayed on aluminum substrates. The sapphire samples 

were half-inch diameter windows from Edmund Scientific (stock #43-631). 

The 1 mm thick samples were optically flat to two waves He-Ne over 25 mm, 

so no additional polishing was required prior to testing. The hot pressed 

1 aluminum oxide samples were diamond polished to better than 0.1pm 

surface finish. All three of the sprayed alumina coating samples were 

fabricated at the Y-12 plant at ORNL. A conventional thermal spray process 

was used for two of these samples, while the third was produced with the 

HVOF (High Velocity Oxygen Fuel) process. The plasma sprayed samples 

were polished to about 0.3 pm roughness. 

The x-ray exposures for ten of the eleven samples were conducted in a 

series of six consecutive Nova shots on December.19,1995. One sample each 

of the sapphire and hot pressed alumina was placed at each of the four 

distances from the target. In addition, the HVOF material was placed at the 

highest fluence location and one of the thermal sprayed samples was located 

at the second highest fluence position. Each sample was masked to expose the 

full surface on the first shot, half on the next shot, and one quarter on the 

remaining four shots. The ofher thermal sprayed alumina sample was tested 
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on November 17, 1995, at the highest fluence location. It had tantalum 

masking arranged .to expose first one-quarter, then one-half, then all the 

surface on the three consecutive shots. 

Name kJ IIS eV 
Nov1795 RKK-HOHLSBS-24 25.141 2.2 195 

The first sei-ies of Nova shots was conducted on November 17,1995, with a 

total of three shots. The targets were scale 1, 25-pm wall thickness Nova 

hohlraums with a patch on one side to study backscatter. There were no 

shields mounted on the hohlraums. These were gas- filled targets, using 

propane on the first shot and methane on the remaining two shots. Nine of 

the ten Nova beams were pointed into the hohlraum with an energy of 2.7 kJ 

each in a 2.2 ns shaped pulse (PS22). Previous spectral measurements with 

similar hohlraums under similar drive conditions showed an internal 

temperature of about 195 eV, so this was taken as the spectrum of radiation 

source for the samples. 

J/cd J/an2 J/cd 
3.24.. 2.32 1.63 0.98 

Table 411: Summary of Nova shots used for aluminum oxide exposure 

-Name kJ = . eV 
Dec1995 SGG-FBALL-29 25.488 2.2 200 

Date 

J/& J/d J/& -J/d 
3.60 2.54 1.77 1.05 

Target 

SGG-FBALL-30 24.938 I 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-08 24.268 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-09 26.056 2.2 200 
DHK-BLIMP-11 26.377 2.2 200 

30  Pulse BBT I22an 26cm 31an 4Oan 

3.53 2.49 . 1.73 1.02 
3.43, 2.42 1.68 1-00 
3.69 . 2.60 1.81 1.07 
3.73 2.63 1.83 1.08 

2.2 , 200 
Avg Fluence 

RKK-HOHLSBS-22 24.264 
RKK-HOHLSBS-16 25.362 

3.39 2.39 1.66’ 0.98 
3.56 251 1.75 1.03 

Date Target 

2.2 195 I 
2.24 Llg 2.2 195 2.34 

Avg Fluence 3.21 2.30 1.62 0.97 

3w Pulse BBT I 21an 25cm 3Oan 39cm 

The second series of Nova shots occurred on December 19,1995, covering 

six consecutive shots. Gas-filled, scale 1 hohlraums without shields were 
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used in these experiments. Backlighters were used on the targets. Eight of 

Nova's beams were directed into the hohlraum at an energy of about 3.2 kJ 

each in a shaped 2.2 mi pulse (PS22). Previous work gives an estimated 

internal temperature of about 200 eV. Table 4-11 summarizes the shots and 

conditions expected at each sample face. 

4.3.6.3 Observations and measurements for aluminum oxide 

Optical microscopy was one important component of the post-shot 

material analysis. One observation was the development of surface (and 

possibly subsurface) bubbles from the x-ray exposures. .This was noted in all 

the forms of alumina tested. Two other observations were noted in the 

sapphire and hot pressed materials, but not the sprayed samples. The first 

was thermal stress cracking over the exposed surfaces and the second was 

1 ,  

splashing at the edges of exposed regions onto unexposed or less exposed 

regions. 

. The development of bubbles at thesurface is shown in the series of four 

micrographs included as Figure 4-41. The material sample in these images is 

sapphire exposed at the third highest fluence level (1.75 J/cm2). The original 

surface in part a of the figure has a few small bubbles scattered about the 

surface. Part b shows that after a single shot, a large number of submicron 

bubbles appear/ uniformly distributed over the surface. After the second shot 

of x rays, there tends to be somewhat fewer, though somewhat larger, bubbles 

at the surface, as seen in part c of the figure. The smaller. bubbles seem to 

*have coalesced at the thermal stress cracks. By the sixth exposure (part d), 

most all the small bubbles have vanished, leaving only some larger (1-2 pm) 

bubbles. These larger bubbles concentrated in the thermal stress cracks, 

k 

.I 
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, especially at intersections of cracks. Figure 4-42 illustrates similar behavior in 

the hot pressed alumina samples. * I  The micrographs of parts a and c are from 

the sample exposed to the highest fluence, in regions of two and six 

exposures. Again the smaller, uniformly distributed bubbles from the early 

exposures are replaced by fewer, larger bubbles located primarily in the 

thermal stress cracks after more exposures. 

Drawing on further optical microscopy, bubbles were found in samples at 

every fluence, even'down to 1.O'J/cm2. At the lowest fluence, bubbles were 

riot'seen in the sapphire after a single shot, but many were visible after two 

exposures. In the hot pressed material, there were just a few bubbles seen at 

the lowest fluence-after six shots.' As the fluence increased, so did the n&ber 

of bubbles in 'the samples of either- material. 

Thermal stress cracking has already been shown in the images of F'igures 

4-41 and 4-42. All exposed areas of the sapphire and hot pressed alumina 

were covered by patterns of cracks, generally with spacings on fie order of two 

to ten microns. Figure 4-42b.shows arigular pits in a hot-pressed alumina 

surface exposed to two shots. These-are taken as evidence of -the spa11 of socd, 

thermal scock damaged surface. material." Few' if  -any pits were seen 'in 

microscopy of the sapphire 'simples. 

I 

' 1  ,I 
, -  _ -  - 

AII interesting feature of the sapphire was that the cracks initially were aU 

aligned in a regular orthogonal pattern. This is likely related to the 

anisotropic thermal"+ansion in this single crystal material. After a number 

of high fluence x-ray exposures, however, th; cracking-patterns bec&e more 

random, indicating some degradation of the o r i b a l  crystal structure. This is 
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illustrated,in Figure 4-43 for sapphire at the highest fluence, where regions of 

one and five exposures are visible. At the two lower fluences, the thermal 

stress cracks tended to stay aligned to +e original crystal axes. 

, 

The other observation was that sapphire and,hot pressed aluminum oxide 

splashed from regions of multiple shots to adjacent masked regions. A typical 

view is shown in Figure 4-44, at the edge of a singly exposed area of sapphire 

at the second highest fluence. The splashed material consists of submicron 

diameter fibers extending 5 - 10 p into the unexposed surface. The amount 

of splashed, material decreases with fluence, to the point where no splashing 

was visible on the lowest fluence sample. 

t 

, Another surface feature was noted in the optical images of several of the 

sapphire and hot pressed alumina samples. Figure 445 shows the surface of 

the sapphire sample at the second highest fluence, in a two shot region. 

There are several circular ring-shaped objects visible, in the 5 - 10 p.m 

diameter range. These do not appear to be related to either the thermal stress 

cracking or the smaller bubbles in the surface around them. These may be 

impact craters where surface melting has smoothed all features except the 

outer rims. 

t 

The rough surfaces of the plasma sprayed samples, and.the fact that 

alumina is translucent, limited the detail that could be seen with optical 

microscopy. The most useful result was that side illumination at low 

magnification indicated a pitted surface. The SEM (Scanning Electron 

Microscope) was able to produce more detailed images, however. A series of 

micrographs was produced on the first sample tested, the thermal sprayed 
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alumina exposed to three-shots. Figure 4-46 a-d shows the development of 

surface features after each exposure at the highest fluence. The unexposed 

surface is somewhat rough, with typical feature size of a few microns. The 

single shot area shows two interesting developments: spherical alumina 

droplets 5 - 1 O . p  diameter on the surface, sometimes connected with a 

similar diameter cylindrical neck; and surface bubbles a few microns in 

diameter. The two exposure area has some of the droplets and even more 

bubbles. In addition, pits are now visible, up to tens of microns in diameter. 

In the three shot'region, there are more pits of various sizes, as m'my or more 

surface bubbles, and a few of the surface droplets. 

A Tencor alpha-step 200 profilometer was used to measure surface 

topography and ablation step sizes after the x-ray exposures. Table 4-12 below 

summarizes roughness measured 'by the profilometer. These values are 

comparable to the removal depths, which meant that removal measurements 

be only made in regions exposed to four to six shots. A complication in 

computing removal per step arose because the profilometer measured only 

roughening, and no material removal, for regions exposed to one or perhaps' 

two shots. Therefore the calculations for material removal per shot use the 

effective number of shots divided into the total ablation step. Figure 447a 

illustrates the roughening without a detectable step after one shot at the 

second highest x-ray fluence. Some pits are evident after two shots, but 

surface debris makes any net removal hardly detectable. The 1.2 pm step 

visible after six shots in the second scan (4-46b) is therefore divided into five 

effective-shots. The difficulties with measuring the rough surfaces result in a 

large uncertainty in the*removal depth measurements. The removal depth 

results are given in' Table 4-13, and are plotted as a function of x-ray fluence in 
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Figure 448. No removal data is given for the lowest fluence sample of hot 

pressed alumina because any removal (likely less than 50 nm per shot) was 

masked by the surface roughness. 

One further observation should be noted. The hot pressed alumina 

samples turned from their original white color to a yellowish-brown after x- 

ray exposure. The color change was stronger for higher fluences and more 

exposures. 

Table 4-12: Surface roughness measured by profilometer in 4-6 exposure 
regions on aluminum oxide. 

Material Fluence Roughness * 
Sapphire 3.6 J/cm2 0.6 pm 
Sapphire 2.5 J/cm2 0.4pm 
Sapphire 1.75 J/cm2 0.3 pm 
Sapphire 1.0 J/cm2 0.2 pm 
Hot Pressed 3.6 J/cm2 1 Pm 
Hot Pressed 2.5 J/cm2 1 Pm 
Hot Pressed 1.75 J/cm2 1 Pm 
Hot Pressed 1.0 J/cm2 1 Pm 

HVOF 3.6 J/cm2 1 Pm 
Thermal Spray 2.5 J/cm2 0.5 pm 

* = estimated peak to valley, excluding largest spikes 

Table 4x3: Summary of ablation step size measurements for aluminum 
oxide. Step per shot calculations reflect surface roughening only after the first 
shot (no detectable removal with profilometer). # effective shots are the 
number of shots past the initial one. Only effective shots are counted in 
stepkhot because of this limitation in measuring removal. 

Sapphire 1 fluence I 3.6 J/cm2 

A 0 6 5 
B 1 6 5 
C 0 6 5 

exp 1 exp2 #eff 
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Sapphire 2 

A 

B 
C 
D 
E 

Sapphire 3 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

Sapphire 4 

A 
B 

Alumina 1 

A 
B 
C 
D 

Alumina 2 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Alumina 3 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Plasma Spray 

A 
B 

HVOF 

A 
B 

fluence 
exp 1 . 

0 
0- 
1 
2 
1 
0 

fluence 
exp 1 

1 
0 
1 

- 0  
1 
2 
0 

fluence 
exp 1 

1 
0 

fluence 
exp 1 

0 
0 
0 
2 

fluence 
exp 1 

0 
0 
0 
2 
2 

fluence 
.exp 1 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

fluence 
exp 1 
" 0  
0 

fluence 
exp 1 

0 
0 

2.5 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 

4 3 
6 5 
6 5 
6 4 
5 4 
5 4 

1.75 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 4 
6 5 

1.0 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 

3.6 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 4 

2.5 Jlcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 .  
6 5 
6 5 
6 ,  4 
6 4 

1.75 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 
6 5 

2.5 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 

3.6 JIcm2 
exp2 #eff 
6 5 
6 5 
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step 
0.5 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
0.65 
0.5 

step 
0.5 

' 0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
,0.4 
0.5 
0.5 

step 
0.06 
0.08 

step 
0.9 

1 .o 
.I .o 
1.4, 

, .  

step, 
1.2 
0.6 
'1 .o 
1.20 
1.2 

step 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
0.55 
0.5 

step 
1.1 
1.0 

step 
2.0 
1.9 

- - 

0.14 
stepfshot 

0.17 
0.14 
0.12 
0.15 
0.16 
0.13 

0.10 
stepfslfot - 

0.10 
0.08 
0.10 
0.12 
0.08 
0.13 
0.10 

0.014 
stepfshot 

0.01 ' 

0.02 

0.23 
stepfshot 

0.18 
0.28 
0.20 
0.25 

0.23 
stepfshot 

0.24 
0.12 
0.20 
0.30 
0.30 

0.12 
s tepfshot 

0.14 
0.12 
0.12 
0.1 1 

; 0.10 

0.21 
stepfshot 

0.22 
0.20 

0.39 
steplshot 

0.40 
0.38 

- 

2 0.019 

2 0.017 

2 0.003 

k 0.046 

k 0.076 

2 0.015 

2 0.014 

2 0.014 



4.3.6.4 Discussion of removal mechanisms for aluminum oxide 

Vaporization was investigated as a possible contributor to the total 

removal depth. It is expected that the vaporization depth will be the lower 

limit for the measured removal for any material. The difference in the two 

depths is then the contribution of other removal mechanisms. The 

ABLATOR model was applied to aluminum oxide with the same x-ray 

loading used in these experiments. The vaporization is assumed to occur 

from a flat, 1-D interface at a rate dependent on the surface temperature and 

saturation pressure at that temperature, as discussed in Chapter 3. The vapor 

pressure curve used was developed by Wilemski3 based on JANAF data. As 

shown in Figure 449, vaporization from the surface is expected to cause up to 

one third of the material removal at higher fluences. At lower fluences, the 

surface vaporization contribution is relatively much less. 

The appearance of surface bubbles points to another removal mechanism, 

subsurface vaporization. Bubble nucleation and growth rates must be very 

high to have any significant effect on such short time scales. Thermal 

modeling shows peak temperatures of 4000 - 5000 K at the removal depths of 

the middle two x-ray fluences. Figure 450 shows the peak profile for the 1.75 

J/cm2 case, where the removal depth was 0.1 - 0.12 pm/shot. The transient 

analysis indicates that the 4000 K temperature at this depth will decay after 

only 10 ns. This will be discussed further in chapter 5. 

Another primary removal mechanism noted in the NIF material response 

tests was thermal cracking/spall. Thermal cracking was evident in almost all 

of the aluminum oxide optical microscopy. Figure 4-42b showed where this 

damage led to removal of presumably solid chunks of material in the hot 
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pressed alumina. SEM and optical images also showed some p i h g  of the 

plasma sprayed material. The sapphire, however, did not show any pits from 

spall removal. 

Liquid ejection is another possible mechanism of material removal for 

aluminum oxide. There is evidence both for and against the relative 

importance of this process. The SEM images of the thermal sprayed alumina 

in Figure 4-46 show droplets on the surface indicating a liquid removal 

process. The presence of splashed alumina on the unexposed regions of the 

samples (except at the lowest fluence) also shows some mobility of the liquid 

phase. On the other hand, liquid ejection would be expected to produce 

rounded, wavy surfaces, whereas the sapphire and hot pressed surfaces 

appeared angular and faceted. Also, comparisons with the model predictions 

of melt thickness, included in Figure 4-49, show that melt depth does not 

correlate well to removal depth. 

In summary, aluminum oxide does not appear to have one single 

dominant damage mechanism. There is instead evidence for the 

. contribution of several processes, that may change their relative effects 

depending on the particular form of alumina and-x-ray exposure conditions. 
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Figure 41: Cut-away view of sample holder - 

Figure 4-2: Arrangement of sample holders on central rod of SIM cart 

Figure 43:  Masking for first shot, second shot, shots 3-n. 
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100 pm 

Figure 4-4 Optical image of silica at highest x-ray fluence. 
Bubbles, target debris, and shrapnel damage evident. 
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Figure 4-5: Optical image of fused silica at highest 
fluence in three shot region. Wide variety in sizes 
of metal droplets anddamage pits. 
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Figure 4-6: Optical image of silica at second highest fluence 
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silica at lowest x-ray fluence. Little x-ray 
some shrapnel craters appear. 
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Figure 4-9: SEM image of highest fluence silica sample in 
regions of six shots (right) and'one shot. Note thin silica fibers 
extending from six shot area, indicating some liquid splash. 
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Figure 4-10: Measured fused silica removal depths for 250 eV blackbody x rays. 
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Figure 4-11: Typical silica profilometer scans 
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Figure 4-13: Surface of silicon nitride after one shot at highest 
x-ray fluence. Surface appears to be composed of micron- 
sized angular facets. No evidence of thermal stress cracks. 
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Figure 414: Deposition of particulates on unexposed 
region of silicon nitride from area exposed to one shot at 
the third highest fluence. 
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Figure 415 Typical profilometer scans for silicon nitride 
with easily mesured steps. 
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Figure 4-16: Measured removal depths for silicon nitride exposed to 200 eV BB x rays 
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Figure 4-17: SEM image of thermal stress cracking in Ceradyne 
boron carbide at highest x-ray fluence. Lightest regions are raised 
above the mean level, showing curling of cracked surface sections. 
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Figure 418: OpticG image of Ceradyne boron carbide at highest fluence. 
Single shot (top) and triple shot (bottom) regions are shown. Angular pits 
can be seen, especially in the single shot region of this photograph. 
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Figure 4-19: Ceradyne boron carbide at third-highest fluence 
showing regions with from one to three shots. Surface cracks 
are evident after 1-2 shots, while angular pits can be seen in 
the multiply exposed regions. This is evidence for spall of 
particulates as the dominant material removal process. 
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Figure 4-20: Profilometer scans of Ceradyne boron carbide at 
highest x-ray fluence showing roughening without measureable 
ablation steps. 
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Figure 4-21: Reade boron carbide at highest fluence. Top 
had six exposures and bottom had none. Exposed surface 
is rough with many small pits, but no surface cracking. 
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Figure 4-22: Profilorneter scans of Reade boron carbide at 
highest x-ray fluence. No measureable ablation steps seen. 
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Figure 4-23: SEM image of plasma sprayed boron carbide 
from Y-12. Top half had single exposure to second highest 
fluence, while bottom was masked. Some of original 
polished surface was apparently flaked off by x-ray exposure. 
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2 exposures 

6 exposures - 100 pm 

Figure 4-24 Plasma sprayed boron carbide (Y-12) from zero 
to eight exposures at highest fluence. Note removal of 
material below original surface in multiply-exposed regions. 

. 
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Figure 4-25 Profilometer scans of Y-12 boron carbide 
at highest x-ray fluence.' Evidence of pits, but no 
uniform ablation steps. 
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100 pm 

Figure 426: Boron exposed to the second highest fluence lor 
1,2, & 6 shots. Initial large-area thermal stress cracks change 
to smaller, rougher areas after multiple shots. 
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Figure 4-27: Profilometer scans of boron at highest x-ray fluence. 
Very rough surface with evidence of pits, but no uniform steps. 
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Figure 4-28 Approximate removal depths for boron carbide and boron for 
200-250 eV blackbodv x ravs. 
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Figure 4-29: Plasma sprayed boron carbide from ProTeC, exposed to 1.5 J/d 
x-ray fluence. The unexposed area is rough on scales of a few microns, while 
in exposed areas these features are melted out. Some thermal stress cracking 
is visible in exposed regions, particlularly under higher magnification.- 
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Figure 4-30: Optical image of splash onto unexposed 
aluminum surface from single exposure region (top) at 
the highest x-ray fluence . 

- 
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Figure 4-31: AFM image of single exposure of aluminum to 2.3 JkmZ 
Note droplets visible in lower image. 
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Figure-4-32 AFM image of presumed debris craters in aluminum 
single exposure region at lowest fluence (near 1.0 J/cm2). 
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Figure 4-33: SEM image of debris crater from lowest fluence 
aluminum sample with single exposure. 
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Figure 4 3 4  Fiber of glue across unexposed and single exposure 
regions at highest fluence. Note channel in aluminum melt 
layer cause by rapid vaporiiation of the glue. The channel is 
about 100 pn wide. 
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Figure 435: Profilometer scans of aluminum at highest fluence. 
Top scan shows roughening *thout ablation step after two 
shots. Bottom scan shows removal step after four and six shots. 
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Figue 4-36: Measured removal depths in aluminum exposed to 200 eV blackbody x rays. 
No value is plotted at the lowest fluence (1.0 J/cmz) because any removal depth was 
below the detection limit of about 0.1 pdshot, given the 2 pm roughness seen on the 
profilometer scans. 
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Figure 4-37: Resolidified aluminum melt layer after single 
shot at third highest fluence. 
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Figue 4-38: Thickness of resolidified aluminum melt layer after exposure 
to single shots of 200 eV blackbody x rays. Based on limited data from 

' micrographs of metallographic sections. 
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Figue 4-39: Sum of measured resolidified aluminum melt layer thicknesses 
and removal depths compared to predicted total melt depth. Agreement 
is reasonably good, considering the large scatter in the measured data. 
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Figue 4-40: Measured aluminum removal depth compared to amount predicted for surface 
vaporization only. The increased vaporizing area due to the surface roughness might increase 
the vapor contribution to removal beyond the 1-D value shown here. 



a) unexposed * 
c) two exposures 30 P 

b) one exposure 
d) six exposures 

Figure 4-41: Sapphire at third highest fluence showing 
evolution of bubbles and cracks. 

1 ,, 
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a) two exposure region b) same as a), but with 
different focus to show 
spall removal 

30 pm 

c) six exposure region 

Figure 4-42: Hot pressed alumina at highest fluence. Note small 
bubbles in a) growing to fewer larger bubbles in c ) .  Evidence of 
spall of thermally shocked material is seen in b). 
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1 EXPOSURE - 100 pm 

Figure 4-43: Sapphire at highest fluence showing thermal 
stress crack orientations. They are aligned with crystal after 
one shot and random after five exposures. 
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Figure 4-44 Splash on sapphire onto unexposed area from 
region of single exposure at second highest fluence. 
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Figure 4-45: Possible impact craters on surface of sapphire. 
Region had two shots at second highest x-ray flwence. 



a) unexposed 
c) two exuosures 

b) single exposure 
d) three exposures 

Figure 4-46: SEM images of first alumina thermal spray 
sample, exposed to 3.2 Jkm2 x-ray fluence. Shows progression 
of damage for multiple shots. 
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Figure 4-47a & b: Profilometer scans of hot pressed 
alumina at second highest x-ray fluence. Roughening 
without measurable removal is seen after one exposure. 
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Figure 4-48: Measured removal depths per shot for alumina. 
X-ray source was 200 eV blackbody with a 2.2 ns pulse length. 
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Figure 4-49: Measured removal depths for aluminum oxide compared to predicted 
surface vaporization and melt depths. 
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Figure 4-50: Peak temperature profile in alumina for 1.75 J/cm2,200 eV blackbody, 2.2 ns pulse. 
Measured material removal at these conditions was 0.1-0.12 pm, where peak temperature 
was about 4000 K. Surface vaporization causes slight temperature dip at front surface. 
Melt temperature is 2327 K. 



5. Modeling of Experimental Results 

5.1 Introduction 

The experimental data from the previous chapter are very important as 

new information in material removal by x-rays, because only limited data is 

available for response under any conditions. The experiments gain 

additional value by serving to benchmark model predictions of material 

response to x rays of different fluences, spectra, and pulse lengths.. One aspect 

of the modeling is to investigate the contributions of various removal 

mechanisms to the total ablation depth of a material. This is guided by the 

microscopy work of the previous chapter. Chapter 4 used the ABLATOR code 

to a limited extent in this way, particularly for estimating the contribution of 

surface vaporization. It is only through an understanding of the dominant 

ablation mechanisms that the models can extend the Nova data to other x-ray 

conditions. The second aspect of the modeling is to match, as well as possible, 

the total removal depths measured from the experiments. This 

benchmarking of the code gives confidence that predictions for other 

conditions will be accurate. 

5.2 Fused Silica Modeling 

5.2.1 Nova Experiments on Fused Silica . 
Four fused silica disks were exposed to x rays in a series of four ride-along 

Nova shots on December 18,1995. X-ray fluences ranged from 1.0 to 3.2 J/cm2, 

with a 250-eV peak blackbody spectrum in a short (1 ns) pulse. The samples 

were partially masked with tantalum foils to give areas with different 

numbers of shots on each sample. The experiment diagnostics were 

profilometer scans and optical microscopy performed after- the shots. These 

indicated that exposed surfaces were relatively flat, with well-defined steps 
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between areas with different numbers of exposures. It-seems clear that surface 

vaporization was the dominant process, rather than spallation of solid or 

liquid material. Profilometer scans were able to -give accurate measurements 

of removal depths, even down to the lowest two fluences, b.ecause of the 

uniformity of removal. Figure 4-10 shows material removal depths on a per 

shot basis as a function of x-ray fluence. The erfor bars indicate the variations 

in the measured depths across various steps on thesample surfaces. For a 

more complete discussion of the experiments, see section 4.3.2. 

5.2.2 Model Description - Fused Silica specifics 

The fused silica response modeling relies on the use of many material 

properties to determine the energy deposition, heat transfer, hydrodynamics, 

and vaporization behavior. X-ray energy deposition uses cold cross sections 

for silicon and oxygen tabulated in Cullen et all. These were combined on a 

weight-fraction basis for the fused silica material. For the typical x-ray spectra 

encountered in the Nova experiments, the deposition depth for 50% energy 

absorption was between half and three-quarters of a micron. 

Thermal conductivity is an important parameter in the transient thermal 

response of a material. A quadratic fit was made to data from Touloukian2 in 

the range fromLroom temperature up to 1400 K, which is the top end of the 

data listed. Above this temperature, a constant thermal conductivity of about 

the 1200 K value was used. Figure 5-1 shows the variation of conductivity 

with temperature. 

The model treats enthalpy in a zone as the primary thermal parameter, 

with temperature used as a*secondary quantity. As mentioned in chapter 3, 
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this solves some problems associated with heat transfer in regions of a phase 

boundary. This scheme requires an empirical curve fit to produce a 

temperature when given an energy and the specific 'state of the material 

(solid, liquid, or vapor). The JANAF tables3 provide the data needed in the 

solid/liquid region, while an empirical fit to vapor energies listed in a paper 

by Ree4 covers the vapor region. As shown in Figure 5-2, the solid and liquid 

curves are essentially continuous, reflecting the fact that the amorphous 

fused silica has no real melt point, but rather monotonically decreases in 

viscosity. Another feature of the plot is the high values of vapor energy for a 

given temperature, reflecting the inclusion of the latent heat of vaporization. 

The model uses a Griineisen type equation of state in the treatment of the 

solid/liquid material. Specifically, the. Steinberg model5 for rapid transient 

loading is used, based on the Griineisen pressure-energy relation combined 

with Hugoniot shock velocity-particle velocity relations. The relevant data 

for fused silica was obtained from Ree4. An ideal gas relation is assumed for 

the vapor. The complication is that fused silica does not vaporize as Si02 gas, 

but rather decomposes into a mixture of SiO, 0 2 , 0 ,  etc. The proportion of 

each component changes as a function of temperature and, density. This has 

been modeled by Wilemski, as described in Reference 6. Fortunately, 

Wilemski found just a weak variation of composition with temperature and 

density, so the model uses constant values of thermodynamic gamma (1.3) 

and gas constant (210 J/kg K). 

I 

The ,vaporization model depends on a curve fit to absaturation pressure 

versus temperature relationship. Figure 5-3 shows the total equilibrium 

vapor pressure along with the partial. pressure of each vapor component, 
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from the work by Wilemski. Applying the total-pressure curve to the 

vaporizatisn flux relation given in Chapter 3, equation (26) produces the 

curve plotted in Figure 5-4. This shows a very low vaporization rate below 

4000 K, a moderate rate at 4500 K, and. an additional order of, magnitude 

increase at 5500 K. 

Surface tension data is required to compute nucleation rates for the sub- 

surface boiling analysis. Kingery7 provides information on the surface 

tension and its rate of change for temperatures between 1300 and 2100 K. At 

the critical point, estimated by Ree4 to be about 11,600 K, the surface - tension 

should drop to zero. A curve fit was made to match the value and slope at 

the lower temperatures and the critical point zero.& Figure 5-5 shows the 

resulting relation as a function-of temperature. 

5.2.3 Modeling Results for Fused Silica 

The numerical model was applied to conditions matching those of the 

Nova- experiments. Specifically, a 1 ns square x-ray pulse with a constant 250 

eV blackbody spectrum was deposited into fused silica. The temperature 

profiles and vaporization behaviors were monitored for. the 200-11s run. 

Results of the total vaporization depth as a function of x-ray fluence are 

plotted in Figure $5-6, along with the Nova data. The fit is quite good, 

matching both the threshold fluence and the slope at higher fluences. 

For a better description of the fused silica response, temperature profiles 

are presented in Figure 5-7for one particular fluence (2.5 J/cm2). Part a shows 

profiles taken every 0.1 11s during the 1.0 ns-heating interval. Part b gives 

profiles from 1 ns to 10 ns in 0.5 ns intervals. The most interesting feature of 
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the plots is that energy loss from surface vaporization serves to limit the front 

surface temperature. Combined with the deposition-in-depth characteristic of 

x rays, this produces an interior region of perhaps 0.5 pm thick that is hotter 

than the front surface. This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in 

the next section. 

Another mechanism for ablation, noted in the aluminum and aluminum 

oxide results, is sub-surface vaporization. Here the bubble nucleation rate is 

computed in each zone at each time step. If conditions are such that a 

threshold rate is exceeded, the zone location is recorded. The maximum 

depth for several threshold rates is recorded through the code ruri. In 

addition, the total nucleation rates were integrated though time to give the 

total number of bubbles per cubic meter. Using the calculated value for 

critical bubble size of about 0.5 nm radius, a bubble density of lO26/m3 gives a 

volume fraction of 5%. The maximum depth at which this threshold was 

reached was also determined. Figure 5-8 shows the results as a function of 

fluence, along with the measured removal data and the surface vaporization 

curve. As expected from observations and from the good fit of the surface 

vaporization, the sub-surface nucleation model is a poor fit to the silica 

removal data. Although the threshold for no damage is about right at 1 J/Cm2, 

the nucleation depth slope is roughly twice that of the measured removal 

data. The high nucleation rates are not caused by the rarefaction wave, but 

are due to purely thermal effects. Discussion of this phenomenon will be 

deferred until sections 5.5 and 5.6, where the distinctions between these two 

causes can be made clear. 
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The second goal of the response modeling mentioned in an earlier section 

was to determine the state of .the ablated material. The model follows the 

hydrodynamics of the vapor with the same Lagrangian formulation used in 

the solid/liquid material. Therefore temperatures, densities, and so forth are 

tracked for the ablated zones. One check on performance of the gas dynamics 

of the hydrodynamics model is to plot velocity as a function of position at the 

end of the run. Again the 2.5 J/cm2 case is used. Figure 5-9 shows that th is is 

a straight line, consistent withthe behavior of a nearly isentropic expansion 

of a compressed gas into a lowsdensity region. 

5.2.4 Discussion of Fused Silica Results 

It is instructive to compare the results of this new flux-limited surface 

vaporization model to predictions based on instantaneous-deposition energy 

profiles. As discussed in the modeling section, this approach vaporizes all 

material down to the depth that receives some cutoff energy density. Figure 

5-10 is a n  energy profile (for the same x-ray fluence used in Figure 5-7) that 

illustrates this method. One possible cutoff energy is the total vaporization, 

or sublimation, energy, which is used in the TSUNAMI code.8 Another 

choice, used in calculations performed by SRI9, is the incipient vaporization 

energy, which is the energy of a liquid at some boiling temperature. This 

second method has the difficulty that,more energy can end up in vapor 

enthalpy than the total energy deposited in the material. Figure 5-11 shows 

the predicted removal depths from these two cutoff energies as a function of 

x-ray fluence. Clearly neither approach produces a very good fit to the data. 

The incipient vaporization criterion significantly overpredicts removal 

because the latent heat is not accounted for in allowing the vapor to escape. 
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The other criterion, at the total vaporization energy, leaves a substantial 

amount of very hot material behind, so it underestimates removal depths. 

An important result from the surface vaporization analysis is that it 

provides a mechanism for the vaporization of the hot material that initially 

has somewhat less than the energy needed to fully vaporize. Heat conduction 

can carry thermal energy toward the surface because the temperature there is 

lower than at a depth of a few tenths of a micron. This region near the 

surface can be thought of as having "excess" energy in that the material is 

hotter than the vaporizing surface. As this heat conducts to the surface, it 

continually provides the necessary vaporization energy at the surface. So the 

vaporization occurs not because the full cohesive energy is achieved in some 

bulk material, but rather just in the surface vapor flux. Over time, this 

process contributes to a significant increase in the total ablation depth 

compared to the instantaneous model. Of course, a significant amount of the 

"excess" energy is also conducted into the bulk material, reducing the energy 

available for vaporization. 

The temperature profiles of Figure 5-7 show that surface vaporization has 

a strong effect on the temperature distribution near the surface. The 

"clamping" of the surface temperature at a relatively low value reflects what 

is essentially an energy balance. The competition is between the energy 

needed to vaporize at the rate set by the mass flux-temperature relation, and 

the rate at which energy is conducted to the surface from the adjacent higher 

temperature interior region. When the temperatures and thermal gradients 

are highest, the vaporization is most rapid. Later in time the vaporization 

rate necessarily decreases because of the reduction in conduction heat flux to 
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the surface. The changing thermal balance with time can.be seen in both 

Figure 5-12, which extracts the surface temperature from the Figure 5-7 

profiles, and Figure 5-13, where the total removal depth is plotted. As 

expected from the surface temperature gradients,. f ie  yaporization rate is 

greatest right at the end of the x-ray pulse and shows a gradual decay 

afterwards. What is noteworthy is that while the energy was deposited in just 

1 IIS, the vaporization continues for on the order of 200 times longer. 

5.2.5 Conclusions for Fused Silica Modeling 

The surface vaporization model agrees very well with the experimental 

data, both in the threshold fluence and removal depths at higher fluences. 

This provides further evidence; beyond exposed surface morphology, for 

vaporization as the dominant removal mechanism in .fused silica. In 
addition, the model's excellent performance validates its use for predicting 

the response of fused silica in ICF target chambers. 

5.2.6 Sensitivity Study of Fused Silica X-ray Response 

This section describes a short sensitivity study on the response of fused 

silica designed to address the scaling of the response with pulse length and x- 

ray source spectrum. The parameter studies presented here. deal with the 

response of fused silica to a single blackbody spectrum of x rays in a square 

pulse. The fluence level for all runs was 2.5 Jlcmz, which caused somewhat 

less than 0.1 pm of ablation in the original Nova test. All calculated material 

removal is due to vaporization from the surface, which previously was 

determined to be the-dominant ablation mechanism for fused silica. 

I 

. 
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Sensitivity to X-ray Spectrum (Tr) 

A series of runs was made with the ABLATOR code for response to 

blackbody (BB) spectra from 100 to 400 eV. The input pulse length was 1 ns in 

all cases. As shown in Figure 5-14, the resulting vaporization depths depend 

very strongly on the x-ray spectnun. The amount of ablated material due to a 

100-eV BB is more than three.times higher than the same energy input as a 

300-eV BB. 

To understand why the removal depth is sensitive to the x-ray spectrum, 

first consider the effect of a colder source. Because photoelectric cross-sections 

tend to be significantly higher at the lower photon energies, the absorption 

depths correspondingly decrease. With a given amount of energy deposited 

in a shallower depth, the material exposed to the colder spectrum reaches 

higher temperatures. An example of this is shown in Figure 5-15 as the peak 

temperature profiles due to 100-eV and 300-eV blackbody sources. From 

earlier discussions, the maximum vaporization rate increases exponentially 

with surface temperature. The colder spectrum generates a higher surface 

temperature tis well as higher near-surface temperatures to sustain the 

vaporization by heat conduction to the surface. Thus the silica ablation 

depths are sigruficantly greater for the colder x-ray spectra. 

Sensitivity to X-ray Puke Length 

Several 'cases were run with a 220-eV blackbody spectrum for pulse lengths 

from 1 to 100 ns. Figure 5-16 is a plot of the vaporization depths from this 

study. In contrast to the spectral results, the response seems to be relatively 

insensitive to pulse length. Increasing the pulse by a factor of 100 (1 - 100 ns) 

only decreases the ablation depth by about 25%. 
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That the ablation decreases with longer pulses is expected because more 

time is available to conduct heat from the hot surface.layer to the cooler bulk 

material. However, the temperature gradients (and so heat flow rates) 

decrease rapidly with distance into the material. So while the peak 

temperature changes rapidly, diffusion of heat away from the front half 

micron or so requires considerably more time. This statement is especially 

true for fused silica, which has a fairly low thermal conductivity. The slow 

change in temperature at 0.8-pm depth evident in the plot in Figure 5-17 

shows that the bulk material does not "pull down" the near surface 

temperatures on the 100-ns time scale. So whether the x rays are deposited in 

1 or 100 ns, the energy in the surface layer that contributes to vaporization is 

relatively unchanged. The end result is a small sensitivity to pulse length. 

5.3 Silicon Nitride Modeling 

5.3.1 Nova Experiments on Silicon Nitride 

Three silicon nitride samples were exposed to x rays in a series of six ride- 

along Nova shots on February 22 & 23,1996. X-ray fluences ranged from 1.0 fo 

3.3 J/cm2, with a 200-eV blackbody spectrum in a short (2.2 ns) pulse. The 

samples were partially masked with tantalum foils :to give areas with 

different numbers of shots on each sample. The experiment diagnostics were 

profilometer scans and optical microscopy performed after the shots. These 

indicated that exposed surfaces were relatively flat, with well-defined steps 

between areas with different numbers of exposures. It seems clear that surface 

vaporization was the dominant process, rather than spallation of solid or 

liquid material. This is consistent with the relatively low decomposition 

temperature of silicon nitride. Above 2150 K (at one atmosphere pressure), 

the material decomposes into nitrogen gas and silicon. 
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1-Profilometer scans were able to give accurate measurements of removal 

depths, even down to the lowest two fluences, because of the uniformity of 

removal. Figure 416 shows material removal depths on a per shot basis as a 

function of x-ray fluence. The error bars indicate the variations in the 

k measured depths across various steps on the sample surfaces. For a more 

complete discussion of the experiments, see section 4.3.3. 

5.3.2 Model Description - Silicon Nitride Specifics I 

This section details the material property data used in modeling silicon 

nitride. :X-ray energy deposition uses. cold cross sections for silicon and 

nitrogen tabulated in Cullen et al.1 .,These were combined on a weight- 

fraction basis for the silicon nitride. For the typical x-ray spectra encountered 

in the Nova experiments, the deposition depth for 50% energy absorption was 

between half and three-quarters of a micron. 

* 

' 

Thermal conductivity was modeled with a fourth-order polynomial fit to 

data from Touloukianlo in the range from room temperature up to 2000 K, 

which is the highest temperature. listed. Above this temperature, a constant 

thermal conductivity of about the 2000 .K value was used. Figure 5-18 shows 

the variation of conductivity with temperature. 

The model requires an empirical curve fit to return a temperature when 

given an energy and the specific state of the material (solid or vapor). No 

mention is made in the literature about a liquid phase of silicon nitride, 

because the material '.decomposes at a relatively low temperature (2150 K in 

air). The JANAF tables3 provide the energy and temperature data needed in 

the solid region. 
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The energy/temperature relationship for the vapor requires special 

treatment because the decomposition process is unlike a stoichiometric 

vaporization. For example, in fused silica the equilibrium vapor is composed 

of a mixture of SiO, 0 2 ,  O,, and other species, with-the proportion of each 

component changing as a function of temperature, and density*. The 

equilibrium vapor pressure of silicon nitride, however, is due almost totally 

to nitrogen gas. In an equilibrium situation, the surface layer would be 

enriched in silicon as the material decomposed at high temperatures. But as 

discussed by Tovstonogll, at sufficient ablation rates the silicon'is not left 

behind, but :rather is "blown" off the surface by the large underlying pressure 

of nitrogen gas. The ABLATOR model incorporates the assumption that the 

I 

ablated material consists'of nitrogen gas mixed stoichiometrically with silicon 

droplets. The energy of the "vapor" is the sum of these two components. 

The resulting temperature versus energy curves are shown in Figure 5-19. 

The vaporization model depends on a curve fit to a saturation pressure 

versus temperature relationship. Figure 5-20 shows the total equilibrium 

vapor pressure along with the partial pressure of each vapor component, 

from the work by Wilemskil2. As mentioned above, his composition data 

show nitrogen as the dominant species, ,with other gaseous species 

comprising less than one part in ten thousand of the total vapor pressure. 

Applying the vapor pressure curve of Figure 5-20 to the vaporization flux 

relation (Chapter 3, equation 26) produces the curve plotted in Figure 5-21. 

This shows a very low vaporization rate below 2000 K and a very high rate 

(>0.1 pm/ns) above 3200 K. Note that a rate'of 1 pm/ns is equivalenf to 1 

km/sec. 
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The model uses a Griineisen type equation of state in the treatment of the 

solid material. Specifically, the Steinberg model5 for rapid transient loading is 

used, based on the Griineisen pressure-energy relation combined with 

Hugoniot shock velocity-particle velocity relations. The relevant data for 

silicon nitride was obtained from the ASM Handbookl3. An ideal gas relation 

is used for the vapor, which is assumed to be composed of only the nitrogen 

gas. The silicon mass is carried along 'with the nitrogen, but it gives no 

contribution to the pressure in the "vapor" zones. 

5.3.3 Modeling Results for Silicon Nitride 

The numerical model was applied to conditions matching those of the 

Nova experiments. Specifically, a 2.2-11s square x-ray pulse with a constant 

200-eV blackbody spectrum was deposited into silicon nitride. The 

temperature profiles and vaporization behaviors were monitored for the 100- 

ns run. Results of the total vaporization<depth as a function of x-ray fluence 

are plotted in Figure 5-22, along with the Nova data. The fit is quite good, 

matching both the threshold fluence and the slope at higher fluences. 

For a better description of the silicon nitride response, temperature 

profiles are presented in Figure 5-23 for one particular fluence (1.65 J/cm2). 

Part a shows profiles taken every 0.2 ns during the 2.2 ns heating interval. 

Part b gives profiles at the peak and from 2.5 ns to 10 11s in 0.5 11s intervals. 

The most interesting feature of the plots is that energy loss from surface 

vaporization serves to limit the front surface temperature. Combined with 

the. deposition-in-depth characteristic of x rays, this produces an interior 

region of perhaps 0.3 pm thick that is hotter than the front surface. This 

phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
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5.3.4 Discussion of Silicon Nitride Results 

The temperature profiles of Figure 5-23 show that surface vaporization 

strongly effects the temperature distribution near the surface. The 

"clamping" of the surface temperature at a relatively low value reflects what 

is essentially an energy balance. This is the same phenomenon seen in fused 

silica. The changing thermal balance with time can be seen in both Figure 5- 

24, which extracts the surface temperature from the Figure 5-21 profiles, and 

Figure 5-25, where the total removal depth is plotted. As expected from the 

surface temperature gradients, the vaporization rate is greatest right at the 

end of the x-ray pulse and shows a gradual decay afterwards. Note that while 

the energy was deposited in just 2.2 ns, the vaporization continues for on the 

order of 5 - 10 times longer. I 

The new flux-limited surface vaporization model results compare very 

favorably to predictions based on instantaneous-deposition energy profiles, as 

shown in Figure 5-26. This second approach,vaporizes all material d o T  to 

the depth that receives some cutoff energy density: This is the same type of 

comparison made for fused silica in section 5.2.4. 

Another form of material removal considered was sub-surface 

vaporization, which is believed to be an important mechanism for some 

other materials (aluminum, for example). In this process, the pressure 

release from the front surface propagates through the hot interior material as 

a tensile wave, causing explosive bubble nucleation and growth. The 

instantaneous vapor generation below the surface then "blows off" the 

material above this depth. ABLATOR analyses -modeled silicon nitride 

response to Nova x-ray exposure conditions. Pressure profiles after the end of 
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the x-ray pulse show that while the pressures drop/.they always remain 

positive. The plot of vaporization depth as a function of time (Figure 5-25) 

shows that at this time, about 2;5 'ns,, there is strong vaporization from the 

surface. This coincides with high surface pressures, which overwhelm or 

negate the rarefaction wave. Without a tensile wave to drive rapid .bubble 

nucleation and growth, sub-surface boiling is very unlikely. Another reason 

to discount the possibility of sub-surface boiling is that the material likely 

remains'as a solid up to its decomposition temperature. This makes the 

mechanism of internal bubble nucleation, due to purely thermal conditions, 

much harder to imagine. 

5.3.5 Conclusions for Silicon Nitride Modeling 

The surface vaporization model agrees very well with the experimental 

data, both in the threshold fluence and removal depths at higher fluences. 

This provides ~ further evidence, beyond exposed surface morphology, for 

vaporization as the dominant removal mechanism in silicon nitride. In 

addition, the model's excellent performance validates its use for predicting 

the response of vaporizing materials in ICF target chambers. 

5.4 Boron Carbide and Boron Modeling 

5.4.1 Nova experiments on Boron Carbide and Boron 

Twenty-eight samples of various forms of boron carbide and boron were 

exposed to x rays in four series of ride-along Nova shots between November 

17,1995 and February 23,1996. X-ray fluences ranged from 1.0 to 3.3 J/cm2, 

with a 200 - 250 eV blackbody spectrum in a short (1 - 2.2 ns) pulse. .The 

samples were partially masked with.tantalum foils to give areas with 

different numbers of shots on each sample. The experiment diagnostics were 
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profilometer scans and #various forms of .microscopy of the exposed surfaces 

performed after the shots. The observations show that these materials 

roughen somewhataon exposure to high x-ray fluences. However, even after 

multiple shots at the highest x-ray fluences, no net removal (steps)' could be 

measured in the surfaces. Optical microscopy and SEM (scanning electron 

microscope) showed isolated small pits in the surfaces. This indicates that 

most material removal was in the form of solid particles spalled off the 

surface. Removal rates were estimated based on typical pit depths and 

average fractions- of surface coverage. ' Figure 428 shows material removal 

depths on a per shot basis as a function of x-ray fluence. For a complete 

discussion of the experiments, see section 4.3.4. 

5.4.2 Model Description -- Boron Carbide andBoron Specifics 

This section details the material property data used in modeling boron 

carbide and boron. X-ray energy deposition uses cold cross sections for boron' 

and carbon tabulated in Cullen et al.1 These were combinedson a weight- 

fraction basis for the boron carbide. For the typical x-ray spectra encountered 

in the Nova experiments, the deposition depth for 50% energy absorption was 

between one-half and one micron. 

. .  

Thermal conductivity was modeled with polynomial fits to data from 

Touloukian? in the range from room temperature up the highest 

temperatures listed: (1000 K for B4Cand 1400 K for boron). Abo.ve these 

temperatures; the curve fits extrapolated +e data to give essentially a constant, 

thermal conductivify of about the end .point value. F ie re  5-27 shows the 

variation of conductivities with temperature for the two materials. 
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The model requires an empirical curve fit to return a temperature when 

given a n  energy and the specific state of the material (solid, liquid, or vapor). 

The JANAF tables3 provide the energy and temperature data needed in the 

solid and liquid regions for both materials and for boron vapor. Figures 5-28 

and 5-29 show these relations for boron carbide and boron, respectively. 

The energy/temperature relationship for the boron carbide vapor requires 

special treatment because the composition of chemical species in the vapor 

varies depending on pressure, temperature, and the degree to which 

thermodynamic equilibrium is attained. Above 3000K, B4C is -table with 

respect to liquid boron and solid/liquid carbon, but it is unclear whether there 

is sufficient time for rearrangement of the condensed phases in the short 

vaporization pulses. Also in the vapor phase, numerous species can exist 

(dimers, trimers, etc.), but the time scale for growth of these components may 

be too long to be relevant to the ablation process. Wilemskil4 has worked out c 

the thermodynamics of various scenarios to produce specific energy relations 

in the vapor. The B4C vapor curve in Figure 5-28 shows the case used in the 

ABLATOR model, which assumes only B and C vapor above B4C. 

The vaporization model depends on a curve fit to a saturation pressure 

versus temperature relationship. Figure 5-30 shows the total equilibrium 

vapor pressures for boron and B4C, from JANAF and the work by Wilemski, 

respectively. Applying these curves to the vaporization flu relation 

produces the curves plotted in Figure 5-31. The plot shows very low 

vaporization rates below about 5000 K and a high rate (0.01 - 0.1 pm/ns) above 

7000 K. 
, 
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The model uses a Griineisen type equation of state in the.treatment of the 

solid material. Specifically, the Steinberg model? for rapid transient loading is 

used,' based on' the Griineisen pressure - energy relation combined with 

Hugoniot shock velocity - particle velocity relations. l%e relevant data for 

boron carbide were obtained from a report by Steinberg15 and from the ASM 

Handbookl3. Boron's mechanical properties were assumed to be similar. 

Ideal gas relations were used for the vapor phases, which in BqC was assumed 

to be composed of only B and.C gases. 

Thermal stress appears to play the major role in the x-ray ablation of boron 

carbide and boron. The techniques of section 3.7.4 are used to evaluate this 

damage mechanism using peak temperature profiles and the thermo- 

mechanical properties given in Table 5-1. Applying these bulk material 

properties to a process that will occur on the micron scale, and so inside a 

single grain of material, may lead to some error. More accurate material 

constants would be required if a full crack nucleation and growth model were 

to be'implemented. However, for the rough arguments presented here, the 

errors are not likely to be significant. 

Table 5-1: Room temperature boron carbide material properties for thermal 
stress calculations 

a - coeff of thermal expansion 6 ~ 1 0 ~  1 "C 
E - Young's modulus . 445 GPa 
v - Poisson's ratio -19, 
o-compressive 12 GPa 

Data Sources: ASM Engineered Materials Handbook (13) and Steinberg (15) 
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5.4.3 Modeling Results for Boron Carbide and Boron 

The numerical model was applied to conditions matching those of the 

Nova experiments. Specifically, a 1-ns square x-ray pulse with a 250-eV 

blackbody spectrum was deposited into boron carbide. The temperature 

profiles and vaporization behaviors were monitored for the 100-ns runs. 

Results of the total vaporization depths as a function of x-ray fluence are 

plotted in Figure 5-32, along with the Nova data. As anticipated from the 

microscopy and profilometry, vaporization played just a small role in the 

removal of material at the test x-ray fluences. The analysis points to two 

causes for limited vaporization: low atomic number (Z) elements and low 

vapor pressure. Opacities of low-Z materials are relatively small for the x-ray 

photon energies in these tests, giving a greater average deposition depth. 

Spreading the energy in depth lowers the surface temperature, which as 

Figure 5-31 shows, dramatically reduces the vaporization rate. Figures 5-30 

and 5-31 also indicate that relatively high temperatures must be attained to 

vaporize these low vapor pressure materials. 

The. peak temperature profiles (at the 1 end of x-ray deposition) are 

presented in Figure 5-33 for four 250-eV blackbody x-ray fluences (3.25 - 1.0 

J/cm2) into boron carbide. The curves for the lower three fluences show the 

flat profile at the surface characteristic of an insulated face. In the highest- 

fluence case, there is a peak just inside the surface, because energy loss from 

surface vaporization serves to limit the front surface. temperature. From fhis 

curve and the vaporization rate information from Figure 5-31, it can be seen 

that the boron carbide only reaches the htermediate vaporization regime. 

After a short time (-1.5 ns), the surface temperature drops by 1000 degrees, 

lowering the evaporation rate by an order of magnitude. Thus the 
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vaporization effectively shuts off very quickly and little material is lbt .  

Figure 5-33 also shows the solid/liquid transition region at the 2743 K melt 

temperature for the three higher fluences. The 1.0 J/cm2 surface temperature 

falls just below the melt point. 

4 

The temperature profiles of Figure 5-33 provide the basis for thermal stress 

calculations according to the method of section 3.7.4. Applying equation (33) 

of that section to these temperatures results in the thermal stress profiles 

shown in Figure 5-34. The flat region at the front of the three higher fluence 

cases corresponds to the melted or partially melted material. The drop-off to 

zero stress o c m s  in the region of softened solid, The peak stress for each case 

is at or near 8 GPa, which exceeds the tensile strength (155 MPa) by a factor of 

about-50. Therefore the assumed depth of the thermal stress cracks in the 

boron carbide will be near the point where the thermal stress reaches zero. 

Ablation of boron carbide and boron occurs by formation of isolated pits in 

the surface. The removal depths were calculated based on pit depth and an 

estimate of their areal coverage. Pit depth is expected to correlate to the depth 

of thermal stress cracking, because down to this level’the brittle-material is 

fairly heavily fractured and so susceptible to further crack propagation. Figure 

5-35 plots pit depths as a function of x-ray fluence for the various forms of 

boron carbide and boron. Since these depths generally exceed the predicted 

melt depths (also shown in the figure), the softening phenomenon in the 

heated solid is likely important. Figure 5-35 also shows predicted thermal 

crack depths (from Figure 5-34), which generally agree with the 

measurements, although there is.si@cant ,scatter ~ the data. 
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Another step is required in the ablation process after the thermal stress 

damage, specifically a mechanism for removal of some of the damaged 

sections. One possible cause is the continued stress of thermal cycling from 

subsequent x-ray exposures. Probably a better explanation is the passage of the 

shock and rarefaction waves from additional x-ray shots. High tensile stresses 

are developed in this process, though only for a short period of time. The 

rapid passage of these waves gives insufficient time for the nucleation and 

growth of voids, even though the tensile strength is exceeded. There may, 

however, be adequate time to extend some of the thermal stress cracks far 

c 

enough to give spall of thermally damaged "flakes". 

The development and propagation of the shock and rarefaction waves are 

shown in Figure 5-36. The specific case is boron carbide with 2.3 J / m 2  of 250- 

eV blackbody x rays in a 1-ns square pulse. Shocks (positive pressure pulses) 

develop during heating and propagate into the bulk. As soon as the x-ray 

energy shuts off, the thermal expansion of the surface layers stops and a 

strong tensile wave is launched into the material. Part a of the figure shows. 

spatial profiles at time intervals of 0.1 ns. Part b extracts the peak tensile stress 

information at various depths. The stress falls from zero at the free surface, 

where there is no tensile stress possible, to a maximum tensile value at about 

1.5 - 3 pm. Spa11 is most likely to occur at the maximum crack depth, in this 

case 0.6 pm, because this is the most highly stressed region with a fracture 

nucleation site already existing. 

Another way to view the tensile stress information is with temporal 

profiles at selected points. Figure 5-37 gives the pressure history in boron 

carbide at the predicted maximum thermal crack depth for each of the four 
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fluences (1.0,1.65,2.3, and 3.25 J/cm2). As discussed above, the tensile stresses 

from the rarefaction wave do exceed the tensile strength at all but the lowest 

fluence, but only for 0.5 ns or less. Note that all these locations are within 

solid material, so the tensile strength is applicable. 

5.4.4 Discussion of Boron Carbide and Boron Results 

The thermal stress analysis provides a means of predicting the depth of 

the damage pits in the boron carbide and boron. This is particularly 

important since these depths exceed the melt depths by a sigruficant amount. 

The assumption of softening of hot solid material is what extends the high 

thermal stress beyond the melt depth. One problem is that this method 

predicts thermal stress cracking at 1.0 J/cm2, where none is found in the 

boron carbide. At this fluence, the material does not melt, so the predicted 

damage is based on the approximate stress relief model in the code. 

- 

The shock historyplot in Figure 5-37 for the lowest fluence agrees with the 

experimental observation of no material removal in boron carbide. At the 

three highest fluences, the curves show that. it is plausible that the tensile 

wave removes solid flakes of ddmaged material. This removal is observed to 

be at isolated spots on the surface, indicating that the process might best be 

analyzed by statistical methods. Such methods have been developed for 

brittle crack growth16, but their implementation is beyond the scope of this 

study. 

5.4.5 Conclusions for Boron Carbide and Boron Modeling , 

The surface vaporization model provides a lower bound for material 

For boron carbide and boron,- the amount removal at a given fluence. 
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vaporized at typical first wall x-ray fluences will be minimal. Material 

removal in the form of flakes of thermally shocked material is the dominant 

process. The ABLATOR model predicts the depths of the pits to within the 

experimental scatter, and shows that the strength of the tensile wave is 

sufficient to cause tensile failure in at least some of the damaged material. 

5.5 Aluminum Modeling 

5.5.1 Nova experiments 

Nine aluminum disks were exposed to x rays in two series of ride-along 

Nova shots between November 17,1995 and February 23,1996. X-ray fluences 

ranged from 1.0 to 3.3 J/cm2, with a 200-eV blackbody spectrum in a short (2.2 

ns) pulse. The samples were partially masked with tantalum foils to. give 

areas with different numbers of shots on each sample. The experiment 

diagnostics were profilometer scarti and various forms of microscopy of the 

exposed surfaces performed after the shots."In addition, some of the samples 

were sectioned to permit examination of the full damage layer thickness. The 

observations show that these materials roughen significantly (several 

microns) on exposure to high x-ray fluences. The roughness required 

multiple x-ray exposures on a surface before profilometry could,measure the 

removal depths above the roughness "noise"., Optical microscopy and SEM 

(scanning electron microscope) showed wavy surfaces with substantial 

 evidence^ for liquid motion. This indicates that most material removal was in 

the form of liquid spalled off the surface. Figure 446 shows material removal 

depths on a per shot basis as a function of x-ray fluence. For a complete 

discussion of the experiments, see section 4.3.5. 
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5.5.2 Model Description - Aluminum Specifics 

This section details the material property data used in modeling 

aluminum. X-ray energy, deposition uses cold cross sections tabulated in 

Cullen et al.1 For the typical x-ray spectra encountered in the Nova 

experiments, the deposition depth for 50% energy absorption was about three- 

quarters of a micron. 

Thermal conductivity is an important parameter in the transient thermal 

response of a material. Aluminum's high conductivity causes rapid heat loss 

from the surface into the bulk material. Polynomial fits were made to data 

from Touloukian2 in. the range from room temperature up to. the melt 

temperature (966 K) in solid and in the liquid above this temperature. Figure 

5-38 shows the variation of conductivities with temperature for the two 

phases. These data are for pure aluminum,-which was used for most the 

Nova samples. Alloy 6061-T6 (>97.5% Al) was used for the initial, single-shot 

samples that were eventually sectioned for melt thickness examination. 

The model requires an empirical curve fit to return a temperature when 

given an energy and-the specific state of the material (solid, liquid, or vapor). 

The JANAF tables3 provide the energy and temperature data needed in the 

solid, liquid, and vapor regions at the reference pressure of 1 bar. The solid 

and liquid data are essentially independent of pressure, as is the vapor with 

the assumption of ideal gas behavior. Figure 5-39 shows these relations for 

the three phases of aluminum based on enthalpy. tEnthalpy and internal 

energy are essentially the same for the condensed phases. For the vapor, 

conversion is accomplished using h=u+pV. 
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s The model uses a Griineisen type equation of state in the treatment of the 

solid and liquid material. Specifically, the Steinberg models for rapid 

transient loading is used, based on the Griineisen pressure-energy relation 

combined with Hugoniot shock velocity-particle velocity relations. Ideal gas 

relations were used for the vapor phase. 

The vaporization model depends on a curve fit to a saturation pressure 

versus temperature relationship. Figure 5-40 shows the total equilibrium 

vapor pressure for aluminum, from Dushan.17 Applying this curve to the 

vaporization flux relation produces the curve plotted in Figure 5-41. The plot 

shows a low vaporization rate below about 4000 K and a high rate (0.01 - 0.1 

pm/ns) above 5500 K. Note that a rate of 1 pm/ns is equivaient to 1 km/sec. 

Another form of vaporization is considered for aluminum, specifically 

sub-surface boiling. The motivation for considering this material removal 

mechanism is the observation ,of very rough surfaces with evidence of 

droplet ejection on many of the x-ray exposure samples. The relations. for 

nucleation rate (section 3.7.3) require surface tension as the only new material 

parameter beyond those already introduced. Data provided in Murrl8 gives 

the surface tension and its rate- of change with temperature at the melt point. 

At the other end of the liquid range, the surface tension must fall to zero at 

the critical point, estimated to be 5726 K in the SESAME tables19 for 

aluminum. The slope at the critical point is taken from the Eotvos relation 

(discussed in Murr) 

CY = k(T, - T)V -% 
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where T, is the critical temperature, V is the molar volume, and k is a 

constant with a value of 2.1 ergs/"C for most liquids. A cubic spline curve fit 

was used between the two- known endpoints and slopes to provide data at 

intermediate temperatures. Figure 5-42 shows the resulting surface tension as 

a function of temperature. 

5.5.3 Modeling Results for Aluminum 

Figure 5-43 presents the Nova removal depths, with the addition of the 

measured thickness of resolidified aluminum and the predicted melt depth. 

At the'higher fluences, it can be seen that about one quarter to. one third of 

the melt layer is removed under these conditions. The goal of the analysis 

that follows is to determine a mechanism that predicts such a partial removal 

process. 

The numerical model was applied to conditions matching those of the 

Nova experiments. Specifically, a 2.2-1.13 square x-ray pulse with a 200-eV 

blackbody spectrum was deposited into alumininn. The temperature profiles 

and vaporization behaviors were monitored for the 100-ns runs. Results of 

the total vaporization depths as a function of x-ray-fluence are plotted in 

Figure 5-44, along with the Nova data. As anticipated from the microscopy 

and profilometry, vaporization played just a small role in the removal of 

material at the test x-ray fluences. . 

Figures 5-45 through 5-48 present temperature profiles for four 200-eV 

blackbody x-ray fluences (3.25 - 1.0 J/cm2) into aluminum, from the peak at 

2.2 ns out to 5.0 ns. In the two highest-fluence cases, there is a peak just 

inside the surface, because energy loss from surface vaporization serves to 
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limit the front surface temperature. After a short time (-2.5 ns), heat 

conduction into the bulk material drops surface temperatures by more than 

2000 degrees, lowering evaporation rates by at least an order of magnitude. 

Thus the vaporization effectively shuts off very quickly and little material is 

lost. It is the high thermal conductivity of .the aluminum that minimizes 

evaporative material removal. 

The two higher-fluence temperature plots also show several zones at the 

very front that become significantly hotter than the liquid surface material. 

Absorption of x rays after vaporization heats these zones, which have no 

means to remove the energy quickly, increasing their temperatures rapidly. 

Energy deposition in ablated vapor is termed vapor shielding, because some 

of the incoming energy is prevented from readhing the ablation front. This 

phenomenon is particularly important in laser ablation and in plasma 

ablation (as from a disruption event in a magnetic fusion machine) where the 

shielding effect can be very significant. In this x-ray exposure situation, 

however, there is generally not enough material vaporized before the end of 

the x-ray pulse to appreciably change the energy deposition profile. Therefore 

the code's treatment of these hot vapor zones as maintaining cold x-ray 

opacities and having no radiation transport will not introduce significant 

errors, at least in the fluence range of interest, a few J/cm2. 

The temperature profiles for the lower two fluences (Figures 5-47 and 5-48) 

show the flat profile at the surface characteristic of an insulated face, as these 

fluences do not produce significant vaporization. The plots also show the 

solid/liquid transition regions at the 933 K melt temperature. 
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The development and .propagation of the rarefaction waves are shown in 

Figures 5-49 to 5-52. Shocks (positive pressure pulses) develop during heating 

and propagate into the bulk. As soon as-the x-ray energy shuts off, the 

thermal expansion of the surface layers stops and a strong tensile wave is 

launched into the material. These figures show spatial profiles at time 

intervals of 0.1 IIS to 0.5 IIS beginning at the end of the x-ray pdse. The peak 

negative pressures are on the order of 1 GPa, but these last only a few tenths 

of a nanosecond at any one location. ~ 

Equation (29) of section 3.7.3 was applied to each zone to determine the 

local bubble nucleation rate. Figure 5-53 presents a typical result of nucleation 

rate (m-3s-1)- as a function of depth for the 1.65 J/cm2 case. The various curves 

represent spatial profiles of log(J) at intervals of 0.1 IIS between 2 and 3 11s. At 

times near the peak of the rarefaction wave, J reaches near its maximum\ 

value for this situation, about 1040 m-3s-1. The region where these high J 

values are found, near 0.5 pm in this case, has both a relatively high 

temperature (and so a high Psat) and large negative pressures. These two 

terms appear as (qPsat  - P)2 in the denominator of an exponential, which 4 

drives the exponential to its maximum value of one, giving the peak 

nucleation rate. 

4 '  

With such very high nucleation rates, the short duration of the tensile 

pulse will still be sufficient to generate significant amounts of vaporized 

material. As is typical in nutleation analysis, some threshold value must be 

selected as the cutoff for defining a "sufficient" rate. The procedure adopted * 

here is to record the maximum depth over all time steps for various levels of 

the nucleation rate ranging from 1025 to 1040. Comparison of these 
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maximum depths with the measured material removal as a function of x-ray 

fluence will guide the choice of this cutoff nucleation rate. Figure 5-54 

presents these results. From these curves, a "critical" nucleation rate of 1030 

appears to provide the best fit to the data. Note that no sub-surface boiling is 

predicted at 1.0 J/cm2 since the maximum predicted J-values fall  many orders 

of magnitude short of any of these potential nucleation thresholds. 

Another way to set a threshold for sub-surface vaporization is to examine 

the volume fraction of vapor bubbles. As discussed in section 3.7.3, this 

analysis involves integrating the nucleation rate with time (in each zone) to 

obtain the number of bubbles per unit volume. The critical bubble size must 

also be calculated, which works out to be about 1-run radius in regions of high 

nucleation rate. A simple calculation reveals that an integral of 1026 

bubbles/ms will give a vapor volume fraction of 40%. This curve is also 

plotted on Figure 5-54. Note that reducing this arbitrary threshold by an order 

of magnitude has almost no effect on the location of the curve. 

5.5.4 Discussion of Aluminum Results 

The nucleation rate threshold curves shown in Figure 5-54 have generally 

the same slope and threshold fluence as what was observed experimentally. 

This provides some confidence that the sub-surface boiling model has the 

proper physics in it. Also encouraging is the relative insensitivity of the J- 

threshold curves over 15 orders of magnitude. This means that predictions of 

material removal using this technique will not be significantly changed by the 

exact value of the threshold chosen. Finally, the nucleation rate providing 

the best fit, 1030 m-3s-1, is a very high rate, consistent with the original 

assumption that even a short time under these conditions will create large 
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amounts of vapor. This is further reinforced by the reasonably good fit to the 

data seen with the integral-J (bubbles per unit volume) curve. 

5.5.5 Conclusions on Aluminum Modeling 

The experimental observation that liquid ejection is the dominant 

removal mechanism for aluminum 1 is well explained with the ABLATOR 

model. One aspect of this conclusion is that evaporation is predicted to have 

a negligible contribution to the ablation depth. The other result of the 

modeling effort is that sub-surface boiling (vapor explosion) can be predicted 

with simple homogeneous nucleation theory. An appropriate choice of 

threshold nucleation rate. provides a very good fit to 

removal data, which suggests that the important 

understood. 

5.6 Aluminum Oxide Modeling 

5.6.1 Nova experiments on Alumina 

the experimental 

mechanisms are 

Nine aluminum oxide disks were exposed to x rays in two series of ride- 

along Nova shots on November 17, 1995 and December 19, 1995. X-ray 

fluences ranged from 1.0 to 3.5 J/cmZ, with a 200-eV blackbody spectrum in a 

short (2.2 ns) pulse. The samples were partially masked with tantalum foils 

to give areas with different numbers of shots on each sample. The 

experiment diagnostics were profilometer scans and various forms. of 

microscopy of the exposed surfaces performed after the shots. ‘The 

observations show that alumina roughens significantly (0.5 - 1 pm) on 

exposure to high x-ray fluences. Optical microscopy and ‘SEM (scanning 

electron microscopy)’ showed evidence of liquid motion (splashing), thermal 

stress cracking, and bubbles under the surface. These indicate that most 
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material removal was in the form of liquid and/or solid spalled off the 

surface by some combination of sub-surface boiling and thermal shock/spall. 

Figure 4-37 shows material removal depths on a per shot basis as a function of 

x-ray fluence. For a complete discussion of ,the experiments, see section 4.3.6. 

5.6.2 Model Description - Aluminum Oxide Specifics 

This section details the material property data used in modeling 

aluminum oxide. X-ray energy deposition uses cold cross sections for 

aluminum and oxygen tabulated in Cullen et al.1 and combined according to 

weight fraction. For the typical x-ray spectra encountered in the Nova 

experiments, the deposition depth for 50% energy absorption was about one 

third of a micron. 

> \  

Thermal conductivity is an important parameter in the transient thermal 

response of a material. Aluminum oxide's conductivity drops by a factor of 

four between room temperature and 1000 K. Polynomial fits were made to 

data from Touloukian2 in the range from room temperature up to the end of 

available data at 2000 K. From this temperature to the melt point (2327 K) in 

solid and in the liquid above this temperature, a constant conductivity was 

used. Figure 5-55 shows the variation of conductivities with temperature. 

The model requires an empirical curve fit to return a temperature when 

given an energy and the specific state of the material (solid, liquid, or vapor). 

The JANAF tables3 provide the energy and temperature data needed in the 

solid and liquid, whileIan empirical fit to vapor energies listed in a paper by 

Kovitya20 covers the vapor region. ' Figure 5-56 shows ihese relations for the 

three phases of aluminum oxide based on enthalpy. Enthalpy and internal 
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energy are essentially the same for the condensed phases. For the vapor, 

. conversion is accomplished using h=u+pV: One notable feature of the plot is 

the high value of vapor energy for' a given temperature, reflecting the 

inclusion of the latent heat of vaporization. 

The model uses a Griineisen type equation of state in the t r e a ~ e n t  of the 

solid and liquid material. Specifically, the Steinberg model5 for rapid 

transient loading is used, based on the Griineisen pressure-energy relation 

combined with Hugoniot shock velocity-particle velocity relations. Data for 

these relations was obtained from Marsh21 and Lynch et a1.22 Ideal gas 

relations were used for the vapor phase. The complication is that aluminum 

oxide does not vaporize as A1203 gas, but rather decomposes into a mixture of 

0 2 ,  A10, Al, and other vapor species. The proportion of each component 

changes as a function of temperature and density. This has been modeled by 

Wilemski, as described in Reference 12. Fortunately, Wilemski found just a 

weak variation of composition with temperature and density, so the model 

uses constant values of thermodynamic gamma (1.55) and gas constant 

(267.5 J/kgK). 
u 

The vaporization model depends on a curve fit to a saturation pressure 

versus temperature relationship. Figure 5-57 shows the total equilibrium 

vapor pressure for alumina, from Wilemski.12 Applying this curve to the 

vaporization flwc relation produces the curve plotted in Figure 5-58. The plot 

shows a low vaporization rate below about 5000 K and a high rate (0.01 - 0.1 

p / n s )  above 6000 K. Note thatxa rate of 1 p / n s  is equivalent to 1 km/sec. 
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Another form of vaporization is considered for aluminum oxide, 

specifically sub-surface boiling. The motivation for considering this material 

removal mechanism is the observation of rough surfaces with evidence of 

liquid splashing on many of the x-ray exposure samples. The relations for 

nucleation rate (section 3.7.3) require surface tension as the only new material 

parameter beyond those already introduced. Data provided in Shpil'rain23 

gives the surface tension for aluminum oxide and its rate of change with 

temperature near the melt point. At the other end, of the liquid range, the 

surface tension must fall to zero at the critical point, estimated to be 16,000 K 

in the SESAME tables19 for aluminum oxide. An exponential fit to the data 

near the melt point provides the desired functional relation. Figure 5-59 

shows the resulting surface tension as a function of temperature. 

Thermal stress appears to play the major role in the x-ray ablation of 

aluminum oxide. The techniques of section 3.7.4 are used to evaluate this 

damage mechanism using peak temperature profiles and the thermo- 

mechanical properties given in Table 5-2. As was the case with mddeling 

boron carbide, applying these bulk material properties to a process that will 

occur on the micron scale may lead to some error. However, for the rough 

arguments presented here, the errors are not likely to be significant. 

Table 5-2: 
thermal stress calculations 

Room temperature aluminum oxide material properties for 

a - coeff of thermal expansion 11-7 x 
E - Young's modulus 350 GPa 
v - Poisson's ratio .30 
o-compressive 2.1 'GPa 

1 "C 

Data Source: Lynch (reference 22) 
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5.6.3 Modeling Results for Aluminum Oxide 

Surface Vaporization 

The numerical model was applied to conditions matching those of the 

Nova experiments. Specifically, a 2.2-11s square x-ray pulse with a 200-eV 

blackbody spectrum was deposited into aluminum oxide. The temperature 

profiles and vaporization behaviors were monitored for the 100-ns runs. 

Results of the total vaporization depths as a function of x-ray fluence are 

plotted in Figure 5-60, along with the Nova data. As anticipated from the 

microscopy and profilometry, surface vaporization is not the dominant 

material removal mechanism for alumina. This process accounted for 

perhaps one third of the ablation depth at the higher fluences, falling to 

almost no contribution at the lower fluences. - 

Figure 5-61 presents the peak temperature profiles (at the end of x-ray 

deposition) for four 200-eV blackbody x-ray fluences (3.56 - 1.0 J/cm2) into 

aluminum oxide. The curves for the lower two fluences show the flat profile 

at the surface characteristic of an insulated face. In the two highest-fluence 

cases, there is a peak just' inside the surface, because energy loss from surface 

vaporization serves to limit the front surface temperature. From these curves 

and the vaporization rate information from Figure 5-58, it can be seen that 

the alumina reaches the high vaporization rate regime. After a short time (a 

few nanoseconds), however, the surface- temperatures (and so evaporation 

rates) drop due to conduction losses to the bulk and the energy lost to the 

vapor. Figure 5-61 also shows the solid/liquid transition region at the 2743 K 

melt temperature for all four x-ray fluences. 
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Sub-surface Boiling 

The method of section 3.7.3 was applied to each zone to determine the 

local bubble nucleation rate. Figure 5-62 presents a typical result of nucleation 

rate as a function of depthtfor the 2.5 J/cm2 case. The various curves 

represent spatial profiles of log(J) at intervals between 1 and.2.4 ns. At times 

near the peak of the rarefaction wave, high values of J (above 1025 m-3s-1) 

reach their m e u m  penetration depth into the material. The region where 

these high J values are found, between 0.1 and 0.15 pn in this case, has both a 

relatively high temperature (and so a high Psat) and large negative pressures. 

These two terms appear as (qPsa<- P)2 in the denominator of an exponential, 

which drives the exponential to its maximum value of one, giving the peak 

I 

nucleation rate. 

- .  

There is .a significant difference in the behavior of the nucleation rate for 

aluminum oxide as compared to aluminum. This can be seen in the plot of 

Figure 5-63, which shows time histories of J at various depths in the alumina 

for the 2.5 J/cm2 case. At depths below 0.10 pm, the nucleation rate rises to 

very high levels before the rarefaction' wave arrives (at 2.2 - 2.3 ns), and 

persists at these levels long after the passage of the wave. Figure 5-64 shows 

the nucleation rate profiles for this case at 3, 4, and 5 ns. This.plot indicates 

that the alumina to a depth of about 0.09 pm is at a the very high nucleation 

rate for several nanoseconds. These high rates are caused by high internal 

temperatures, that correlate to high saturation vapor pressures and low 

surface tensions. High nucleation rates due solely to high temperatures and 

not the influence of the tensile wave will be referred to as'"therma1" 

nucleation rates. 
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The maximum penetration depths for both the "tensile" and the 

"thermal" nucleation rate peaks were calculated over a range of x-ray 

fluences. Several cutoff rates, from 1020 to 1035 were considered for the 

"tensile" depths, while the "thermal" depths were estimated for a cutoff of 

about 1025. In addition, the total nucleation rates were integrated though 

time to give the total number of bubbles per cubic meter. Using the calculated 

value for critical bubble size of about 1-nm radius, a bubble density of 1026 /m3 

gives a volume fraction. of 40%. The maximum depth at which this 

threshold was reached was then determined. Figure 5-65 gives the results of 

these- ABLATOR calculations along with the experimental removal data for 

comparison. All the nucleation rate / depth curves have a substantially 

higher damage threshold than experimentally observed (1.75 - 2.0 J/cm2 

compared to 1.0 J/cm2). The high threshold is due to the need for substantial 

saturation vapor pressures to obtain large nucleation rates, which requires 

rather high temperatures. The slopes of the set of "tensile" curves and the 

integral curve seem to be too high when compared to the removal data, 

although the results for one alumina form (High Velocity Oxygen Fuel 

plasma spray material) are well matched. The slope of the "thermal" curve 

seems to follow the trend in the data somewhattbetter. Some thoughts on 

these behaviors will be given in the Discussion section. Note that the 

nucleation rate / depth calculations also contained the surface vaporization 

phenomenon, so these depths are totals and should not be added to the 

vaporization depths. 

Thermal Sfress/Spall 

The temperature profiles of Figure 5-61 provide the basis for thermal stress 

calculations according to the method of the previous section. Applying 
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equation (33) of section 3.7.4 to these temperatures results in the thermal 

stress profiles shown in Figure 5-66. The flat region at the front surface 

corresponds to melted or partially melted material. The drop-off to zero stress 

occurs in the region of softened solid. .The peak stress for each case is at or 

near 11 GPa, which exceeds the tensile strength by a factor of about 40. 

Therefore the assumed depth of the thermal stress cracks in the aluminum 

oxide will be near the point where the thermal stress reaches zero. 

After the thermal stress damage occurs, the passage of shock and 

rarefaction waves from additional x-ray shots can cause removal of some of 

the damaged sections. Figure 5-67 gives the normal stress history in 

aluminum oxide at the predicted maximum thermal crack depth for each of 

the four fluences (1.0, 1.75, 2.5, and 3.56 J/cm2). As discussed above, the 

tensile stresses from the rarefaction wave do exceed the tensile strength at all 

x-ray fluences, but only for 0.2 ns or less. Note that all these locations are 

within solid material at about 650 K, so the tensile strength at this 

temperature is used. 

5.6.4 Discussion of Aluminum Oxide Results 

Sub-surface boiling with the "tensile" model is based on the assumption 

that the hot, relatively quiescent liquid is traversed by a strong tensile wave 

that initiates massive bubble nucleation and growth as is propagates. The 

presence of high %ermal" nucleation rates (and so bubble growth) occurring 

before the tensile wave arrives will substantially change the pressure 

environment in the liquid, invalidating the simple "tensile wave" treatment. 

Because temperatures in the liquid 'are not strongly affected by the local 

pressure variations, the thermally caused bubble nucleation process will 
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likely still OCCUT. This is especially true considering the relatively long times 

predicted for the liquid to be in a high nucleation rate condition. Therefore 

these calculations indicate that at least some sub-surface boiling is likely for 

alumina. It is apparent, however, that a substantially improved model of 

bubble growth and associated liquid expulsion would be required to make 

quantitative removal estimates. 

One problem with the sub-surface boiling model is that the threshold for 

damage is quite a bit higher than seen in the Nova experiments. In addition 

to missing the material removal behavior, the consistent observations of 

surface or sub-surface bubbles, even at the lowest fluences, are not accounted 

for. One possible explanation is heterogeneous nucleation, which has a lower 

threshold than does homogeneous nucleation. For example, the lowest 

fluence sapphire sample shows no bubbles after a single shot, but many after 

two shots. Small particles of target debris or thermal stress cracks may 

provide sites for initiation of bubble nucleation. 

The thermal shock/spall phenomenon is the best candidate for causing 

alumina removal at the lower x-ray fluences. This mechanism has a lower 

threshold for damage (melt energy)' than the .mechanisms based on 

vaporization. In addition, virtually all the alumina samples showed thermal 

stress cracking, even after just a single shot. Also, studies with exposure of 

aluminum oxide to 0.53-pm laser irradiation at 5 J/cm2 have shown 

"thermal-stress-induced exfoliation" to. be the dominant : removal 

mechanism.24 The shock history .curves in Figure 5-67 show that it is 

plausible that the tensile wave removes solid flakes of thermal-stress 

damaged material. This removal is observed to be at isolated spots on the 
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surface, indicating that the process might best be analyzed by statistical 

methods. Such methods have been developed for brittle crack growthl6, but 

their implementation is beyond the scope of this study. 

5.6.5 Conclusions for Aluminum Oxide Modeling -*  

Aluminum oxide has a very complex response to x rays, in that material 

removal cannot be attributed to a single-mechanism. At the higher fluences, 

ablation appears to be primarily due to vaporization, both from the surface 

and from sub-surface boiling. At lower fluences where not enough energy is 

present to drive vaporization, thermal stress cracking and subsequent surface 

roughening and spa11 of damaged flakes likely account for the bulklof the 

observed removal depth. The ABLATOR model provides a basis for these 

conclusions, and can be used to predict the higher fluence material response 

with some measure of accuracy. The code lacks the sophisticated brittle 

material damage models needed to quantify removal in the low-fluence cases. 
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Figure 5-1: Thermal conductivity relation used for fused silica. A fit to 
data from Touloukian is used below 1400 K, with a constant value used 
at higher temperatures where no data was available. 
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Figure 5-2: Correlation of fused silica temperature to specific enthalpy. 
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Figure 5-3: Fused silica vapor pressure as a function of temperature. Total 
value along with each constituent are shown for ideal gas. From Wilemski. 
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Figure 5-4 Evaporation flux for fused silica based on equilibrium rate 
with no recondensation. 
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Figure 5-5: Fused silica surface tension from fit to data near 2000 K 
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Figure 5-6: Vaporization model prediction of fused silica removal 
depth as a function of x-ray fluence. 250 eV x-ray spectrum in 
a 1 ns pulse. 
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Figure 5-7a: Temperature profiles in fused silica every 0.1 ns during 
heating with I-ns square pulse at 2.5 J/cm2 of 220-eV blackbody x rays. 
Front surface temperature limited by vaporization flux energy balance. 
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Figure 5-7b: Temperature profiles in fused silica every 0.5 ns (1 - 10 ns) 
during cooling after 1-ns square pulse at 2.5 J/cm2. 
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Figure 5-8: Depths of peak bubble nucleation rates in fused silica for 220-eV 
blackbody x rays in a 1-ns pulse. These rates are due to thermal effects, not 
the passage of a tensile wave. J is given in units of m-3s-1. Last curve is 
depth the integral of J with time reaches 1026 bubbledm3 (5% by volume). 
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Figure 5-9: Silica vapor velocity as a function of position at the end of the 
2.5 Jkm2 run (500 ns). Curve fit shows expected linear relation for an 
isentropic expansion. x is distance from the original surface. 
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J / c d  of 220-eV blackbody x rays. No removal is predicted based on total 
vaporization energy criterion, and about 0.6-0.7 pan based on incipient 
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Figure 5-11: Measured silica,removal along with predictions based on 
instantaneous deposition method and on the surface vaporization 
model. "total vap" is removal to the point where the material has the 
complete vaporization energy, including latent heat. "incipient vap" is 
removal to the depth where the material is hot enough to vaporize, 
but lacks the vaporization energy (hot solidniquid). 
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Figure 5-12: Fused silica surface temperature as a function of time for 
2.5 J/cm2 fluence, 250-eV BB, I-ns pulse. 
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Figure 5-13: Yaporized depth in fused silica as a function of time for 
the 2.5 J/cm2 case. (250-eV blackbody spectrum, I-ns square pulse). 
From ABLATOR model. 
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Figure 5-14 Spectral sensitivity of vaporized depth for fused silica exposed 
to 2.5 J/cm2 x-ray fluence in a I-ns pulse at 220-eV blackbody spectrum. 
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Figure 5-15 Peak temperature profiles in fused silica for 2.5 J/cm* x-ray 
fluence in a I-ns pulse. Vaporization is enhanced by higher surface and 
subsurface temperatures with the colder x-ray spectrum. 
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Figure 5-16: 'Pulse length sensitivity of vaporized depth for-fused silica 
exposed to 2.5 J/cm2 x-ray fluence at 220-eV BB. _ .  
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Figure 5-17: Temperature profiles in silica after 2.5 J / c d  of 220-eV BB x rays 
in a 1-ns pulse. Curves are at the peak (1 ns), then at lorn, 20ns, out to 100 ns. 
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Figure 5-18: Thermal conductivity relation used for silicon nitride. A 
fit to data from Touloukian* is used below 2000 K, with a constant 
value used at higher temperatures where no data was available. 
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Figure 5-19: Correlation of silicon nitride temperature to specific 
enthalpy. The "vapor" energy is the s u m  of nitrogen gas and silicon 
liquid stoichiometrically evolved from the surface. 
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Figure 5-20: Silicon nitride vapor pressure as a function of temperature. 
Composed almost entirely of nitrogen gas. From Wilemski. 
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Figure 5-21: Evaporation flux for silicon nitride based on equilibrium rate 
with no recondensation.. 
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Figure 5-22: Vaporization model prediction of silicon nitride removal 
depth as a function of x-ray fluence. 200-eV BB x-ray spectrum in a 2.2-11s 
pulse. 
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Figure 5-23a: Temperature profiles in silicon nitride every 0.2 ns 
during heating with 2.2-11s square pulse at 1.65 J/cm2 and 200-eV BB. 
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Figure 5-23b: Temperature profiles in silicon nitride at peak (2.2 ns) 
and every 0.5 ns (2.5 - 10 ns) during cooling after 2.2-11s square pulse at 
1.65 J/cm2 with a 200-eV blackbody spectrum. 
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Figure 5-24 Silicon nitride surface temperature as a function of time for 
1.65 J/cm2 fluence in a 2.2-11s pulse with a 200-eV blackbody spectrum. 
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Figure 5-25: Vaporized depth in silicon nitride as a function of time for 
1.65 J/cm2 case. 
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Figure 5-26: Measured silicon nitride removal along with predictions 
based on the surface vaporization model and on the instantaneous 
deposition method. "total vaporization" is removal to the point where 
the material has the complete vaporization energy, including latent heat. 
"incipient vaporization1' is removal to the depth where the material is hot 
enough to vaporize, but lacks the vaporization energy (hot solid). 
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Figure 5-27: Thermal conductivity relations used for boron carbide and 
boron. 
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Figure 5-28 Correlation of boron carbide temperature to specific enthalpy. 
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Figure 5-29: Correlation of boron temperature to specific enthalpy. 
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Figure 5-30: Equilibrium vapor pressures as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 5-31: Evaporation flux based on equilibrium rate with no 
recondensation. 
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Figure 5-32: Comparison of model predictions of boron carbide vaporization 
removal depth and melt depth to measured removal data as a function of x- 
ray fluence. 250-eV BB x-ray spectrum in a 1-ns pulse. 
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Figure 5-33: Peak temperature profiles in boron carbide for x-ray 
deposition with a 250-eV blackbody spectrum in a I-ns square pulse. 
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Figure 5-34: Thermal stress profiles in boron carbide based on peak 
temperature profiles of Figure 5-33 and a linear softening model. 
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Figure 5-35: Average pit depths in boron carbide surfaces compared to 
predicted thermal stress crack depths, predicted melt depths, and 
measured removal depths as a function of x-ray fluence. 
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Figure 5-36a: Development and.propagation of shock and rarefaction waves 
in boron carbide.exposed to 2.3 J/cm2 of 250-eV blackbody x rays in 1-ns pulse. 
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Figure 5-37: Pressure history in boron carbide at depth of maximum thermal 
stress crack for four x-ray fluences of 250-eV blackbody spectrum in 1-ns pulse. 
Depths from analysis plotted in Figure 5-33. Tensile stress is exceeded briefly 
at the higher fluences. 
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Figure 5-38: Thermal conductivity relations used for aluminum. 
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Figure 5-39: Correlation of aluminum temperature to specific enthalpy. 
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Figure 5-40: Equilibrium aluminum vapor pressure as a function of 
temperature. 
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Figure 5-41: Aluminum evaporation flux based on equilibrium rate with 
no recondensation. 
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Figure 5-42: Aluminum surface tension between the melt and critical points. 
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Figure 5-43: Response of aluminum to x-ray deposition with a 200-eV 
blackbody spectrum in a 2.2-ns square pulse. Note that about one quarter 
of the melt layer is removed at higher fluences. 
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Figure 5-45: Temperature profiles in aluminum after 2.241s pulse of 200- 
eV blackbody x rays at 3.25 J/cm2. From peak at 2.2 ns to 5 ns. 
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Figure 5-46: Temperature profiles in aluminum after 2.24s pulse of 200- 
eV blackbody x rays at 2.3J/cm2. From peak at 2.2 ns to 5 ns. 
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Figure 5-47: Temperature profiles in aluminum after 2.2-11s pulse of 200- 
eV blackbody x rays at 1.65 J/cm2. From pealc at 2.2 ns to 5 ns. 
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Figure 5-48: Temperature profiles in aluminum after 2.2-ns pulse of 200- 
eV blackbody x rays at 1.0J/cm2. From peak at 2.2 ns to 5 ns. I 
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Figure 5-49: Pressure profiles in aluminum after 2.2-11s pulse of 200-eV 
blackbody x rays at 3.25 J/cm*. Pressure is positive in compression. 
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Figure 5-50: Pressure profiles ih alumin- after 2.2-ns pulse of 200-eV 
blackbody x rays at 2.3 J/cm2. 
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Figure 5-52: Pressure profiles in alumhum after 2.2-11s pulse of 200-eV 
blackbody x rays at 1.0 J/cm2. 
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Figure 5-53: Nucleation rate (m-35-1) during passage of rarefaction wave for 
aluminum exposed to 1.65 JlcmZ of 200-eV BB x rays in a 2.2-11s pulse. 
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Figure 5-56: Correlation of alumina temperake to specific enthalpy. 
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temperature . 
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Figure 5-58: Evaporation flux from aluminum oxide based on equilibrium 
rate with no recondensation. 
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Figure 5-59: Aluminum oxide surface tension, with exponential curve fit 
to data from Shpil'rain.23 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 ,X-ray Source Description 

The x-ray source calculations were performed to fulfill two purposes: to 

examine the specific target designs envisioned for the NE; and to investigate 

issues of output scaling with target yield and hohlraum wall thickness. Prior 

to this study, predictions for ICF target x-ray outputs were based on general . 

trends developed for a variety of target types. For example, it was assumed 

that the non-neutron energy (the laser energy plus 20% of the yield) was 

evenly divided among x rays and target debris. The results obtained with this 

series of simulations indicate an x-ray fraction of 60 - 75% of the non-neutron 

energy, rather than 50%. This represents a considerable improvement in the 

prediction for the NIF target chamber. The scaling studies may prove useful 

in optimizing either NIF or IFE targets to reduce their impacts on the target 

chamber. .- 

6.2 Nova Experiments 

One goal of the x-ray exposure testing on Nova was an "engineering" goal 

to expose candidate first wall materials to a range of x-ray fluences and 

measure removal depths. This provides a basis for selection of the "best" first 

wall material and an estimate of its ablation rate. The work of Chapter 2 on 

the expected x-ray sources gave the relevant fluences to test. Fluences were 

selected to overstress the materials, so that conversion to NE conditions 

would not involve extrapolations in fluence, but ,rather modifications of 

spectral and pulse parameters. The development of modeling tools has now 

shown, as in the previous section, that the Nova test conditions did in fact 

cover the range of expected NIF conditions (and somewhat beyond). The 
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removal data for this range of materials represents important new 

information in the study 'of x-ray ablation. 

The other goal of the Nova experiments was more "scientific," as a search 

for I the underlying physical phenomena which- .govern x-ray* ablation. 

Observations of surface topology were made in the x-ray exposed regions with 

optical microscopy, as well as atomic force microscopy and scanning electron 

microscopy. These observations provided the basis for identification of 

several different damage mechanisms in the tested materials; Knowledge of 

the various mechanisms permitted realistic models of materials response to 

be developed. When combined with removal depth measurements, the 

experimental data provided valuable benchmarks for the ABLATOR code 

performance. 

6.3 Modeling Material Removal 

6.3.1 Surface Vaporization 

The surface vaporization model incorporated into the ABLATOR code 

represents one of the key findings of this work. For materials that were 

identified from Nova experiments as ablating primarily through 

vaporization (fused silica and silicon nitride), the code provides an excellent 

fit to the measured removal data. Since the model uses a definite mass flux 

relation at the ablating surface, it performs much better than previous 

ablation predictions based solely on peak specific energy profiles. 

Some general observations:can be made about cases in which surface 

vaporization is significant. One obvious 'fact is that the peak surface 

temperature is more relevant to vaporization removal than the total depth of 
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deposition (like a melt thickness). Another observation is that high vapor 

pressures are required for significant removal depths, since thermal 

conduction cools the front surface in a matter of nanoseconds to tens of 

nanoseconds. Only high vapor pressures, (over a kilobar) can' drive the 

vaporizing flux high enough (above 0.1 pm/ns, or 100 m/s) to remove 

measurable material in this short time. Finally, since all hot surfaces will 

evolve material at some rate, the predictions of *vaporization removal for a 

particular material represent the minimum removal depth under some set x- 

ray exposure conditions. 

6.3.2 Sub-surface Boiling 

Rapid and massive bubble nucleation initiated in a hot liquid layer by the 

passing rarefaction wave can be used as an indicator of material removal 

depth, as it was with aluminum. Conditio& that generate high nucleation 

rates are assumed to also favor rapid growth of the bubbles, so that a vapor 

explosion occurs under the liquid surface. This removes the overlying 

material and leaves behind a very rough surface. 

Calculationsfof bubble nucleation rates (J) are very sensitive to the value 

used for surface tension, which appears as the exponential of 03. Variations 

in c of 20% can change the nucleation +rate by orders of magnitude. 

Unfortunately, there is only very scarce data available for surface tension, 

particularly at temperatures significantly above the melt point. Results of the 

maximum nucleation depth calculations, however, turn out to be rather 

insensitive to changes in surface tension. This is because the steep spatial 

gradients of temperature are even more significant. , . '  



Another case in which high nucleation rates are predicted is when 

temperatures get high enough that the saturation vapor pressure greatly 

exceeds the local pressure, even without the influence of the rarefaction 

wave. I have called this mechanism "thermal" as opposed to the "tensile" 

mechanism described above. The thermal nucleation rates rise slowly in the 

material as it is heated by the x rays, and the high nucleation rate conditions 

can persist for up to about 10 ns. This is in contrast to the "tensile" case where 

the nucleation rates rise and fall in well under a nanosecond's time. 

The usefulness of the "thermal" nucleation rate depths for prediction of 

material removal is questionable, at least when used without detailed bubble 

growth models. This method offers somewhat better correlation to the 

aluminum oxide data than does the "tensile" rate model. However when 

applied to silica, where the smooth, flat exposed surfaces point to little 

contribution of sub-surface explosions, the "thermal" model would predict 

double the observed removal depth. The conclusion is that any removal 

process that results from the "thermal" nucleation rate conditions requires a 

much more sophisticated analysis, including bubble growth and the resulting 

changes to the hydrodynamics.and thermodynamics. Note that this would 

, include 2-D or 3-D effects that might be difficult to incorporate into a 1-D 

model. Therefore if the ABLATOR model indicates that high "thermal" 

nucleation rates will exist at a particular set of conditions, the best that can be 

said is that there will be some material removal due to surface or sub- 

vaporization, but the amount cannot yet be quantified. If only the high 

''tensile" rates are found, however, the code's simple "rate switch" can be 

expected to produce a reasonable removal depth estimate. 
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6.3.3 Thermal Stress/Spall 

For brittle materials, subject to thermal stress damage, the models in the 

code can provide a prediction of the thermal crack depth and an indication of 

whether or not the hydrodynamic shock loading will be sufficient to remove 

some of the damaged flakes. The results for boron carbide largely validated 

this predictive capability, both in the depth of removal pits and for a 

threshold of material removal. The missing aspect of the model is a detailed 

accounting of the growth of the cracks in response to both hydrodynamic and 

thermal stress loadings. Crack growth combined with some statistical means 

of computing the fraction of !damaged surface that spalls off would be required 

to make quantitative predictions of removal depths. Without this 

sophisticated analysis, the code is best used to judge if a spa11 threshold has 

been exceeded from a given x-ray pulse. 

6.3.4 Other models 

6.3.4.1 Tensile Spall 

This model was developed to handle the fracture of liquids by the passing 

of the tensile rarefaction waves found after the end of the x-ray pulse. 

Further investigation revealed that for very short pulses, liquids have nearly 

the same tensile strength as a solid and further that these tensile strengths 

were significantly higher (than those generated in the typical x-ray exposure. 

Therefore this technique was dropped in favor of the bubble nucleation 

approach that is more relevant at the lower tensile stresses. 

. .  

6.3.4.2 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability 

The possibility was considered that material removal in aluminum was 

The driving due to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the melt layers. 
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accelerationswas the stopping of the expansion of the condensed material at 

the end of the x-ray pulse (the rarefaction wave). The analysis showed that, at 

least for single pulses, the sub-nanosecond duration of the tensile wave is far 

too short to significantly ampllfy any surface irregularities in the thin liquid 

layers. Laser ablation experiments conducted with repeated short pulses on 

metals have shown the instability,effect to be important.1 These laser studies 

were like the x-ray exposures, with short-lived, shallow melt depths and little 

destabilizing force. Thousands of shots were required to produce the rough 

topology that releases isolated droplets. It is reasonable to expect that 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability might also, be important for roughened surfaces, 

particularly at lower x-ray fluences where other removal mechanisms do not 

exist. This would likely be a slow process, however. 

6.3.5 Sensitivity to X-ray Characteristics 

Some general comments canl be made about how material response to 

x rays varies with spectrum and pulse length. These comments apply to the 

fluence range studied in this work (near the vaporization threshold). At 

significantly higher fluences, such as those in ICF reactor chambers, these 

trends may not hold. 

6.3.5.1 Spectrum 

The material removal mechanism most strongly affected by the x-ray 

spectrum is surface vaporization. A colder (lower energy photons) spectrum 

will deposit energy in a thinner surface layer, increasing the temperature at 

and very near the surface. The vaporization rate depends exponentially on 

surface temperature, and so is significantlyaincreased. A damage mechanism 

like thermal stress crackingdepends more on the melt depth, so is sensitive 



. to the amount of energy deposited, and less on the details of'how it is 

distributed. 

6.3.5.2 Pulse Length 

Pulse length is most significant to the damage mechanisms related to peak 

tensile stresses. These are the spall of thermally cracked material and the 

initiation of "tensile-induced" sub-surface boiling. The reason is that 

pressure information travels at speeds on the order of the sound speed in a 

material, a few km/sec (or p / n s ) .  If the x-ray pulse length is about one 

nanosecond, significant pressures can build in the front micron or so where 

most of the energy is deposited. Much longer x-ray pulses give time for the 

pressures of material expansion to spread, which reduces the strength of the 

rarefaction wave at the end of the pulse. 

Pulse length can also be significant for materials with high thermal 

conductivity. A longer pulse will give sufficient time for heat to conduct into 

the bulk of the material, reducing peak surface'temperatures. However, for 

poor conductors like silica, the pulse length has only a relatively minor effect. 

6.4 Applications to the N E  Chamber 

6.4.1 Integrated Analysis 

A primary goal of the modeling work undertaken in this dissertation is to 

predict the x-ray response of materials that will be used in the NIF target 

chamber. Chapter 2 provides the necessary information on the expected NIF 

x-ray threat fluence, spectrum, and pulse length. The experiments described 

in. Chapter 4 reveal x-ray damage mechanisms for various *materials, which 

serves to guide the modeling. The models of Chapter 3, which were applied 
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to these experimental data in Chapter 5, combine the new NIF x-ray sources 

with the material response models to give predictions for the NIF chamber 

environment. Two important components of the N E  chamber are the first 

wall protective panels, made from boron carbide, and the fused silica covers 

for the unconverted laser light beam dumps. 

6.4.2 NIF First Wall X-Ray Response 

The aluminum walls of the’ N E  target chamber will be covered with 

protective panels of a refractory material, most likely boron carbide. These 

panels will minimize ablation of chamber materials by the x rays generated in 

the targets at the center of the chamber. The first wall will be at a distance of 

five meters from the targets. The highest fluence of x-ray energy will come 

from a 20-MJ yield shot, where the first wall near the poles of the chamber 

will receive in excess of 2.6 J/cm2. The ABLATOR code was used to predict 

boron carbide response to the x-ray characteristics of this case, where the 

spectrum and pulse parameters were obtained from the results of Chapter 2. 

X-ray damage to boron carbide is primarily a thermal shock/spall phenom- 

enon. The important results from’the ABLATOR model are therefore the 

melt depth and the strength of the rarefaction (tensile) wave. The melt depth 

provides an indication of the likely depth of thermal stress cracking in the 

material. The peak strength of the tensile wave, compared to the tensile 

strength, shows if spa11 of thermally damaged flakes is likely to occur. The 

melt depth was found to be 0.27 p,-which is comparable to a fluence of 2.5 

J/cm2 under the Nova exposure conditions. Uskg the thermal stress profiles 

from Figure 5-32 as a guide, the expected thermal crack depth would be about 

0.6 - 0.7 p. 
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As in Chapter 5, the normal stress history at the maximum crack depth 

was computed. Figure 6-1 shows a peak tensile stress of about 5 MPa, lasting 

for a few nanoseconds. This compares to a tensile strength in boron carbide of 

155 MPa (at room temperature), so that spa11 from this tensile wave is not 

likely to occur. There may still be some material removal by repeated 

thermal stressing of the material. Note that Figure 5-35, giving the stress 

histories for the Nova exposures, shows (a peak tensile stress of 500 MPa at 

2.3 J/cm2. Therefore in this respect, Nova exposures represent a severe 

overtest of the conditions expected in the NIF-chamber. ~ 

6.4.3 X- Ray Response of Fused Silica Beam Dump ,Covers 

. Approximately 60% of the total 1.06-pm laser energy put into the NIF 

chamber will be frequency-tripled to the 0.35-pm light that enters the 

hohlraum and drives capsule implosion. - The remaining unconverted light 

will miss the target and hit the far side chamber wall. At hese locations, 

beam dumps composed of high-damage-threshold doped glass will absorb 

most of this unwanted laser energy. Fused silica covers will protect the 

absorbing glass from the x rays and debris in the chamber, and protect the 

chamber from possible damage particles generated in the absorbing glass 

under the fused silica cover. These fused silica plates will cover 10-15% of the 

first wall area at this +five meter radius, and so represent an important 

component-of the NE chamber wall. . 

The ABLATOR model, using the x-ray source terms from Chapter 2, was 

used to predict material removal from the silica beam dump covers for 

several different NIF shots. Because of variations in x-ray emission with the 

angle from the hohlraum axis, two locations (23.5" and 47") were analyzed to 
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correspond to the locations of "cones"-of beams used to drive hohlraums. 

Figure 1-1 shows these beam line orientations in the NIF chamber. Table 6-1 

shows the predicted vaporized depth in the silica for each shot, along with a 

total mass removal for all beam dump covers in the chamber. As a point of 

reference, the gold hohlraums weigh about 150 mg and are expected to 

contribute less than half of the total debris mass from any shot. The table 

shows that it is only for high-yield shots that significantly larger quantities of 

silica will be ablated, and so may be an issue for the chamber operation. Note 

that the peak removal depth of 0.9 p is about the same as measured in the 

second highest x-ray fluence in the Nova experiments. 

Table 6-1: Predicted removal of fused silica by x rays in v'arious NIF exposures 
from beam dump covers at two angles from hohlraum axis. 

Shot Depth @ 23.5" Depth @ 47" 
1.8 MJ disk 0.005 pm <0.001 pm 

100 kJ hohlraum <0.001 p <0.001 pm 
5 MJ hohlraum 0.010 pm 0.006 pm 
20 MT hohlraum 0.092 urn 0.062 pm 

CMass vaporized 
150 mg 
0.6 mg 
560 mg 

5,700 mp; 
~~~~ ~ 

6.5 Untested Materials 

The final issue to address is whether enough has been learned about the 

ablation process through the various mechanisms to be able to predict the x- 

ray response of a new material without performing the Nova testing. Surface 

vaporization is the one mechanism that will occur for any hot material, so 

any removal predicted will be the minimum expected for a given material 

and set of x-ray conditions. For some refractory, low vapor pressure 

materials, this may be a very small amount of ablation. Brittle materials will 

be subject to thermal stress cracking because of the steep temperature 
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gradients. The code's hydrodynamic response results can serve as an 

indication of whether the spall threshold is likely to be exceeded. If not, then 

little additional material removal (beyond vaporization) would be expected 

from thermal spall. If the ABLATOR analysis for a material shows high 

bubble nucleation ,cause by the passage of the tensile wave- (but not by high 

temperatures alone), then the maximum depth of these high rates can serve 

as a quantitative estimate of material removal. However, if the high 

nucleation rates are caused just by high temperatures, then nothing 

quantitative can be said beyond the statement that a damage threshold has 

been exceeded. To summarize, the code predictions for a new material can be 

used to determine a minimum ablation depth and to indicate if other, 

additional mechanisms may contribute to removal as well. 
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Appendix A ABLATOR Code 

ABLATOR is a new code developed specifically for this study of x-ray 

ablation and this dissertation serves as its initial documentation. The models 

used in the code to predict material response are described in Chapter 3. This 

appendix provides the information necessary to run problems with various 

materials and x-ray fluence ,conditions. Program setup procedures, input 

commands, and output descriptions are given. Some example problems 

illustrate these procedures for different materials. Finally, the program listing 

is provided to complete the code documentation. 

Program input is specified through a combination of external data files, 

"hardwired" parameters built into the code, and run time input from the 

terminal. Two external files are used to provide the code with all material 

properties. X-ray opacities are given in the OPACDATA file for each of the 

photon energy groups. Each line of the data file has average group energy, bin 

width, and opacity in a D13.6,TAB,D13.6,TAB,D13.6 format. (TAB is ASCII 

character 9.) The units are keV for energies and m-1 for the opacities. The 

other material data file, MATDATA, contains the thermomechanical 

properties of the material. These include density, melting temperature, 

temperature coefficients for thermal conductivity, temperature/energy 

correlations, vapor pressure curve fit parameters, equation of state data, 

Poisson's ratio, material strength, and surface tension curve fits, if available. 

This file is read with the READMAT routine in the code, which puts the data 

into several COMMON blocks. The units in the MATDATA file can be 

somewhat arbitrary, provided the READMAT routine is modified to convert 

the data to SI units. OPACDATA and MATDATA files are available for each 

of the materials discussed in this dissertation. They are listed separately in 
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Appendix B. Similar files for other materials 'can be generated by following 

the example of the given files. 

The mesh parameters are currently "hardwired" into the code. The 

routine ZONESET is called early in the run to establish initial zone boundary 

locations and zone masses. Note that with the Lagrangian technique used in 

the code, zone mass does not change through the run. The default geometry 

uses a first zone thickness of 0.01 pm, and a geometric increase in thickness by 

6% per zone. For 100 zones, this gives a total problem depth of 56 pm, 

effectively at infinity for the thermal response of these short runs. (This is 

not true for shock propagation, which requires the use of non-reflecting 

boundary conditions, described in Chapter 3.) To cha?lge the-number of zones 

used in the problem, the parameters N and NP1 (N+1) must be changed 

throughout the code. 

Several control parameters are also hardwired into the code. These 

include constants for the thermal and hydrodynamic time step stability, and 

for theyartificial viscosity. Any of these-umbers can be changed, either before 

the code is compiled, or by modifying the code to prompt the user for values 

at run time. 

The energy input is determined at run time through user input to the 

terminal. One, can select either a standard NZF target emission sequence 

(45 MJ, 20 MJ, 5 IvlJ, 1OOkJ yields) or a s-mple squa$e or gaussian x-ray pulse. 

The pulse shapes, spectra, and'energies are built-in for the NIF simulations, 

while these must be entered for the square and gaussian' options. The user 

must also provide the distance from the target and the angle from the axis of 
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the target. The angle is necessary because hohlraum emissions from the laser 

entrance holes have a Lambertian distribution, making the fluence and 

spectra angle-dependent. The square and gaussian pulses are assumed to 

have a Lambertian distribution as well, which correlates well to emission 

from a simple disk target. Note that for these pulses, the energy which is 

entered is the total emitted into 4n steradians, again useful for disk target 

simulations. If response at a particular fluence is desired, this value in J/cm2 

can be entered at the prompt for energy in MJ, then specifying a radius of 

2.821m and a n  angle to the hohlraum axis of 60'. 

Another energy deposition option is available for use with either the 

square or gaussian pulse shapes. Some energy sources, such as a laser beam or 

single-line x-ray emission, deposit in a purely exponential depth profile, 

controlled by a single absorption coefficient. The user selects this option at 

run time by choosing the "laser" source, and then providing the absorption 

coefficient. The code then puts this same coefficient into. all of the photon 

energy bins, giving the pure exponential deposition profile desired. Note that 

the OPACDATA file is not necessary when this option is selected. 

The other information provided at run time is the stop time for the 

problem. The start time is automatically set to be just before the start of the x- 

ray pulse. Note that this is not zero for the NIF shots, where time is 

referenced to the start of the 20ns laser pulse, and not to the start of the x rays. 

Time of flight for these x rays from the target to the selected material distance 

is not included. 
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Output from an ABLATOR code run is in three forms. First is an 

intermittent print out of some temperatures, melt depth, and absorbed energy 

at given numbers of cycles and at certain time intervals. The second output is 

the summary information produced at the end of the runs giving depths for 

vapor and spall removal, and for total and incipient melting. Energy balance, 

time step ranges, and peak temperatures and energies are also given. The 

third form of output is a series of files giving the value of a particular variable 

at each zone at certain time intervals. Such files are produced for pressure, 

normal stress, temperature, specific energy, velocity, and others. The files are 

simply text files formatted with tabs to allow importing to standard plotting 

packages, such as Igor or Excel on a Macintosh. 

The ABLATOR code has potential to be used as a starting point for a 

chamber gas dynamics code (see TSUNAMI reference to X.M. Chen in 

Chapter 3). This would permit accurate initialization of transport calculations 

for material vaporized from ICF chamber surfaces. ABLATOR would be run 

out in time to the-point where vaporization is essentially stopped. The 

velocity, location, energy, and density data for the zones that had vaporized 

could be taken at the end of the run and mapped onto a fine Eulerian grid. 

The TSUNAMI code would then continue the vapor expansion into a 2-D 

geometry. 

Example Problem #1 

The first problem is the exposure of fused silica to the x-ray emission from 

a 20-MJ NIF shot. This scenario relates to the ablation from a beam dump 

cover located on the NIF chamber wall at an angle of 23.5' from the 

hohlaum axis. This case was examined at the end of Chapter 6. 
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In the listing below, ABLATOR prompts are in plain text, user input is in 

bold, and &y comments are itdicized. 

> mv Silica.matdata matdata 
> mv Silica.opacdata opacdata 

>ab 
X-ray or laser source? (l=Laser) . 
2 
fused silica 
fused silica w/ new Psat curve 
H-MELT-I (cal/g) = 353.404196432544 
H-MELT-T (cal/g) = 355.2743674226672 
PLANAR 

setaup external data files 

start the code, here compiled as "ab" 

code echos material type from data files 

' *  

Choose source term by number 
1 = 45 MJ shot 
2 = 20 MJ shot 
3=5MJshot 
4 = 100 kJ shot 
5 = square pulse 
6 = Gaussian pulse 
2 
Closing(1) or Open(2) LEH Model? 
2 
Enter radius (m) 
5 
Enter angle in degrees 
23.5 
Enter Tstop (ns) 
200 

choose 20-MJ NIF shot 

choose open LEH model for source 

silica to be located on chamber wall 

angle from hohlraum axis 

stop time 

time step size temperatures for first 5 surface zones melt depth 
19.002 .111E-11 303.580, 303.580 303.580 303.580 303.580 -000 
21.000 .154E-11 1968.145 1961.406 1947.596 1928.211 1904.126 -141 
23.002 .164E-11 3615.655 3613.539 3595.889 3565~056 3522.868 -878: 
25.001 .164E-11 4153.506 4215.878 4294.596 4346.235 4371.767 1.232 
27.001 .164E-11 4233.907 4246.017 4377.084 4485.631 4570.943 ' 1.405 

ISURFvapor = 1 
TIME = 27.94735092237893 
CYCLE = 6003 

first zone has completely vaporized 

29.001 .174E-11 4248.439 4330.171 4462.937 4575.367 4666.740 1.499 



. 

skip to  the end of the run 

181.001 .246E-11 3275.421 3276.245 3278.877 3281.208 3283.159 1.936 
191.002 .246E-11 3245.592 3246.192 ' 3248.290 3250.089 3251.513 

TlME 198.6006674187698 
velocity, pressure, and temperatures for first 5 zones 
U 3.08027E-02 3.06812E-02 3.05503E-02 3.04094E-02 3.02578E-02 . 
P 4.84367E+05 4.84037E+05 4.84028E+05 4.84018E+05 4.84008E+05 
T 3.22399E+03 3.22446E+03 3.22622E+03 3.22769E+03 3.22878E+03 

21063 

Energy present & input (J/cm2) = 2.555 2.463 
Total fluence = 2.464 
Maximum melt depth (micron) = 
Maximum total melt depth (micron) = 
Spalled depth (micron) = .084 
Maximum front surface temp = 
Maximum front surface enthalpy (cal/g) = 15357.6753 
Minimum and maximum time steps = 2.257E-13 -2.464E-12 
Maximum enthalpy change (cal/g) = 
Maximum heat flux (W/cm2) = 3.3142E+06 
Fraction vaporized in surface zone 
Energy present & input (J/cm2) = 2.554 2.464 
Vaporized depth (micron) = -092 
J-depths (35,30,25,20) = .OOO -000 .OOO -000 
Bubble-depths (27,26,25,24) = -000 .OOO -000 -000 

2.063 

total original thjckness of spalled zones 
2.063 

15545.80 

1915.7539 

-50763 

all bubble nucleation was below threshold 

r .  

Example Problem #2 

The second problem is the exposure of aluminum to a 1.65 J/cm2 x-ray 

pulse with a 200 eV blackbody spectrum and a 2.2 ns pulse length. This case 

was studied in section 5.5. The vaporization depth is seen to be very small 

compared to the depths for sub-surface boiling. The files Jprofile and 

BUBprofile should be plotted to find time histqry of the high nucleation rates. 

1 

- - 

>mv Almatdata matdata 
> mv Al.opacdata opacdata 

set up external data files 

- 
I 
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>ab 
X-ray or laser source? (l=Laser) 
2 

aluminum 
aluminum 

H-MELT-I (cd/g) = 159.3087890991078 
H-MELT-T (cal/g) = 254.1556418044774 
PLANAR 

start the code, here compiled as "ab" 

Choose source term by number 
1 = 45 MJ shot 
2 =e20 MJ shot 
3 = 5 MJ shot 
4 = 100 kJ shot 
5 = square pulse 
6 = Gaussian pulse 
5 
Enter pulse duration (ns) 
2.2 ' 

Enter total energy into 4Pi (MJ) 
1.65 
Enter blackbody temperature (kev) 
.2 
Enter radius (m) 
2.821 
Enter angle in degrees 
60 
Enter Tstop (ns) 

100 

choose a square pulse 

this is desired fzuence (J/cm 2) 

this radius and angle give correct fluence 

time step size. temperatures, for first 5 surface zones melt depth 
-000 .419E-12 298.373 298.373 298.371 298.370 298.369 -000 
2.001 .913E-12 5087.775 5094.258 5095.494 5090.961 5077.338 1.817 
4.001 .103E-11 3873.557 3873.530 3874.519 3874.712 3873.953 1.705 
6.001 .109E-11 3372.385 3372.351 3372.261 3371.695 3370.567 1.705 
8.001 .114E-11 3079.488 3079.465 3079.207 3078.609 3077.609 1.817 

ISURFvapor = 1 
TIME = 8.97881421792784 
CYCLE = 8630 

first zone has completeZy vaporized 

skip to the end of the run 

TIME 95.78547102172142 
U 
P 
T 

1.41988E+00 1.41549E+00 1.41084E+OO 1.40592E-tOO 1.40069E+00 
8.55662E+04 6.72783E+04 6.63398E+04 6.53435E+04 6.42856E+04 
1.37368E+03 1.37366E+03 1.37362E+03 1.37355E+03 1.37346E+03 
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Energy present & input (J/cm2) = 1.701 1.650 
100.001 .145E-11 1352.750 1352.732 1352.692 1352.628 1352.536 2.488 

Total fluence (J/cm2) = 1.650 
Maximum melt depth (micron) = 
Maximum total melt depth (micron) = 
Spalled depth (micron) = -010 only one zone vaporized 
Maximum front surface temp = 7566.03 
Maximum front surface enthalpy (cal/g) = 4268.2138 
Minimum and maximum time steps = 5.016E-14 1.482E-12 
Maximum enthalpy change (cal/g) = 
Maximum heat flux (W/cm2) = 8.9875E+07 
Fraction vaporized in surface zone 
Energy present & input (J/cm2) = 1.700 1.650 

J-depths (35,30,25,20) = .452 -489 .570 .570 
Bubble-depths (27,26,25,24) = .353 -417 ,417 -452 

2.488 
2.488 

853.6194 

.01466 

Vaporized depth (micron) = .010 

signifcant depths s for high bubble nucleation rates 
(see Figures 5-53 and 5-54) 
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I 
I ' 

TMPLICIT D(x1BL;E PRECISION (A-H, 0-Z) 
PARAME;TER (N=lOO, NP1=101, NBIN=45, NSASTE5) 

DIMENSION EFRAC (N,NBIN) , OPAC (NBIN) , BIN(NBIN) , BINW(NBIN) 
DIMENSICN EY?ALL(NBlN), ELE?%(NBIN), EbAlXQm(NBIN) 
DIMENSION EIN(NBIN), EZE?XOLD(NBIN), m ( N )  
DIMENSION l?BBNXL (&BIN) , EBBLEAK (NBIN) , XTXX: (NPl) 
DIMENSION A m J D ( l 3 ) ,  AHzT(10), ~ C o E F ( 1 0 ) ,  SIGMACDlF(7) 
DIMENSION A(0:N) I U(O:NPl), X(O:NPl), XO(O:NPl), XC(NP1) 
DIMENSION XNEN(O:N) ,SX(O:NPl) ,SXNEb7(O:NPl), P(0:N) 
DIMENSION SXD(N) ,SXLrNEXIJ(N) ,SZD(N) ,SZDNEXn7(N), PHI(0:NPl) 
DIMENSION FEIO(O:NPl), RHoNExnJ(O:?JPl), Q(O:NPl), C(N) 
DINENSION XQUAL(NP1) ,VOLJ?(NPl) 
DIMENSION R A W ( N )  ,TWC(N), BUBBLE(N) 
DIMENSION QP1 (N) , QP2 (N) , SORFCSIUFF (10) 

c33mAam*1 TAB 
c33mAam*l JUNK 
c33mAam*50 J@LWMl3 

D I ~ N S I O N  H(N), HG(N), T(o:NP~), ?NEW(O:NP~), zmss(~~i) 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

OPEN(UNI'E~,FILE="O~~~~~~~~~, ,ST!ATUS=nOD1l) 
READ(8,130) MXTNAME 
WRITE(*,*) lwmAM!3 
D3 2 ,  J=l,NBIN 

READ(8, lOl)  BIN(J), JuM(, BINW(J), JUNK, OPAC(J) 
write(*,101) BIN(J ) ,  JuM(, BINW(J), JUNK, OPAC(J) 

2cowIlcNuE 
clrcXsE(8) 
EL% 

WRITE(*, *) 'Enter absorption coefficient (m-1) I 
READ(*,*) OPACLASER 
D3 3, J=l,NBIN 

BIN(J)  = DBI;E(J)/20. 
BINN(J) = 0.05 
OPAC(J) = 0PAQ;ASER 

3 - 
ENDIF 

SHEAR m m s  mEFl?IcImr, BASED m POISrn'S RATIO 

SOUND SPEED mm1cIEWT, BASH) CN mIssoN's m o  
GNU = (1. - 2. * PRNU) / (2. * (1. - PRNU)) 

SNU = a R T ( 3 .  * (1. - PRNLT) / (1. + PRNU)) 

CHcxxSE AR??FICIAL VIscoSITY METHOD 
VfRITE (*, *) 'Artificial viscosity m e t h d '  
WRITE(*, *) I 1 = W '  
WRITE(*, *) I 2 = M&W' 
READ(*,*) Qm 
Q m a G = l  

lIaTIxlIzF: ARTIF1m VIsXx>SITY m m 1 c m  
Bl,B2 ARE FOR SOLID, B3 IS FOR SPXLED IvKElW& (NOT USED) 

B1 = 1.000 
B2 = 0.30 
B3 = 0.060 
WRITE(*,*) 'mter B2 (suggest 0.3) ' 
READ(*,*) B2 

lIaTIxlIzE TIME Stm? CCINTROL m m c m  
m = 0.9 
cn = 1.10 
WRITE(*,*) 'Ehter CFL (mu& be < 0.5) ' 
=(*,*I 
CFL = 0.40 

SEI' SPALL s;TREsS (FOR RBxDVZG OF MELTED MATERIAL) (h Pa) 
SPAm = -1.om10 
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C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

GEKN IS FLAG FOR PLANAR (I), CYLINDmCY& (21, OR S€XERICALI (3) 
CALLI zcmmr (mo , xo , xc, XLm, ZMBS, GEml) 
IF (GEm -EQ. 1) WFaTE(*,*) 'PLSINAR' 
IF (GEm .a. 2) WFaTE(*,*) '(2YLmDRIcALl' 
IF (GEIQM .EQ. 3) WRITE(*,*) 'SPHERICAL' 
I F  (GEE24 .LT. 1 .OR. GE@l .El'. 3) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) ' G E m  = ',Qml 
SKIP 

ENDIF 

C H ~ S O U R C E T E R M  
7cc3YTmm 

WRITE(*, ' (A) ' )  'CZloose source t e r m  by nurdxr' 
I IF (LASERFLAG .NE. 1) DEN - 

WRITE(*, ' (A) ' )  '1 = 45 MJ Shot' 
WFQIE(*, ' (A) ' )  '2 = 20 M J  shot' 
WRITE(*, ' (A) ' )  '3 = 5 MI' shot' 
WRITE(*, ' (A) ' 1  '4  = 100 kJ shot' 

ENDIF 
WRITE(*, (A) I )  '5  = square pulse' 
WRITE(*, (A) I )  '6 = Gaussian pulse' 
READ(*,*) ISOURCE 
IF(Is0URcE .GT. 6 .OR. ISOURCE .LT. 1) GOTO 7 

SET U p  FOR ENERGY DEPOSITICN BASED CN IsaTRcE CHOICE 
CALLI X S O U R C E ( I S O U R C E , ~ , ~ , F B B L ; E P X , ~ T )  

WRITE(*, ' (A) ' )  'Enter radius (m) ' 
READ(*,*) RADIUS 
AREA = 4. * PI * mIus**2 

WlUTE(*, ' (A) ' )  'Iiydro? (l=y=) ' 
READ(*,*) - 
LHyDRo=l 

- 

m = 0.0 
TINF = A€-I2T(1) 



* c  J&.K 
cAI;L ~ ( m , o . o , c c r N D )  

C W/m.K 
p s D H A = m /  ( r n O * C v O )  

C w s e c  

DTHEAT = CFL * (X0(1)-XO(O) )**2 / Az;pHA 

C EEL' PROEjLJ34 "DE (SE) AND F'LAGS FOR 0L"cAsSIONp;L DATA DUMPS (ns) 
WRITE(*,*) 'rnter Tstop (ns) ' 
READ(*,*) r n P  
m = TslTlRT * 1.oE-09 
r n P  = TsroP * 1.oD-09 + 2.*DTHEW 
TFRawT = TSTARI' - 1.OD-13 
"XEEN = !t'SRRT - 1.0513 

' XMEL'IMFX = 0. 
x?MEL?Mpx= 0. 
TFMAx=TINEl 
HGFMAx=m 
CrHGMIIMAX = 0.0 

c I N I m 1 Z E  ENERGIES AND v 
CZONEENERGYS?DREDINH( 1, SPECIFICENERGYSIOREDINHG() 

IX 13, I=1,N 
H(1)  = HGO * ZM?SS(I) 
E(1) = HGO 
T(1) = TINF 

l3cx3mmuE 
T(0) = TINF 
T(NF'1) = TIN!? 

c INImIzE l3YDRD-mm I?mImms 
cAL;L rnsF(RHOo,El,F2) 
P o = F l + n * H G O  

SOUND (Ha, RHOO, PO, F2, CO) 
C CCINVERT SOUND 'IO ELASTIC FROM HYDRODYNAMIC JkKEWX, 

co = co * SNU 
IX 221, I = l , N  

A(1) = O.OOD+OO 
U(1) = o.ooD+oo 
X(1)  = XO(1) 
RHo(1) = FHxl 
Q(1) = O.OOD+OO 
P(1) = Po 
=(I) = 0 . 0 0 ~ 0 0  
= ( I )  = o.ooDtoo 
PHI(1) = o.ooD+oo 
C(1) = co 
XQuAL(1) = o.ooD+oo 
voL;F(I) = o.ooD+oo 1. 
QPl(1) = O.ODtO0 
QP2(I) = 0.ODtOO 
BuBBL;E(I) = o.oDto0 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

A S s u M E F R G E 3 3 r 3 u N a A R y A T ~  
U(0)  = 0.00DE00 
X(0) = XO(0) 
RHO(0) = 0.00Dt00 
RHQNEJiJ(0) = 0.00DE00 
sx(0) = 0.00DE00 
P(0) = 0.00DE00~ 
M ( 0 )  = 0.00DE00 
Q(0)  = O.OODtO0 

U(NP1) = o.ooD+oo 
UN0L;D = 0.00DE00 
X(NP1) = XO(NP1) 
RHO(rn1) = o.ooD+oo 
sx(NP1) = 0 . 0 0 ~ 0 0  
pHI(rn1) = 0.00Dt.00 
Q(NP1) = 0.00D-1-00 
XQUp;L(NPl) = 0.00DE00 
VoLF(NP1) = 0.00DE00 

ASSUME m-- EmNDARY AT BACK 

- I ,  

INI- LIQUID DE2VSITY (FOR SEFACE VAPORIZATION) 
R H o ~ = R H O o  

SET INITIp;L S P m  ZmE AND maw SURFACE ZCxlJE 
IsPm = 0 
ISuRF=l 

SET M I N  QUALI'IY FOR SURFACE ZONE TO BE CONSIDERED W/O W R  
QCIN = 1.OD-06 

SET l?.mrIX TIME STEP SIZE 
l3THYmo = 
m = m(-,-o) 
IF (LHYDRO .NE. 1) DT = llnFAT 
Mom = D r ' -  

(XO (1) -xo (0) ) /co 

S E T u p s o u R c E E M E R ( ; . y M u L ~ ~  
GIVE FRACTION OF ENERGY IN EACH ZONE, IN EACH BIN 

SCXLE LEAK ENERGY WITH LAMBEKtTAN DI-ON 
OF TEE 'I0TP;L INCIDW ERCN WALL AND L;Epx X RAYS 

EO 15, J=l,NBIN 
FRAQN = 1. 
D3 14, I=l,N 
FRAEUT = EXE'(-X(I) * OPAC(J)) 
EFRAC(1,J) = FRAC - FRA(J0T;PT 
FI?AcIN=m. 

14 ccswINm 
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SAVE ENERGY l?RAcrIm m EACH: zmE 
D3 17, I=l,N 

EzoNE(1) = 0.0m00 
D3 16, J=l,NBIN 
EZoNE(1) = EZO?5E(I) + EFRAC(I,J) 

16 cx3mlxE 
17 (XXEUKB 

FOR LASER SOURCE, m R D  ENEEGY DEPOSITICX PR3FILE 
IF (LASERELAG .a. 1). 'MFN 

OPEN ( U N T l k l O ,  FII;E= ' ldqfrac ' ) 
D3 18, I=l,N 
WFCCTE(10,lll) I, XO(I)*l.OD+06, EFRAC(I,l) 

18 ccxmimm 
-(lo) 

ENDIF 

OPEN(~lO,FILE=~Pfront') 
o ~ ~ ~ ( u ~ ~ ~ = l l , ~ ~ ~ ~ = ' P p r o f i l e '  ) 

OPEN(UNIT=~~,FILE='SX@~~~~~~' ) 
OPEN(UNIT=15,FIL;EF'Uprofile' ) 
OPEN(UNTE16,FIL;E='Xprofile' ) 
OPEN(UNIE17,FIL;E='RHCprofile' ) 
OPEN(UNITk18,FILE='QUALprnfile') 
O~EN(-19,FIL&'Qrofile') 
OPEN (U"E20, 'HGprofile ' ) 
OPEN (UNTE21, FILE= ' spall' ) 
OPEN(UNIE22,FILE='VOLFprofile') 
OPEN (UNITk24, FILE= ' TNUQjrof ile ' 1 
OPEN(UNIP25, FILE= I Jprofile ' ) 
OPEN (-26, FILE= ' dhl ' 1 
OPEN(UNIT=27,Fm%'dhq' ) 
OPEN(WI~33,FILE='iinstab') 
OPEN(mvr~34, FILEk 'dt ' ) 
O P E N ( ~ 3 5 , F I E k ' B U E i p r o f i l e ' )  

OPEN(UNIT=13,FILE='SXprofile' ) 

E7NMpx= 0. 
DIMIN = 100. 
DlMpx = 0.0 
€lEmmAx = 0.0 
m- = 0.0 
IF(- .a. 1 .AND. 

m s = 1  
ELsFl 

m s = o  
E N D I F  

XO(0) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 
_ -  

INImmMpx BuBBLlE NuKIL;EATIc1N DEpIp.Is AND zcm NUMBERS 
I35 = 1 
I30 = 1 
I25 = 1 
I20 = 1 
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x35 = 0.0 
x30 = 0.0 
x25 = 0.0 
x20 = 0.0 
IB27=1 
IB26=1 
IB25=1 
IB24=1 
xB27 = 0.0 
xB26 = 0.0 
XB25 = 0.0 
XB24 = 0.0 

L 

NcYcLE=l 
TPREss = m * 1.0mo9 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
STARTMARCHINGINm 
20 a3xruwE 
m = m + m  
IF (m.GT.mP) GOTO 95 

SETUPIvNXlXDEOF-PULSES 
RFIclRNS ENERGY I N  EACH B I N  FOR THIS TIME STEP, EIN(J) I N  KNkt3J 

CALLI xpULsE(rn, I S O U R C E , C O S T H , A R E A , F ,  FBBLEPX) 

ADD 
co 
39 

RESFT MAX SPECIFIC ENERGY CHmZE 
IxK;MAx = 0.0 
RESFT SPAIJ; FZAG 
1s- = 0 
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pL;EFT = P(0) 
CALL usLTRFM(TRIm,pRIGEET,PLEFT,m) 

U(0)  = UNJW 
m ( 0 )  = X(0) + M' * U(0)  

IF (GEm .EQ. 1) THEN 

A(O) = (LINEN - U(O))  / M' 

I 

ELSE 

C DEZEFW3E AEELERATICN, VEcxXIITy, LEA"(XJ FOR LEFT ED223 
A(O) = 2'. * ( 0.0 - (SX(l)+Q(l))) / 

& ( RHo(l)*(x(l)-x(o)) + 0.0 ) " 

U ( 0 )  = U(0)  '+ A(0) * (M' + D?or_lD)/2. 
XNEN(0) = X(0) + Dr * U(0)  

IF ( m s  .a. 0) BEN 

ELSE 
C CWCK IF INNER RADIUS HAS ALREADY HIT AXIS 

A(0) = 2. * ( 0.0 - (Sx(l)-~-Q(l))) / 
& ( RHO(l)*(X(1)-X(O)) + 0.0 ) + 
& 2. * (GMIM - 1)- * (M(1) + M ( 0 ) )  / 
& ( RHo(l)*(x(l)+x(o)) + 0.0 ) 

UNEXIJ = U(0)  + A(0) * (DT + DxIL;D)/2. 

C CHEKX IF SURFACE HAS PASSED Tim2m-I AXIS 

C KEEPING SAME m ' m ,  FIGURE M'XI WHEN STUFF €€PI'S AT (XNI'ER 

xNE;wo = X(0) + M' * UNJm 

IF ( X N E W O  .LIE. 0.0) ?HEN 

CALL PxIS(X(0) ,U(O) ,A(O) ,MoL;D,lXi'EW) 
m=MNExlJ 
XNExIJ(0) = 0.0 
U(0)  = 0.0 
IFLAGPxIS=l 

U(0)  = UNEXlJ 
XNExIJ(0) = XNmO 

ELSE 

E N D I F  
ENDIF 

mIF 
mIF 

ENDIF 

D3 50, I=l,N 

IF (I .EQ. (ISURF-1) .m. xQmL(1SuRF) .a. Q m J  .m. 
E€ VoLF(1) .a. 0.99) TIEN 

C D m  FUW WDE ?!DI'Ia OF ISURF ZQNE W/ ADJUSTED PRESSURE' 
FKcm = P(1SuRF) 
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m ( 1 )  = X(1)  + 137: * U(1)  

. >  . 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

KTxlFum A R m c m  VIscOsITY 
XIWI: = (XNExIJ(1) - =(I-1) + X(1) - X(1-1)) / 2. 
QLTN = F530RW * B2 * XXXX * C(1)  * FU!IOlXlT 

= RHOBAR * (B1 * XXXX)**2 * F53OlXYI' * ABS(RH0lXlT) 
CH(XXE VON NE;uMANN & l U m  OR WSS & V?FEC!E FORM 

m c ! F m m I m F R o M m s s & ~  
IF (QFLAG .a. 2) 'THEN 

QP = = ( I )  * (U(I)-U(I-l))/XXXX 
Q F "  = Q P l ( 1 )  + (QPl( I ) -QP2(1) )  * DT/MoL1D 
QFl = 0.0 
Ql?2 = 0.0 
IF (QP .GT. 0.) QFl=l.  
IF(QP .GT. QFTEST) QF2=1. 
Q(1) = + QLIN * (QFl + Qn) 

IF (mm .a. 0.) THFN 
Q(1) = QLTN + CXXJZQ 

ELSE 

mIF 

ELSE 
VON?mJMZmN&RI- 

Q(1)  = O.ODi.00 7 

ENDIF 
?URN OFF ART VISC FOR SURFACE ZONE 
IF (I .m. (ISURF)) THEN 

Q(1)  '=  O.ODi.00 
ENDIF 

CCMWIE DEVIA'IDRIC STRESSES AND EERGIFS IF SOLJD 
IF (T(1) ,LT. 'IMELT ,AND. I .GT. I S P m )  THEN 

DXD = (U(1) - U(1-1)) / XXXX + R€DlXlT / 3. 
G = GNU * RHO(1) * C(I)**2 

" 'XNPUIE CURRENT YIELD USIRZ LTNEAR RAMP OF 
YIELD SIRENXH FRaM YIELD0 Q TINF IDiJN To 0 Q 'IMELT 

YBIG = YlEUDo * ('IMn;T-T(I))/(?TINF') 
SI(XAXD = SXD(1) + 2. * M' * G * DXD 

SPLIT BASED ON GEDETRY 

PLANAR OR s=cAL 
IF (GECM .a- 1 .OR. GMlM .EQ. 3) 

YEXDEST = YBIG * 2. / 3. 
IF (p;BS(SIGMAxD) .GI?. Y l E L m s r )  THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

DELED = 0.75*DI?DXD*(sxmW(I)+SXD(I)) / F3333AR 

sxmW(1) = ~(SIGMpxD)/SIGMpxD * y33mmEE 

ExmEm(1) = SI- 

PHI(1) = 1.5 * SXLNJW(1) 

ELEE 
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C C Y G I N E U W  
rn = mm / 3. 

SIGMAZD = SZD(1) + 2. * M' * G * D2;D 

YIELDTfEST = (2./3.) * YBIG**2 
FY = 2.*(SIGT%xD**2 + SIGMAXD*SIGMAzD + S I m * * 2 )  
IF (FY .a. J?TmxmT) THEN 

FSQ = sQm(-/FY) 
sxrrr;mW(I) = SIGAMp3ID * FSQ 
SZDNEw(1) = SIGZWAZD * F a  

ENDIF 

DELED= (IYI'/ (2 - *REBAR) ) * ( (SXlXEW( I) +SXD (I) ) * (2. *IXDKZD) + 
& (SZDNEw (I) +szD (I) ) * (2. *IY2mDzD) ) 

pHI(1) = 2.*sXmEw(I) + s-(I) 
mI?? 

ELSE 
C MELTED OR SPAL;L;ED MRTEWXS 

DELED = o.oD+oo 
PHI(1) = o.oD+oo 
sxr.mw(I) = o.oD+oo 
S m ( 1 )  = o.oD+oo 

- E N D I F  
IF (I .m. 1SPAL;L) sXmEm(1) = 0.0 

CK&IFUTES'T!RESSENERGYCHANGEINJ/M2 
€ISTRESS = (F1 + P(1) + 2.*Q(I)) * DELRHO * 2NASS(I) 

C cCBPUIE DEVIA?DRIC I N  J/M2 
HDEV = DELED * ZMASS(1) 

CSETUPSOURCEENERGY 
C SUM To GE7: NET laEKx/ZoNE 
C NET ENERGY HAS IJNITS OF J/M2 

- 

H I N  = 0. 
D3 48, J=l,NBIN 

€3IN = HIN + EFRAC(1,J) * EIN(J) 
48 ccxvrmm 

c I-lEAT (xxm3aTON BALANCE ((1-1) To EAST = -(I m WEST)) 

C SET CXXDXTIa (DE3'F'I- FOR THIS ZONE 
HWEST=HEAsT 

CoNDP=CCNX 
VFLAG = VoLF(I+l) 

CALL CXXDVST(T(I+l) ;VF'LAG,ccaJDE) I 

c 

IF (I .EQ. (ISURF-1)) VFLAG = o.oD+o6 
KNDEZ = 2. * CCINDP * CCINDE / (CCNDP + CCNDE) 

'i 

c BASE I-lEAT CnaJCITa ON TEMP,  as, PRoPEFams FRaM PREvIous m 
IF (I .EQ. Ism?) THEN 

C ADJUST CXXXCTIa DI- To F5FLECC CINLY LIQUID 
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c UP= TOTAZ; zcm AND SPExXFIC ExERGIEs 
CrH = (HIN+HEND+HDEV+lXSTRESS) / ( 1 . D t O O  - n*DEWK)) 
IF ( W R O  .NE. 1) CrH = HLN + HCOND 
H(1) = H(1) + IX 
%(I) = H(1) / ZMASS(1) 

C CHEKIK FOR MpxlMlM CHANGE I N  ZONE ENERGy/KG 
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CALLI EosuRF(RHoLsuRF,RH~,RHoNExIJ(I+1) ,QaN, 

m(1) = TEMPSURF 
IF(TXEW(1) .LT- 0.0) 'THEN 

& r n , P ( I )  ,voL;F(I) ,C(I) 1 

WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR IN SURF TEMe' 
WRITE(*,*) 'T = ','INBN(I) 
V?RrI!E(*,*) 'I = ' ,I  
WRITE(*,*) 'TIME = ',?M*l.ODt09- 
WRITE(*,*) 'HG (cal/g) = ' ,ma - - 
SIOP 

ENDIF 

C USE SOLID/LIQUID M>s FOR UNSPALUD MXIERJX 

C DEXFRlUW VERT THE NEW T E M e E R A "  WILL BE 
n;sEIF(I .m. 1SPAL;L) THEN 

KT = HG(1) 
CALL H2T(KT,TMESIJ(I) 1 
IF(TXEW(1) .LT. 0.0) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR IN SOLID/LIQUlD TEMP' 
WRITE(*,*) 'T = ',TNEW(I) 
WRITE(*,*) 'I = ' ,I  
WRITE(*,*) 'TIME = ',rn*l.OD+09 
WRITE(*,*) '€33 (cal/g) = ',ID 
SIOP 

ENDIF 
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w35 = P(1) 
CALLI gOUND(I-I.EDs,mS,Pms,n,~) 
,IF (TNEXIJ(1) .LT. !MELT) THEN 

C APPLY CORRECTION FOR ELASTIC MlA" 
C(1) = mu * CEDs 

C(1) = CEm 
ELSE 

ENDIF 

C USE "SPXL" OR " W R "  M>S FOR SPp;L;LED MA'' 
ELSE 

TS = T(1) 
IF(HG(1) .GT. 0.0 .AND. =(I) .LT. l.ODtl5) THEN 
cAL;L M I S P . ( % ( I )  ,-(I) ,Ts,P(I) ,XQUpJ;(I) ,vofiF(I) / C ( I )  1 
m ( 1 )  = Ts 
IF(?NExIJ(I) .LT. 0.0) THEN 

ENDIF 

'ERROR IN SPp;IJ-I TENP' 
'T = ' ,?NExIJ(I) 
'I = '/I 
'TIME = ',rn*l.ODt09 
'HG (cal/g) = ',HG(I) 
'RHO = -',-(I) 

'ERROR IN ZQNE ENERGY' 
'HG ( d / g ) =  ' ,HG(I) /4184. 
'I = ',I 
'TIME = ',m!Fl.OD4-09 
'T = '/T(I) 
'RHO = ',FU-mEw(I) 
'QUAL = ',XmL(I) 

c (xlGuTE NEW SIGMA-x 
SxNm(1) = P(1) - sXmEw(1) 

C COMPUTE MAXEMUM HYDRO TlME S" FOR THIS ZCIPSE 
. DELTAX = XNEN(I)-IINEXIJ(I-l) 

M'I = C I l  * DEL'TAX / 
& (B2*C(I) + 2.*B1**2 * ABS(RH0lXE) * D E L W  + 
& SQRT( (=*C(I) + 2.*B1**2 * ABS(RH0lXE) * DELEX) **2 + 
& C(I) **a 1 

IF (M'I .LT. MHyDRc>) THEN 
l33xYLm=m 

M M R o = I  
ENDIF 

'INS = m * 1.ODtO9 
C UPDATE PclWERs FOR ART_cFIcIpJ; VISCOSITY SWrrcH 
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QP2(I) = QPl(1) - .  
QPl(1) = QP 



IF(X?MELT .GT. xIMEL?Mpx) x?MEL'IMPx = XIMELT 

XTkELT = 0.0 
XTMELT = 0.0 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

I F  (XQ .LT. 1.0D-i-00) THEN 

Em3 
XQVAt(1SuRF) = x Q  

a1 = 1.oD-i-00 - X W ( I S u R F )  
XQup;L(ISuRF) = 1.oD-i-00 
voLF(IsuRF) = 1.oD-i-00 
INA€WSS = ZMASS(1suRF) * (XQ - 1.0D-I-00) 
ISPALL = ISURF 
I S u R F = I S u R F + l  
WRITE(*,*) 'IsuRFvapor =',ISPALL 
WRITE(*,*) 'TIME =',IM*l.OD-i-09 
WRITE(*,*) ' C Y m  =',NcycLE 
WRITE (21,134) 'lM*l.ODt-O9, Tp;B, ISPALL, TAB, 

c SPALL OFF 'IIIIS ZCINE ANDAWANCE ISURF 

& XO(ISPp;L;L)*l.OD+O6 

i 



IF(-o .a. 0.02) THEN '- 

IIrim!? = D r  * 0.02 / w m o  
mIF 

ENDIF 

C WRIm SURFACE ZCYX PRES- ?o A FOR A FJKTI;E 
ms = m * 1.oDto9 
IF(TNS .LT. 3.) THEN 

W T E  (10,155) ?NS,'EB, ISURF,TAB, P (ISURF) , 
Ei 

ENDIF 
'IYB, T ( ISURF) , TN3, T (ISURF+l) 

C CHECK ENERGY*R- 
HSUM = 0.0 
EmN = 0.0 
Dc) 92, I=1,N 

HSUM = €?SUM + H(1) 
UBAR = (U(1)  - U(1-1))  / 2. 
EKiN = EKiN + 0-5 * ZMASS(I) * =**2 

92 EXWUWE 
f s s u M = H S U M + m  

ENDIF 
NcycI;E = NcYm + 1 

L 
C D m  NEW FEW TIME SIB? mm CFL CONSTRA~MT 

IIEIERT = 1.ODt02 
Dc) 70, I=1,N - 

IF(T(1) .LT. 0.0) 'IHEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'cfl T = ' , T ( I )  
lmITE(*,*) 'I = ' ,I 
WRITE(*,*) 'ISURF = ',Ism? 
WRITE(*,*) 'CYCLFI = ',NCYCLFI 
WRITE(*,*) 'HG = ',=(I) 
SKIP 

ENDIF 
WLAG = voL;F(I) 
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C LIMIT TDE S" IF MFX'TEMP CJ3WX IN LAST TDtE STEP WAS TO3 BIG 
TEMPBIG = 200.0 
IF(- .GT. TEMPBIG) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

DTTEMP = DT * TENPBIG / IYEWkRX 

MTEMP = 100. 

C CCMPUJE NUCLEATICRJ RATE (LOSlO (J) =RATFJ) 
D3 87, K=l,N 

IF' (K .a. ISURF .AND. T(K) .GT. 'IMELT) TEEN 
CALL lAXLEXE(T(K) , W ( K )  ,P(K)  ,m,IwlJnuvc)  
F!ATE3(K) = DLCGlO(RAhU) 
?Nut (K) = D L E l O  (F@KlNJC) 
RplwBuB = lO.**BUBBI.E(K) + RpIFxs*DT 
BUBBLE(K) = DID310 (FlAWHJB) 

IF (RATEJ(K) .GT. 35. .AND. K .GT. 135) THEN 
C TEST VARIOUS MAXIMUM THRESHOLD DEE'l3-E 

I35 = K 
X35 = =(K) 

ENDIF 
IF (RATEJ(K). .GT. 30. .AND. K .GT. 130) THEN 

I30 = K 
X30 = W ( K )  

ENDIF 
I F  (RA!I?EJ(K) .a. 25. .AND. K .GT. I25) THEN 

I25 = K 
X25 = =(K) 

ENDIF 
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IF ( F N E J ( K )  .GI?. 20. .AND. K .a. 120)- 'THEN 
I20 = K 
X20 = xrxxl(K) 

ENDIF 
IF (BUBBL;E(K) .a. 27. .AND. K .GI?: IB27) THEN 

IB27=K 
XB27 = xrxxl(K) 

ENDIF 

XB26 = XLCC(K) 
ENDIF 

IF (EUEBLE(K) .a. 25. .AND. K -a. 1~25) THEN 
IB25=K 
XB25 = xrxxl(K) 

ENDIF 
IF (EUBRU(K) .GI?. 24. .AND. K .GT. IB24) THEN 

I B 2 4 = K  
XI324 = xrxxl(K) 

ENDIF ~ 

RA''(K) = -99. 
ELSE 

mIF 
87 KHl3NUE 

C WRITE PRESSURE AND s'IUE?F To FILE EVERY DI'PRFSS NANOSMYTNDS 
m s  = '1M * 1.oDto9 
IF('INS .LT. 3.0) THEN 

ELSE IF(TNS .LT. 20.0) 'THEN 

Em3 

ENDIF 

lYIPRESS = 0.05 

DI'PRESS = 0.5 

DI'PREC3.S = 5.0 

IF(rnS.Gr.TPRESS)- THEN 
WRITE (11,105) TNS, (TAB,P(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (13,105) TNS, (TAB,SXNEW(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRlTE (14,105) ZWS, ('l23.B,sxIH'JEw(X) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (15,145) TNS, (TAB,U(K) ,K=O,N) 
WRlCTE (16,145) 'INS, ('I!IB,XNEXn7(K) ,K=O,N) 
W€UEtE (17,105) TNS, (TAB,RHCN.EN(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (18,105) TNS, (TAB,XQUAL(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (19,105) TNS, (TAB,T(K) ,K=l,N) - 
WRITE (20,105) TNS, (TAB,HG(K) /4184. ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (22,105) TNS, (TAB,VOLF(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (24,105) 'INS, (TZB,TWC(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (25,105) 'INS, (TAB,RATES(K) ,K=l,N) 
WRITE (35,105) TNS, (TAB,BUBBL;E(K) ,K=l,N) 
PRESS = wms + DTPRESS 

ENDIF 
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IF ('INS .GI?. 50.) MSCREEN = 10. 
IF('INS.Gr.TScREm) THEN ' 

K L = I S U R F  
K2=ISURF+4 
wRITE(*,137) 'INS, M', (T(K)tK=KZ,K2), XMELT 
TgcREEN=TscREmJ+l3TsmEm 

ENDIF 

Go?o 20 c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN FGACHED i . .  

95 cxTmnm3 

1 

WRITE ( * ,114) 
WRITE(*, 115) 
WRITE(*, 117) 
WRITE(*, 118) 
WRITE(*, 122) 
WRITE(*, 135) 
WRITE(*, 136) 
WRJTE(*, 148) 
WRITE( */ 157) 
WRITE(*, 158) 
WRITE(23 I 112 
WRITF, (23 I 113 



WRITE (23,119) 
WUTE(23,120) 
WRITE (23,114) 
WRITE (23,115) 
WRITE(23,117) 
WRTIE (23,118) 
WUTE(23,122) 
WRITE (23,135) 
WRITE (23,136) 
WRITE (23,148) 
WRITE(23,157) 
WTE (23,158) 

99 

101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
117 
118 
119 
120 
122 
130 
131 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
141 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
153 
154 

2cIMELm 
XO(1SPp;uL) * 1.0D.i-06 
TEMPX 
?XEM?iX / 4184. 
m: MMPX 

~ / 1 0 0 0 0 .  
xQup;L(ISURF) 
EsuM/10000.0, ?xuQmx 
TnPDEPTH 
X35,X30,X25,X20 
Xl327,Xl326,Xl325,IIB24 

- 
/ 4184. 

t 

FORMAT (D13.6,2 (Al, D13.6) ) 
€TXM&T( 'TIME =',2Fl2.3) 
FoRMAT(Fl0.5,Al,Fl0.2,Al, Fl2.3,Al, F12 -4) 
FORMAT( 'TIME =',Fl2.5) 
FoRMAT(F10.5,lOO (a, Ell. 5) ) 
FORMRT (FlO -5, FlO .2, F10.3) 
FORMAT (F12.5, F12 -3, F12.5) 
FORMAT (Fl2.3,35 (a, F12.5) ) 
rnRl!i?xr(4E12.4) 
m m (  'Enter angle in degrees') 
FoIIMAT(I5, F10 - 4, EL4.5) 
EDRMAT( 'Total fluence (J/cr&!) =' ,Fl2.3) 
FORMAT ( 'Maximum melt depth (micron) =' ,Fl2. 3) 
FORMAT( 
FoRMAT('Maximum front surface enthalp~ (cal/g) =',F12.4) 
FOHMAT('Minimum and time steps =',2(1PEl2.3)) 
FORMAT('Maximum enthalp~ change (cal/g) = ',€?.L2.4) 
FQRMRT( 'IGximum total m e l t  depth (micron) =',F12.3) - 
FORMAT( 'Spalled depth (micron)" =' ,F12.3) 
FoHMAT('Maximm heat flux ( W / d )  .= ',lPEL2.4) 
~FmW (A) 
FOHMAT (D12.4) i - 
FoRMAT(D13.6,2 (A3,D15.6) ) 
FC)Rl!i?xr (€?.LO. 4,Al, 15, Al, F l O  .4) 
FoHMAT('FYaction vaporized in surface zone',Fl0.5) 
FORMAT( 'Energy present & input ( J / d )  =' ,2Fl2.3) 
FORMAT (F11.3, E l l  - 3,6Fll. 3 ) 
FORMAT(18,F8.3,2El2.3,F12 .5,15) 
FC)RMAT(A7,5 (1pE12.5) ) L 

FDRl!i?xr(Fl2 .4,5 (Al, 1PE12.4) ) 
FCRMRI'(F10.5,lOl (Al, Ell. 5) ) 
~RMRT(FT0.5,Al,I5,2(Al,Fl2.5)) ' 
l3X&RT (Fl2.7,4 (Al, 1PEl2.5 ) ) 
FDRMRT( 'Vwrized depth (mieon) =',F12.3) - * 

FoRMAT(Fl2.7,5 (Al, 1PEl2.5) ) 
FDRl!i?xr( 'low DT ', 6E12.4) 
FORMA"(Fl2.7,Al,lPE12.5) . 

$ 

front surface tenp =' ,Fl2.2) 
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155 ?m~m(F12.7,A1,15,3 (A1,El2.5) 1 

158 FQFWA!T( 'l3ukble-depths (27,26,25,24) = I  ,4F10.3) 
157 FORMAT('J-depths (35,30,25,20) =',4F10.3) 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

lsmRmnm- 
l3PLICIT c0uBL;E PRFICIISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION AcoM(13) ,AH2T(10) ,~SCDEF(lO) ,SIGMAcoEF(7) 
-*50 MATNAME, CaMMENT 

OPEN(UNTEl2, FILE="mtdata", STKIWS="OID" ) 
RERD(12,130) l4ATNBE 
WRITE(*,*) ?!mTmME 
READ(12,130) cQJMENC 

C DENSITY IN kg/m**3 
READ(12,") Rwx) 
READ(12,130) CCIMMFNT 

C ME7lT 'I'ENPmm IN K 
READ(12,*) ?MELT 
READ(12,130) CaMMENT 

C CUHVE FIT CoEFFICIE23l'S FOR 'EERJG% COND VS TEMP 
C ??IF'TH-OFDER FOL- FOR SOLID NAD LIQUID 
C ONE PAWMlZER FOR VAJ?OR 
C UNITS: cal/m.s.K and K 

. READ(12,*) ACClND(K) 
D3 4, K=l,6 

4 c x 2 m m m  
IzEAD(12,130) CNMENI' 
CO 5, K=7,l2 

READ(12,*) 
5 c c t v r m m  
READ(12,130) CaMMENT 
READ(12, *) ACUND(13) 

D3 20 K=1,13 
C CCWEFKC TO SI UNITS (W/m.K) 

ACOND(K) = =(K) * 4.184 
20 CQNIfINUE 

C CURVE FIT CXEFF'IClENIS FOR TENPEEXKJR3 VS ENIHXPY , 

C ~ 6 F o R s O L l D , T H E N 2 ~ F O R L I ~ A N D v A p o R  
CUNITS: K a n d c a l / g  

REp;D(12,130) cQJMENC 
CO 6, K=l,6 
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.. 

C 

C 

C 

'. 
. .  

. .  
1. 

I I /  . .. 

SllIiFACE TENSICB'J P2lFwmnw 
READ(12,130) 
D3 217, K=l,7 

C COMPUTE EwIwu;pIEs FOR mIPIEwTAND ?maL MELT 
CSTARTBYSSUMlNGAL7NEARF"FORLIQUIDTVS. H 
C UNITS ARF: J/kg and K 

C NG\J GET INCIPIFNT MELT ENERGY VIA NENKN'S MEIHOD 
HMEL'TT = (?MELT - AH2T(7)) / AH2T(8) 

HM = 0.6 * €&ELTI' 
p;HzT!Z.ERO = AH2T(1) - 'IMELT 
D3 218, K=l,6 
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HM = HM - (p;H212;ERo + HM*(AH2T(2) + W ( m T ( 3 )  + HM* 
& ( m T ( 4 )  + HM*(AH2T(5) + HM*P;H2T(6) 1 )  1)  1 / 
& ( m T ( 2 )  + HM*(2.*AH2T(3) + HM*(3.*MT(4) + HM* 
& (4.*AH2T(5) + HM*5.*P312T(6)) 1.1 ' 

218 m 
HMELTl=HM 
WRIT% (*, *) 'H-MELT-I ( d / g )  = ' , W4184.  
WRIT%(*,*) 'H-MELT-T ( d / g )  = ',HMELTT/dl84- 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c s E ! r u P z o N E E 3 [ x ; E ~ ~ s , z o N E ~ , A N D z o N E M A s s E s  
C GElJM IS ?XAG FOR PLANAR (l), CYLINDFUCAL (2) ,  OR SpHERIcp;L (3) - ZONESET (RHO0 , xo , xc, XLm, ZMASS, c3J3x) 

IMPLICIT IxwBL;E PRMIISICN (A-H,O-Z) 
lNt!EmR- 
PzmwE!Im(NJ?l=101) 
DIMDEECN XO(0:Wl) ,XC(NF'l) , m ( N P l )  ,ZMASS(NJ?l) 

CPLANARGECNEZW 

C FIRST ZONE GRID SIZE DX METERS 
G E ] J M = l  

I1x = 1.OE-08 
FKt'IO = 1.06 

C THESE PAFWElES GIVE ' IWIXL X = 56  micron^ FOR 100 ZCNES 
C ZONE MASS 7N kg/d 
c ZONELcmITms I N m e t e r s  
c lIwImLl ZONE (33fTER lD2ATICNS IN XLCc ARRAY IN microns 

xo (0) = 0. ooD+oo 
D3 207, I=l,NF'l 

XO(1) ,= XO(0) 

ZMASS(1) = Faloo * (XO(1) - XO(1-1)) * mm 
XC(1) = (XO(1) + XO(1-1)) / 2. 
=(I) = XC(I)  * 1.0D+06 

+ Dx * (RATIO**I - l . ) / ( l 4 m O  - 1.) 
cp;L;L DENQLN(GMIM,XO (1-1) ,XO (I) ,FDEN) 

207 CCNlXWE 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C RmuRN GECBEIXY FXCJDR TO GEXC CORRECT 'BN3 MASSES 

PI = 4.0 *'A!TAN(l.) 
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IF (GI334 .a. 1) Tam ' 

mm = 1.oLkoo 
ELSE IF (GElckl .a. 2) m 

mm = PI * (R1-I- R2)  
ELSE 

E N D I F  

RFII3RN 
END 

mm = (4./3-) * PI  * (Rl**2 + m*R2 + R2**2) 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C FEKJPN GMlIMETRY FACTOR 'IO Q!T CORRECT HEAT CGNXCTION 
C Q = B E T A C * K * A T / A X  
C FOR W/m2 planar, W/m cylindrical, and W sherical 

BITCRBX(-,lU,R2,BECAC) 
IMPLICIT D3uBLF: PRMlISION (A-H,O-Z) 
INrEmRGKlM - 

PI = 4.0 * A W ( 1 . )  

IF (GI334 .a. 1) TIEN 
I3Em.c = 1.oDtoo 

E u E  IF (GKlM .a. 2) THEN 
BETAC = PI * (FU + R2) 
BETAC = PI * (FU + R2)**2 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

RFIURN 
END c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

C RFItTRN AREA AT A GIVEN RADIUS DEPENDX CN GECEEIRY 
m ( Q W R , A R J W  

IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
IXrEGERGElckl 

PI = 4.0 * ATA?Y(1,0) 

IF (Qm -a. 1) TEEN 
AREA = l.OD+OO 

ELSE IF (Qm .a. 2) m 
AREA = 2.ODtOO * PI * R 

ELSE 
AREA = 4.0LkOO * PI * R**2 

ENDIF 

c ................................................... 
C FIND NEW TlME SIEP SIZE 'IO HAVE XO FOINT-&JSl? HIT AXIS 
C FOR CXGINDRICZL AND spHERIcp;L GMIMEWIES 

, 
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PXIS(XO,UO,AO,MOLD,MNEW) 
IMPLICIT C0uBI;E PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 

A = A0 / 2.0 
B = Uo + A0 * IX0I.D / 2.0 
c = xo 
B24AC = B**2 - 4.*A*C 
IF (B24AC .LT. 0.) 'DIEN 

WRITE(*,*) 'HIROR IN AXIS FWTINF,' 
SIOP 

ENDIF 
13Tp = (-B + sQRT(B24AC)) / (2.*A) 
DIM = (-B - sQRT(B24AC)) / (2.*A) 

c CHoclSENExlJm STEP As sMAL;LEsT POSITIVE RCOT 
IF (MM .LE. 0.0) ?HFN 

IF (DrP .a. 0.0) ?HFN 

ELSE 
lImEb7=DrP 

WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR IN AXIS ROUTINE' 
SIOP 
ENDIF 

m = M M  
ELSE 

ENDIF 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C SET UP FOR ENERGY DEPOSITION l3SED ON ISOURCE CHOICX 

IF(IsaJFcE .a- 1) m 
C45MsYIELD, C I X > S I G U H 3 D D E L  
c IxwBI;E 
C FzAL;L F'IT 'IO lNIBX& OF FULEX FOR 20 Ms SHOT 
cTIMFsINuNITs=ns 

ExIPAFomTIms m LEAK AND WALLI FLUX PULSES 

AWLL = 3.88872D-i-05 
I3GQ.L = 0.0616607 
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CWALL = 0.785557 
TOW74LL = 22.3283 

p;cIFpx = 1.32328D-06 
BI;FAK = 0.38682 
CLFPX = 4.5486 
T0LFA.K = 20.51 

c BLACKBODY EX!mFaRTIms To x-FaY EMISSIrn mm 
C F I T W A L L W I l X 3 B B T ( H O I ' , ~ , c o L D )  

EEmm = 0.200 
BB'INW = 0.125 
BEtW = 0.018 
WFH = 0.000 
WFW = 1.000 
WFC = 0.000 
l3BTLmK = 0.400 

- -  

I F W D E L  .EQ. 1) THEN 
C C L Q S X  L E 3  mDEL 

ZWXL = 1.4774D-05 
l3RLL = 0.0503353 
C W X L  = 0.641271 
TOWALL = 22.3283 

ALEAK = 7.4086Di-05 , 
BT_IEAK = 0.3684 
CLEPX = 4.332 
TOLFAK = 20.51 - 

. A  * ' 

C BLACKBODY €TIS To AA202 X-RAY EMISSIOA DATA 
C FIT PIALL WITH 3 BBT (HOT, T , - c o L D )  

RBIwH = 0.200 
BBTiW = 0.089 
EBTW = 0.018 
WFH = 0.000 
WFW = 0.925 
WFC = 0.075 
BBT1I;Epx = 0.400 

E L S E -  
c OPEN LEI3 MIDEL 

24WALL = 8-665340-04 
l3RLL = 0.0446395 
C W X L  = 0.240587 
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T0WAT.L = 20.495 

ALEAK = 1.354317l3-06 
BLEAK = 0.28911 
Q;EAK = 1.02102 
TOLEAK = 19.065 

c m m m  FITS To AA202 x-Rp;y mssIm DATA 
C FIT WILL WIm 3 EBT (HOT, WARM, COLD) 

El3nm = 0.200 
BI3IWd = 0.081 
EJ33iC = 0.015 
WFH = 0.000 
WFW= 0.870 
WFC = 0.130 
BETJXNK = 0.320 
mIF 

C m m  E2mNmTx FITS To LEAK AND ImLG FLUX PULSES 
C WALL FIT To IIWEQVL OF PULSE FOR 5 Ms 
cTlMEsmuNlTs=ns 

(AA206) 

IF(M0DEL .FQ. 1) ?HEN 
C CLOSING L;EH: MlDEL 
a = 4.2916D-I-04 
IWNL = 0.034722 
CSdZ-EL = 0.146738 
TOWALL = 43.9112 

ALEAK = 7.3947l3-05 
BLEAK = 0.287161 
CLEAK = 0.449518 
TOLEAK = 16.2683 

1 

C BLF_CKELIY ??ITS To AA206 X-FXY EMISSICN DATA 
C FIT WATL WITH 3 EBT (HOT, WSM, C0L;D) 

Bl3mH = 0.200 
BBIhW = 0.075 
EJ33iC = 0.018 
m = 0.00 
WFW = 0.84 
WFC = 0.16 
BBTLEPX = 0.290 

ELSE 
c OPEN L;EH: lvglDEL 

AM?UL = 7.823D-I-03 
BFn-yc;L = 0.0172618 
CVALL = 1.56811 
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TOWALL = 53.2955 

p;wFpx = 2.357273D-i-05 
BL;EAK = 0.133414 
CLEPX = 3.57782 
T0L;Epx = 16.7587 

C BLAQKEODY FTI'S To AA206 X-FXi ENISSIQN DRTA 
CFITWALLWITH3BBT (HCYT,PARM,vcoLD) 

- 

lBIi/m = 0.200 
IBIWd = 0.058 
RBIW = 0.013 
m = 0.00 1 

WEW = 0.65 1 

WFC = 0.35 
BBTI;Epx = 0.240 

E N D I F  

ELSE IF(Is0URcE .a. 4) THEN 

C BOTH FIT To AA204 TIME HISTORY W/ Zi lX'Um A'S  
cTlMEsIN-=ns  1 

ANALL = 1.09OlDi-04 
EI4AI.L = 0.0229719 - - 
ctJpJI;L = 0.153419 
T0WN-L = 68.7083 

ALJ%?X = 6.1098Dt.05 
BLENX = 0.300598 
CLEPX = 0.466202 * 

T0L;Epx = 15.9443 

C BLACKEODY FITS TO AA205 X-RAY ENISSIQN DAT& 
C FIT W A I L  WITH 3 BBI' (HOT, WlRM, COLD) - 

B#BDiH = 0.200 
IBIWd = 0.052 
l33Iw = 0.012 
m = 0.00 
WEW = 0.61 
WFC = 0.39 .i 

BETLEAK = 0.255 

vEUTE(*, (A) I )  'Ehter pulse duration (ns) 
-(*,*I TSQ 

READ(*,*) 

ESQ = ESQ * 1.0Dt.06 
IF (- .NE. 1) rn 

vEUTE(*, (A) I )  'Ehta tot& energy into 4Pi (Ms) 

CCCNVERTmJ0UL;Es 

' j  1 

WRITE(*, (A) I )  'Ehter blackhdy tetpxature. (keV) 
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WRITE(*, ' (A) ' )  'Ehter pulse FWM (E) ' 
READ(*,*) EwE-lM 
WBTIE(*, I (A) I )  'Enter total energy into 4Pi (MJ) 
READ(*,*) mss 
IiG.?USS = IiG.?USS * 1.0l3-06 
IF (LASERFLAG .NE. 1) ?HFN 

CCQNVERTTOJ0UL;Es 

WRITE(*, I (A) ' ) 'mter blackkdy taperatwe (keV) 
READ(*,*) BBTZEPX 

l3lxmaK= .3 
ELSE 

E N D I F  

SC = 2. * SQRT(-2. * LcG(0.5)) / FWHM 
EL% 

WRITE(*,*) 'Invalid source t e r m  nmhr entered' 
SXlP 

E N D I F  

C FRACTION OF BLACKXlDY ENERGY IN EACH BIN 
I F ( I m  .m. 4) THEN 

8 

9 

ELSE 
c ASSUME SQUARE AND wssm PlTLSEs ARF: PURE L&NmRnm 

suMLEpx = 0. 
D3 10, J=l,NBIN 
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10 

11 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

S 

R 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a 5  UP -E OF ENERGY PULSES 
EZURNS ENEFGY IN EACH BIN FOR THIS TIME STEP 

TRAMP = TSQ * 0.02 
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l?lmmL = 0.0 
IF ('INS .LT. TRAMP) 'THEN 
FmLmK=EsQ*ms**2/ (2. * T S Q * T R A M p )  

FIML;Epx = ESQ * (?wS-TRAMP/2.) / TSQ 
ELSE IF(?wS .LT. T9Q) THEN 

ELSE IF(?wS .LT. ('ISQ+TRAMP)) 'IFEN 
w = m s - T 9 Q  
FIMLEpx= (EsQ/TsQ) * (TsQ-TRAMp/2. +mu-mu**2 / (2. *TRAMP) ) 

ELSE 

ELSE 
c GAUSSLAN PULSE 

l?ImmL = 0.0 
= ('INS - 1.5 * M) * SC / SQRT(2.) 

FmLmK = 0.5 * (1. + ER??(TSiRR)) * M;AuSS 
E N D I F  

C SET UP INCIDENT ENERGY IN EACH BIN IN THIS TI343 STEP 
C EIN(J) IS IN J/M2; ENA?L,ELEXARE 7N JOULES 

I33 33, J=l,NBIN 
EDALL(J) = F'EEWXL(J) * ETMNALL 
ELEAK(J) = FBBL;EAK(J) * FlMLEAK 
EMNET = EMALL(J) - ENALLDLD(J) 
EXlEI'  = ELEAK(J) - ELlEpxoLD(J) 
EIN(J) = (ELNE3?2.*KSTH+EWNET) /AREA 
E@UOLD(J) = EDAU(J) 
ELEAKOLD(J) = ELEAK(J) 

33 cxxwmu3 

REzuFN 
END 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C D m  T H E R M A L ' m T Y V S  TEMP- 
C USE UP TO A FIFTH-oRDER poLyNcIMIAz; 
C UNITS ARE W/m.K AND K CURVE: F'ITS 

- +  - 
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C E l 3 m T C m C G A s ~ l . Y  - I 

CXXlDV = AV * SQRT(T) 
IF (VOW .m. l.0D-01) THEN 

ccIND=ccmx - 

CCND=CCNDL 

\ 

IF(T .LT. (?Mn;T-.l)) THEN t 

ELSE IF(T .GI?. ('IMELT+.l)) THEN 

ELSE 
L 

C 

I, . , 

I _ -  
- .  RFIURN 

E N D ?  - 
i ..................................................... 

CONVERT EXWZGPY TOA TENPERATWE 
FOR E333 SOLID AND LIQUID 
USE up m l?Il?lx-oRDm FoLxIxNULs 
UNITS ARE J/kg AND K IN CURVE FITS 

, ;  

I 
.. .~ . 

H2T(HJKG,T) 
IMPLICIT IXXTBLF: PRECISICN (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSIQN AccaJD(13), AS(0:5) 
~~~l',~~,~~,ACOM>,AS,ALO,P2Ll,AVO,AV1 

H = H J K G  
TS = AS(0) + H*(AS(l) + H*(AS(2) + H*(AS(3) + 

TL = ALO + H*XJ 
SC H*(AS(4) + H*AS(S)))))  

- .  
IF(% .GT. !BELT) DEN * 

T = T L  
ELSE IF(TS .LT. ?MELT) THEIN 

T=TS 
HSE 

T='IMELT 
ENDI!? 

RFIURN 
END 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DE2ZR4DE HEAT CAJ?ACITY ((3) FOR SOLID, 'LIQUID, VAFOR 
VWOR IS BASED QN IDEAL GAS, U S I X  GAMMA & RBAR 
L,I- AND SOLID USE T vs. ENIWGPY FELATIQNS(C&Cv) 
DECIDE SI!XlX BASED QN VOLUME F'RACI'ICN VAFOR (VOW) 

- 
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GAMMA = mxscoEF(9) 
RBAR = MIsCoEF(10) 

CVVAKIR = RBAR / (GAMMA - 1.OD-I-00) 
CVLIQUID = 1-0D-I-00 / ALL 
CVSOLID = 1.oDtoo / ( As(1) + €E*(2.*As(2) + 

& HG*(3.*AS(3) + HG*(d.*AS(4) + HG*5.*AS(5))) ) )  

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c AppRox7MATIckrT To ERF(X) FRQM 24B-m & s imm 

IxxIBL;E PRECISICE? €TJNcrICE? ERF(rn) 
IMPLICIT DCWBLE PRFKlISICE? (A-H,O-Z) 

Al = 0.278393 
A2 = 0.230389 
A3 = 0.000972 
A4 = 0.078108 

EN? = EIGN((1. - 1. / (1. + x * (Al + x * 
& (A2 + X * (A3 + X * A4))))**4). x7N) 
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RE!IuFm 
END 

c ................................................... 
C (EMEUTE EQJZXTION OF SI!ATE COE??!?ICZXNTS 
c F 1 =  Fl(rn) p;ND F2 = rn(RH0) 
C FOR LINEXR EDS: PRESSURE = F1+ F 2  * ENEXGY 

SUB- m>sF(RHO,Fl,F2) 
IMPLICIT c0UBz;E PRElCISIa (A-H,O-Z) 
DlNENSIm KxsCoEF(10), C(0:6)  
( . x M k m I / ~ / R H O O ,  mEl?,mILl, BBOIL, PRNU, YLW 

u = m/m - 1.OD.i-00 

ITyp% = N S N T ( r n E F ( 1 ) )  
C E E T Y P E  

I F  (ITYPE .EQ. 1) THEN 

co = mxscoEF(2) 
s1 = EcEmE?(3) 
s2 = m>scoEF(4) 
s3 = noscoEF(5) 
GO = EDSCDEF(6) 
B = EDSCDEF(7) 
IF  (U .LE. 0.) ?HEN 

F l  = RH00 * c0**2 * u 
ELSE 
F1 = RH00 * CO**2 * U * 

C SX'IXNBm'S KIDEL (ISYNA2D M>S #4) 

& (1. + (1. - GO/2.) * U + B/2. * U**2) / 
& (1. - (Sl-1. ) *u - S2W"*2/ (U+1. ) - s3*u**3/ (U+1. ) **2) 

E N D I F  
F 2 =  ( G O + B * U )  *FXO 

, . i 

ELSE IF (I"E .EQ. 2) THEW 
C LITEhR FOL- WDEL (=D EOS #1 AND #6) 

D3 20, K=0,6 
C(K) = EloscoEF(K+2) 

20 (xxEmuE 

F1 = C(0)  + C ( 1 ) W  + C(3)*U**3 
IF (U .LE. 0.) ?HEN 

E-2 = (C(4)  + C(5)*U) * RHO 

F l  = C(0)  + C( l )*U + C(2)*U**2 + C(3)W**3-  

ENDIF 

ELSE 

= (C(4)  + C ( 5 ) W  + C(6)W**2) * RHO 
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c ................................................... 
C c a M p r a E ~ m O F ~ ~ E F F I ~ ~  
C F1= Fl(F430) AND F2 = F2(RHO) 
CFOR-EDS: PREssURE=Fl+F2*EN'EFGy 

C El 
u = RHmHoo - 1.oDt.00 
os TYPE 
1- = rn(EDrnEF(1)) 

IF (ITYPE .EQ. 1) 
C -'S J93DEL (DYNUD E)3S #4) 

co = noscoEF(2) 
s1 = EmcclEF(3) 
s2 = EmcclEF(4) 
s3 = KxscyEF(5) 
GO = EloSCDEF(6) 
B = EmcclEF(7) 
IF (U .m. 0.) THEn 

ELSE 
DF1 = CO**2 

)(NuMER = CO**2*RHO* (2*RHO**3 + 4. * (1. -GO/2. ) m0**3*U + 
1 3.*B*RH0**3*U**2 - 2.*(1.-Go/2.)*(Sl-l.)*RFK)*"3*U**3*U**2 + 
2 2.*RH0**2*RHOO*S2QCu**2 - 2.*B"(Sl-l.)*RHO**3*U**3 - 
3 2.*RHO*RHOO"*2*S2*U**3 + 4-*RHo*RHo0**2*S3*U**3 - 
4 B*RHO**2*FWO*S2*u**4 - 
5 2. * (1. -Go/2. ) *Fao*Fmoo**2*s2*u**4 + 
6 2.*(1.-G0/2.)*RHO*R**2*S3*U**4 - 
7 4.*RHoo**3*S3*U**4 - B*RHO*RHOO**2*S2*U**5 - 
8 4.*(1.-G0/2.) *FtHOO**3*S3*U**5 - 2.*B*RHoo**3*S3*U**6) 

XDENCM = 2.* (-RHO**2 + (Sl-1.) *m**2*u + 
& FHl*RHOO*S2~**2 + RHoo**2*S3*U**3) **2 

DF1 = XNUMER / XDENCBl 
rnP 
DF2zGO-B-t.2. *B*RHO/RHoo 

ELSE IF (ITYPE .a. 2) THEN 
C LINEN? FOL- MOD& (lXNA2D EDS #1 AND #6) 

I33 20, K=0,6 
C(K) = MxscoEF(K+2) 1 

20 ccxmmuE 
IF (U .m. 0.) ?HFN 
DF1 = (C(1) + 3.*C(3)*u**2) / RH00 
DF2 = C(4) - C(5) + 2. * C(5) * RFK> / RH00 

DF1 = (C(1) + 2.*C(2)*U + 3.*C(3)*U**2) / RH00 
DF2 = C(4) - C(5) + 2.*C(5)*HD/RHoo + 

ELSE 

& C(~)*(~.OD-I-OO+RHO/~*(-~.OD~.OO+~.*~/~)) 
mIF 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

HSE 
VUXlTE(*,*) 'M3T A VALID EDS NUMBER' 
SDP 

E N D I F  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 

cYNEUIE EQWSITON OF STATE coEFFIcIEwrs FOR PURE VXOR 
F1 = Fl(RH0) p;ND F2 = n(RH0) 
FOR LINEAR EDS: 
AssuMEsIDEALGAsE)3s: P = R H O * R B A R * T  

P R E S b  = F 1 +  F 2  * ENERGY 

Fl = 0.0 
n = (GAMMA - l - .ODtOO) * RHO ' : 
RFIURN 
END 

. .  . -  
,3- 

~, -, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
cc%IIpuTE SOUND SPEED I N  SOLID/LIaJID 
USING D- OF EQUATION OF STFlTE CoEFFIClXFfTS 
F1 s Fl(RH0) AND F2 = F2 (RHO) 
FOR LINEAR EOS: PRES- = F 1 +  F2 * ENERGY 

C = SQRT(DF1 + HG*DF2 + P*F2/RHO**2) 

IiEIuRN 
END 1 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

c P = Fl-(m) + F2(RH0) * EG 

C EQURITCN OF SlYXt'E C X X F ' F I C ~  FOR SPALLED MATERIK 
C (UQVID AND/ORVAFOR) 

C FOR LIQUID PART, USE SOLID (UNSP-) EDS 
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C FOR VAPOR PAKP, USE ID= GAS RELXI'ICN 
C B A s E T l F D - p H A s E ~ o N T s a t V s .  PsatcuHvE 
C UNITS: X ,AV CDEFFI(2IENIS IN J/KG, PRESSURE IN Pa 

C C X L  M>s ROUTINE ?wIcE WITH SL1-Y DIFFERFMT ENERGIES 
HGl = €32 
DELTAHG = HG * 0.01 
a 2  = €33 + DELTXG 
CALL EIc>sPAL;L (El, RHO, T, P1, QUAL,voLF, CSOUND) 
CALL EIc>sPAL;L (HG2, RFEO, T, P2, QUAL, VOW, CSOUND) 
F'Z! = (P2 - PI) 
F l  = P 1 -  n * HGl 

I 

/ Dd'IREE 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C mTICN OF SlXIE FOR SPAL;I;ED MATEKE& (LIQUID ZWD/OR VAFOR) 
C A Z L S O ~ ~ S P E E D  
C FOR LIQUID PART, USE SOLID (UNSPALLED) MIS 
CFORVAPORPAIZT, U S E M E A L G A S l ? E L W ? I ~  
C B A s E m p H A s E ~ o N T s a t V s .  PsatcuHvE 
CNOTETHATQUPJ; (OLDKXXJE) ISS~XPASANINITTALGUESS 
C UNITS: X , A V  C0EFFICIEHI;TTS I N  J/KG, miEssuRE I N  Pa 

M > s ; P !  (%,RHO, T, P, QUAL,VOLF, CSCUND) 
IMPLICIT IIXJRLE PFSY2ISIoN (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XOND(13) ,AH2T(10), MIscoEF(10) 

C MINIMUM PRESSURE I N  (BMBER IS 10A-6 TORR 
€PUN = 1.33D-04 
GAMMA = mxscoEF(9) 
RBAR = MIrnEF(10) 

I 

TINF = AH2T(1) 
&O = AH2T(7) 
ALl = AH2T(8) 
AVO = AH2T(9) 
Av1 = AH2T(10) 



IF (PL .CT. PSAT .AM). QUAL .LT. 0.05) THETN 
CPURELIQUID 

P = P L  
T = T L  
CALL SOUND (HG, RHO, PL, €2, c-1 
QJALl= 0.0 ~- 
WLIF = 0.0 

- -  
ETsd 

C SEE IF JXiFE, W€OR F;R>RKs FOR HIGK-QUXITY ZONE 
- 

TV=AVO+HG*AV1 
w=m*RBp;R*Tv ' 
PSAT = 10.**(ABoIL-BEoIL/Tv) 
IF (W .LT. PSAT .AM). WAL .GT. 0.95) THEN 

CPUREvAeoRWRKS 
T = W  
P = P V  

CsouND = SQRT(RBAR*GAMMA*T) - = 1.0 
WLF = 1.0 



c GET RHOL FRaM lYEm!TIms ON N c B l L J m  FuFcrIms Fl,n 
m L = m  
CALLI NExrJrP(HGL,FsAT,rnOL) 

IF(QuAL .a. 0.0) THEN 

- 

C DEXERKUE ?KN-EQ€JILlBFSUM VAPOR DE2VSITY 

RHOV=RHoL/ (1. omoo- (l.ODtO0- (rnL/RHO) ) /-) 
ELSE 

ENDIF 
WRITE(*, *) 'IKNEQUZ: HG,HGL,RHO,RHOL,WAL', 

RJ3OV = PSAT / (FBAR * TIW) 

& =,=,m,Rw3L,Genu; 
mIF 

C coMpIpr% THE REST OF THE ?FK)-PHASE PROPERTIES 
T = T I W  

C ZQNE PRESSURE 
P = ( I O .  ** ( B I L  - BBOIL/T) ) 

BE SATURA'IICW PRESSURE 

mw =QUAL * m / RHOV 
IF(- .a. 0.999) THFN 

IF(mLF .a: o.oD+oo .AND. VOLF .m. 1.oDtoo 
mw = m(mw, l.OD+OO) 

ENDIF 

C r n c x B P U I E S O U N D S r n  
CALL KlSF(KHOL,Fl,F2) 
CALL SOUND (HGL, RHOL, P, F2, CLIQ) 
CVXP = SQF?I'(RBP;R*GAMMA*T) 

CSOUND = voLF*CVW + (1.-VOLF)*CLIQ 
C VOLUME F'RACI'Im OF VAPOR FOR CRUDE l%tTI?& GUESS 

ELSE 
C THEREl IS A PROBLFM WITH VOW 

WRITE(*,*) 'PR0BL;EM WITH mw IN JiDsTm' 
WRITE(*,*) 'mw = ', mLF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Qup;L = ' I  QUAL 
WRITE(*,*) 'RHO = ', rn 
WRITE(*,*) 'FMN = ', RHW 
SIOP 

E N D I F  
E N D I F  

E N D I F  

AT SOUND SPEED 

RFIURN 
END 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C EQUATIm OF SIXTE FOR 2-pHAsE SP- MMERIAL (LI- AND VAFOR) 
C FOR LIQUID PART, USE CURFENT LIQUID/SOLlD EDS 
C FOR W R  P m ,  USE IDEAL GAS F3IiXTIm 

C UNITS: AL,AV CDEE"I(2lZNIS IN J/KG, PRESSURE IN Pa 
C B A s E m p H A s E m ~ m T s a t V s .  PsatcuRvE 

Q ? F K ) ( W )  
IMPLICIT DUBLE PRMlISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION AKND(13) ,P;H2T(10) ,ECXDEF(lO) 
C,HMELm,HMELTT,ACOND,AH2T ' 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

I 

E & T K W / ~ / ~ ~ , ~ S ~ ~ , P ; B O I L , B B O I L , P ~ , ~  
E&TKW/QTVXXRT/HG,RHO,RHOV,RHOL,T,HX 

A L O  = AH2T(7) 
AI2 = AH2T(8) -1 

AVO = AH2T(9) 
Am = AH2T(10) 
GAMMA = mxscon(9) 
RBAR = msCoEF(10) 

- 
D ~ T ! l X l ? E R X K J R E B A s E D O N ~ ~  
Z1 = HG + Qrau;*AVO/A. + (l.OD+OO-QvpJ;)*ALO/p;L1 
22 = (QUZ&/Am) + ( (l.OD+OO-QUAL)/rU;l) 
T = Z 1 / =  

HGV = (T - AVO) /-A. 
HGLI = (T - ALO) / ALL I 

Z@E PRESSURE WILL BE SATURATEON PRESSURE 
PSAT = (10. ** (AB3IL - B.DIL/T) ) i 

W R  DENSITY J?RCM ID% GAS RT3LATICN 
RHcrv=PsAT/ (=*TI 

r n L = R m O  
CALG NEwrP(€ELI,PsAT,rnL) 

QuzEIRHo = (1 2 oD+oo-RHoL/RHo) / (1.0D+OO-RHoL/RHOV) 

-ITITS Musf BE EQmLJ IN cxm.?ERm SOLUTION 
m = Q u A L , - -  

Ew1wp;LsIEs Ft)LK%?DIRMTIZY 

GE!r RHOL FIioM 1 m m s  CkJ NcNLmEm l?uNcrIms F1,'n 

GE!r QUALZTY IMPLIED BY MASS 

l?EnJFN 
END 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NEMCCN'S MEZHOD 1-m TO FTND DFSXTY, 
GIVEN PREsSURl3 AND SPECIFIC ENERGY 

FOR LINEAR MIS: PRESSURE = F1+ F2 * ENERGY - 

Fl = FI(RHo) AND n = n(m0) 



K = K+1 
IF (K .a. 10) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 'm MANY Iw3%ccN ?2lmaTIms CN RHOL' 
StOP 

ENDIF 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C cALcuLA?ToN OF SURFACE EVAFQFViTICN MASS AND ENERGY UXS 
.C FOR NOH CRUDE ESTIMME USING MAXIMUM FLUX ( P W  = 0) 
C L N T  FROM KELLFY & -E, NUC INST & MEIH, 1985, p 755 

PI = 4.0 * ATAN(1.0) 
RBAR = E13sCoEF(lO) 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

VZAEORPRESsuliEFUNCTIONFRCMDUSHMAN, PREsSuREINPa 

FLUX IN kg/rd. sec 
PSAT = (lO.**(ABOIL - BBOIL/TSAT)) 

FLUX = PSAT / sQRT(2. * PI * RBAR * TSAT) 

IF (GEIJM .EQ. 1) THEN 
AREA = 1.oDtoo 

ELSE I F  (GEIJM .EQ. 2) '191EN 
AREA = 2.0 * PI * x 

ELSE 
AREA = 4.0 * PI * X**2 

ENDIF 
l3vzGmSs = FLUX * DT * AREA 

ENERGYINTHISMASS 
ASSUME VZAEOR AT CURRFMT ZONE TEMP- 
USES LJN'EhR FIT TO T VS. H CURVE (in K vs. J/kg) 
HG = (W - W T ( 9 ) )  / AHzT(10) 
HL = (TSAT - M T ( 7 ) )  / AFFZT(8) 
l2lxAl?= (HG-HLJ) *IxlzlpMAss 
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c ................................................... 
C KNPUI'E EQWiTICN OF S'TATE C X X E ' F I m  FOR SURFACE X N E  
C F1= Fl(RJX3) AND I2 = =(RHO) 
CFORlJNEAREIOS: pREsSURE=Fl+F2*ENERGY 
C ASSUMES IDEAL GAS Mxs: P = (GAMMA-1) *RHO*HG 
C OR JUST USE SOLJD Mxs FOR LL3V VAPOR FRACPICN 

FsoRF (RHO, M L ,  QuAzI,GMIN, F1, E2 1 
IMPLICIT C0uBL;E E'FECISIm (A-H,O-Z) 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C ROUTINE TO DEERMITE NEW vELo=IITY OF OUTER NODE 
c BASED m PsE#3sTEAIxI 1&5zNrRoPIC_IDEAL GAS m RELATIONS 
c ASSUME vz4FO€uzE SURFACE IS &5ElxrINARY 
C VAPORIZING SURFACE AT PO=Psat, CIUTER SURFACE AT l?=P(O) 

SuBROuTINE UsvRFnr(T,PO,P,~) 
IMPLICIT D=xJBLE PRMIISICN (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSICN EIoscoEF (10) 

GAMMA = MxsrnEF(9) 
RBAR = ~sCoEF(10) 
rn = GF94MA - l.OD+OO 

CO = SQF?T(FEAR*GAMMA*T) 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C FCUI'DE TO DETEENUW NEW PRESSURE AT OUTER NODE OF IsuliF 
c BASED m I-PIC IDEAL GAS rn F3iLRrIoNs 
C C/CO = 1 - B*X 
c BUT IAsmmaX To ID= GAS PRESSURE IN SPXLED zc2NE 

ACROSS EXPANSICN F m  
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GAMMA=EDsmEF(9) I ' 

QVIL = GAMMA -'l.OD+OO 
RBAR = mmEF(l0) ' 
N = 4  

C ASSUME AVERAGE DROP AclzosS SONIC KNUDSEN Lp;yER (KNIGHT) 
C 
C ASSUME No DROP ACROSS KNUDSEN LAYER 

I .  PO = 0.235 * PSAtr 
PO=PSAT 
B = 
PEXP = PO * (l.OD+OO - B * DXl)**(2.*GAMMA/QVIL) 
l?Exl?=Mpx(PExP,PC) . 

(1. OD+OO- (PC/PO) ** (QVIL/ (2. *GAMMA) ) ) /DXC1 - -  

C AVERAGE W R  PRESSURE 
WAP = RHW * RBAR * T 

C JNI'EWOmm BEXWEEN THESE PRESSURES WITH Nth ORDER FUNCTION 
QSEB = (l.OD+OO - QCW)**N 
PLEFT = PEXP * Qm + (l.OD+OO - QSCAR) * PVW 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

ALO = AH2T(7) 
ATil = AH2T(8) ~ 

AVO = AH2T(9) 
Av1 = AH2T(10) 
GAMMA = M)GcoEF(9) 
RBAR = KlscoEF(10) 
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C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 



c m ~ z 0 3 E ~ ~ ~ R D ~ Y  

IF(RHOP1 .a. RKO) THEN 
M L  = RHoPl 

ELSE 
RHOL = m + 1.0 

mIF 
cAI;L m>sF(RHOL,Fl,F2) 
P = F l + n * H G L  

IF(RH0L .LT. €330) 'II-IEN 

E N D I F  

c CaMpuTE VOLUME lhmm V?Gm 
RHW = QJAL / ((l . /RHO) + (GerryL - 1.0DFOO)/RHOL) 
ALpHA=Qup;L*RHo/RHcN 

CALL msF(mL,Fl,n) I 

CALL SOUND(HGL,RH~L,P,F~,CLJIQ) 
CVAP = SQRT(RBAR*GAMMA*T) 

C VOLUME FRACTION OF WEOR FOR CRUDE INIm GUESS AT SOUND SPEED 
CSOUND = ZSLJ?HA*W + (1. -ALPHA) *CLIQ 

C N C w c c x m J I E s o u N D S ~  

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C "EMPmIuRE ITERATION FOR 2-pHAsE SURFACE ZONE 
C NOTE ?HAT T F'R(%lDES Bo?H A?X INTIT?% mEFWDI32 GUESS 
C AND RFntTRNS THE FINAL-TENPE8Am RESULT 

EEUE"(W, T) 
IMF'LICIT IxxJBL;E PRECISIclN (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION AcoND(13) ,AH2T(10) ,M>sCoEF(10) 

pJ;o = AH2T(7) 
pJ;l = AH2T(8) 
AVO = AH2T(9) 
Am = AH2T(10) 
GAMMA = mxscoEF(9) 
RBAR = KlsCoEF(10) 

IF (Qup;L .LT. @UN) ?HEN 
C ALL LIQUID OR SOLID 

cAL;L H2T(HG,T) 
ELSE IF(QuAL .a. 0.99999) THEN 

C E S E K E K G Y P ; L L W R  
T = A V O + A m * E '  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

r 

ELSE 
l?rEmIm m TEBfPEFXlm33 CHOICE m MATCH VALUES 
OBTAINED FOR LIQUID AND VXOR 
SLVE USING BREWT'S MEMOD (SEE NuMERIcp;L RECIPES) 
€Gl AND HG2 MUST BRACXET ?HE Rorr TO "vapr-Tliquid=O, 
WHICH IS I N  THE EXTERWl F'UNCTICN TsuIiF(HGV) 
WHEFE HGV IS  THE Sp%IcIF'IC ETERGY OF THEVAKIR PHASE 

GET 'IWJ HGV VALUES THAT BRACKET FU?SCTICN ZERO 
I-K3'KM= (T-AVO) /Am 
CALL BRACKET(TSURF,H0KM,HGl,HG2) 
TOL = 1.OD-05 
HGV = ZBREET(TSURF,HGl,I-G2,TOL) 
HGL = (HG - Q J A L W )  / (l.OOD+OO - QUAL) 
TV=AVO + A n  *HGV 
CALL H2T(HQI,TL) 
m o  = 2. *AES (Tv-TL) / (?V+?z) 
IF (TRATIO .a. 0.01) m 1 

WRITE(*,*) 'PROBLZM IN 1- TEMP MATCH' 
WRITE(*,*) 'TL, Tv = I ,  m,TV 
SIOP 

T = (TL + TV) / 2.00DtOO 
ELSE 

mIF 
E N D I F  

RFIUHN 
END 

k************************************************** 

!J3@ MA'' FUK!TICN FOR (IN GEHERAL) 2-PHASE SURFACE ZQNE 
FORM IS TSURF = l bp  - Tl iq  -> 0 WITHBREWT'S MEIHOD 
TsuRF IS A FUNCTION OF W R  ENERGY (HGV) 
Rorr SOLVER WILL m Y  ENJBGY Pp;EITTICN VAPOR/LIQUIDT'IO MATCH TEMPS 

- 
FTlIcrIm TsuRF(HGv) 
IMPLICIT C0uBL;E PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DDE&JSICN A O ( 1 3 )  ,AH2T(10) 
C , ~ ~ , H M E L T T , ~ , A H Z T  
CIMKN/SURFT/HG, QUPJ; 

AVO = W T ( 9 )  
Av1 = AH2T(10) 

HGL = (HG - QuAI;*W) / (l.OD+OO - Qvru;) 
T v = A V O + A v 1 * H G V  
cA7;L H2T(HGL,TL) 
T S m ? = T v - T L  - -  

I 

, 

RFIURN 
END 

................................................... 
PRESSUFE MATXUNG F'CIKITa FOR 2-pHAsE SURFACE ZQNE 

C FORM IS PSURF = Psat - Pl iq  --> 0 WITH BRENT'S MEIHOD 
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PSURF IS A l?U?XTION OF LIQUID DENSI'IY (RFKIL) L 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PSAT = (lO.**(ABOIL - BEOIL/T)) 

CALL KlSF(RFKIL,FlL,F2L) 
E% = F1L + F2L * HGL 

PSURF = PSAT - PL 

RFIURN 
END 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BRENT'S MFIHOD TO FIND THE ROrr O F A  l?UNCITQNmsNc KKWN'IO 
LIEBEXWEENXlANDX2. THERorr, zBREwT,wII;LBEREFINEDUNTIL 
ITS AccuRAcy IS TOL. 
P m :  MAX # OF I m T I O N S ,  MACHINE ~ . p o 7 w T  PRFICISIGN 
REFEmmE: NuMERICAT,RM3IPEs, sEcrION9.3 

FLlIETTm zBREMT(~,Xl ,x2,TOL) 
lNIm3R 1- 
lxxTBLE PRECISIQN zB~,TOL,xl ,x2 ,FUNc,EPS 
ExTEmxJm 
PARRmTER (1'1MPx=100, EPS=l. OD-15) 
lNIm3RITER 
IxwBLE PRECISION A,B,C,D,E,FA,FB,FC,P,Q,R,S,TOLl,XM 

A = X 1  
B = X 2  
FA = FUNC(A) 
FB = FUNC(B) 
IF( (FA.GT.0. .AND. FB.GT.0.) .OR. 

& (FA.LT.0. .AND. EB.LT.0.)) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'REV MUST BE FOR zl3EWI" 
WRITE(*,*) 'xL,X2=' ,xL,x2 
WRITE(*, *) 'F(xL) ,F(X2)=' ,FA,FB 
STOP 

ENDIF 
C = B  
FC=FB 
m 11, ITER=l,rm.Ax 

IF( (FB.GT.0. .AND. FC.GT.0.) .OR. 
& (FB.LT.0. .AND. FC.LT.0.)) ' lXl3J 

C = A  
IT = FA 
D = B - A  
E = D  
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E N D I F  
IF (ABS (EC) .LT.p;Bs (FB) ) 'IFEN 

A = B  
B = C  
C = A  
FA = FB 
m=FC 
EC = FA 

E N D I F  
C-CHECK 

TOLl = 2. * EPS * ABS(B) + 0.5 * TQL 
XM = 0.5 * (C - B) 
IF(ABS(XM) .I;E. TQLl .OR. FB.EQ.0.) TIEN 

ZB?ERT=B 
FaIiJRN 

E N D I F  
IF(ABS(E) .GE.?DLJ .AND. =(FA) .GT.AJ3(FB) ) THEN 

c2YrImPT T N v E R s E m m c  llw?EEmmm 
S = F B / F A  
IF(A.lQ.C) THEN 

P=2, *XM*s 
Q = 1.0D-t-00 - S 

Q = F A / F C  
R = F B / F C  
P = S * (2.*XM*Q*(Q-R) - (B-A)*(R-l.OD+OO)) 
Q = (Q-l.OD+OO) * (R-1.ODtOO) * (S-l.ODtO0) 

ELSE 

WIF 
IF(P.GT.0.) Q = -Q 

P = ABs(P) 

c AaEm J3PEREommm 

CcHEcKw€E!EERrnBoUNcG - 
IF(2.*P .LT. MIN(3.*XM*Q-&ES(TQLl*Q) ,ABS(E*Qr) ) THEN 

E = D  
D = P / Q  

ELSE 
C INIERE0-m FAILED, USE BISECI'Im 

D = X M  
E = D  

E N D I F  
ELSE 

D=XM 
E = D  

C EOUNDG DECREASING 103 SIXXIJLY, USE BISECIXN 

E N D I F  

A = B  
FA = FB 

IE'(ABS(D) .a. 'IOU) THEN 

ELSE 

mIF 

CIWVELASTBESTGUESSTQA 

CEXZALUATl3NEWTRIp;LRcoT 

B = B + D  

B = B + DSIGN(?\3L1,XM) 
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FB = FUNC(B) 

WRITE(*,*) 'ZBW Exmm MpxlMuM ITERATIONS' 
ZBl3ENT=B 

c ................................................... 
C RCUTlXE To BRACKFT Wxrr OF FUNCI'ICNS, To G I k  INPUT TO 
C BFBW'S MIEEDD To F'IND TEE Rorr OF A F'UNCTION FUNC 
c sm-sIDm SEARCH, WIT93 XMIN As LmER LJMIT .z&LmED 

A = Mpx(XMIN,XKM*.85) 
B = A * 1.02 
FA = FUNC(A) - 

D3 10, IcNE1,20 
FB = FUNC(B) 
IF((FA.GT.0. .AND. FJ3.LT.0.) .OR. 

* &  (FA.LT.0. .AND. Fl3.GT.O.)) THEN I 

= = A  
x 2 = B  
RFIWRN 

ENDIF 
B = B * 1.02 
10 RxsEmuE 

WRITE(*,*) 'Tco MANY BRACKET 1 e m s  WITH m' 
B = A * 1.02 
FB = FUNC(B) 
WRITE(*,*) 'A,&' ,A,B 
WRITE(*,*) 'FA,FB=',FA,FB 
SD3P 
END I 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C ROUTl3E TU BRACXFT Roo7: OF FUNCI'IONS, To GlX2 INPUT To 
C BFBW'S METEKID TO FIND THE Rorr OF A FUNCTION FUNC 
c BASED ON USING A NcNlmxJ x As sl2Rrlx m m  

IFLAG=o 
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IF ( X K M  .a. 0.0) TfmV 
A = -1.0 
B = 1.0 

A =  m * 0.9999 
B = XNCM * 1.02 

ECSE 

E N D I F  
FA = FUNC(A) 
FB = FUNC(B) 

20 Klwlmu3 
IF((FA.GT.0. .AND. FB.LT.0.) .OR. 

& (FA.LT.0. .AND. FB.GT.0.)) THEN 
X l = B  
= = A  
FdzKJRN 

E N D I F  
C PICK ANEW FOIW WITH LINEAR lXPER€OLATICN + 2% 

c010, IcnE1,20 
C = B - 1.02 * JA-B) * ??B / (FA-FB) c 

Fc = FLWc(C) 
IF((FA.GT.0. .AND. FC.LT.0.) .OR. 

& (FA.LT.0. .AND. EC.GT.0.)) THEN 
IF(ABS(A-C) .LT. ABS(B-C)) THEN 

X L = C  
x2 = A  
FmmN 

X L = C  
X 2 = B  
RFIUHN 

ELSE 

WIF 
ENDIF 

C THRCXIJ ZWAY FOlNl? F m  FRCM NE;w POIMT, AND TRY AGAIN 
IF(ABS (A-C) .LT. ABS (B-C) ) THEN 

- 

B = C  
F B = F C  

A = C  
FA = FC 

ELSE 

E N D I F  

IF(= -4.1)n-m 
WRITE(*,*) A,FA 
WRITE(*,*) B,FB 

ENDIF 

10 axvImuE 

c rn MANY BRACKETT lYERAmms 
A = Xnx * 10.000 
B = Xnx * -10.00 
FA = FuNc(A) 
FB = FUNC(B) 
IELAG=IFIly=+1 
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IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) THEN 

ELSE 
OMD 20 

WRITE(*,*) 'To3 MANY BRACK!n I rnTIONS'  
WRITE(*,*) 'A,B=',A,B 

SIOP 
'WRITE(*, *) 'FA,FB=' ,FA,F'B 

ENDm 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

FUNCTION (3xDsmF(m) 
lMpLIcIT COuBLlE pRFK3ISION (A-H,O-Z) 
CXMCN/SURFC/HPN,HEN,ZMP,ZME,~,~,~P,DX,B~C,TP 
c€MKN/suRFT/HGP,Qup;L 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C B d  NucEATlcIN ROUTlXE 
c FROM CXREY, E@J 5.74 
C MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR p;L,ZGUMIN&,SILICA 
C UNITS: J in-m-3.s-1, SIGMA h N / m  

(T, RHO, P, J, 
IMPLICIT IxxlBLE PRECISICN (A-H,O-Z) 
JXXJBLE PRECISION J,ISTAR 
DlMENSICN AcQND(13) ,A€BT(10) , ~ S X X E F ( l O )  ,SIGMAmEF(7) 



. . . .  

IF(= .a. 1) BEN 
C ??IT P P  FOR ??IT TO MUl?R (CUBIC EQJA"CN) 

A = SIGMAOEF(2) 
TcmT = sIcMAcoEF(3) I 

SIGMA0 = SIGMXDEF(4) 
ASIG = SIGMAmEF(5)- 
BSIG = SIGMAcoEF(6) 
CSIG = SIGMAcoEF(7) - -  

~~ 

. . ,  
-. , 

. -  , ,  , <  

AVCGADRO = 6.022Dt26 
GAMMAE = 0.5772 
BOLTZ = 1.38D-23 
PI  = 4.*ATAN(l.) 

- j  - . .  

IF (T .LT. 'IMELT) 'THEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'TEMP OUTSIDE RANGE FOR IWCLBl"' 
J = 1.OD-98 
m = 0.1 

IF(P  .a. 0.) QiEN . .  ~ . .  

ELSE IF (T .GE. -7XXtT) BEN- 

- _  . , ,  . .  
J = 1.OD-96 
m.=. 0.1.' . 

_ ,  - .  Em3 
. J = 1.OD-43 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

, .  - * - < - - -  , .  TsTm = 1.0D-19 . ~ - .  ~ - . - .  

.- . . 
~. 

I .  
- ,  . I _ '  

I .  
~~ 

<,I 6 - 
. .  . 

ccc%.IpuTE~mPREssuRE 
PSQ = (1O.*.*(p;BoII; - BEOIL/T),) -' ._ 

IF (P .a. FisZxr) THEN 
. I  

. ~ , .  - 
- .  

. .  
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J = 1.OD-96 
TSrm = 0.1 

ELSE 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

m 
uSE-FIT-CN 

SIGMA = AEXP * lO.**(BExP * T) 
ELSE 

CUBIC SPLINE FIT fl3 DATA AT MELT TEMP AND ZERO AT CEZIT 

SIGMA = SIGMA0 + Tl* (ASIG+Tl* (BSIGFT~*CSIG) ) 
Tl = (T - ?MELT) 

mIF 

ETA = DEXP ( (P-PSAT) / (RHO*RBAR*T) ) 
XI. = -1.8195D24 * (SIGM?I**~)/(T*(EXA*PSAT-P)**~) 
X2 = sQwl(RFH>**2 * SIGMA / A) 

J = 1.443-40 * IC2 * DEXP(Xl) 
J = MAX(J,l.OD-97) 

ENDIF 

m INDucrIoN TEE RBmRTD m REACH I,sTmIx J - m  
FRCM BDDIFICATICN OF VAPOR CCNDENSATIOJSJ MEMI BY WILEMSKI 
Rsrm IS ?KE mTIw BuBBL;E RADIUS (meters) 

F S X R  = 2. * SIGMA / (m*PSAT - P) 
IF (RSm .LE. 0.) m 

TSTAR = 1.oD-02 
ECSE 
U = SQRT(8.*RBAR*T/PI) 
RHOV = PSAT / (RBAR * T) 
SM?iLLM = A / AVCGADRO 
SMALLN = E l l  * PSAT / (BOLTL * T) 
I m  = (4./3.) * PI * €?smR**3 * RHW / SMALiLM 

WSTAR= (16. *PI/2. ) *SIGMA**3/ (BOL?Z*T* (FIIAXPSAT-P) **2) 
TSTAR = RsT?R*Irn*RHOv / ( u * s N A L m * s )  * 

& (DLCG(WSTAEV3. ) -1- GAMMAE) 
IF(TSTAR .LE. 0.) "E%3 = 1.0-18 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
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Appendix E: External Material Data Files 

The ABLATOR code takes all material property data from two external 

data files. X-ray opacities are given in the OPACDATA file for each of the 

photon energy groups. The units are keV for-energies and m-1 for the 

opacities. . The other material data file, -MATDATA, contains the 

thermomechanical properties of the material. Sets of these data files have 

been generated for each of the five materials examined in this study. This 

appendix contains a listing of each of these files. 
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Si1ica.matdata 

fused silica 
# densi kg/m3 

# T melt K 
1696.0 

2.20D+ a 3 

# k vs. T, solid, cal/m.ks 
0.5731 
-9.884D-04 
1.123D-06 
O.OOOD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
# k vs. T, liquid, cal/m.k.s 
1.500 
O.OOD+OO 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
# k vs. T, vapor, cal/m.ks 

# T vs. H, solid, K & cal/g 
303.58 

1.00D-04 

5.0301 
-5.2407D-03 
6.1012D-06 
0.0 
0.0 

. r  

# T vs. H, liquid, K & cal/g 
585.3768 
3.1261 
# T vs. H, vapor, K & cal/g 
-963.7 . , I  

1.075 - 
# coeff for log(P) = A - B/T, micron & K 
14.2299 

.- 

26286.2452 
# Gmeisen EOS coeff & gamma & Rbar in J[kg.K - 
1.0 
4350. 
0.300 
0.0 
0.0 
0.039 
0.00 
0.0 
1.3 
210. 
# Poissons's Ratio 
0.16 
# Yield strength (Pa) 
6.90E+08 
# Surface tension (flag + 6 coefficients) 
I 

1. 
64.08 
11605. 
0.30 
3.10D-05 
-9.276D-09 
3.1203D-13 
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SiIica.opacdata 

fused silica 
1.259000D-03 6.520000D-04 3.104587Dt-07 
1.995000D-03 9.270000D-04 3.104587D+07 
3.162000D-03 1.469000D-03 3.104587D+07 
5.0l2000D-03 2.329000D-03 3.104587D+07 
7.943000D-03 3.690000D-03 3.104587Dt-07 
1.259OOOD-02 5.850000D-03 1.121220D+07 
1.995000D-02 9.270000D-03 4.850431D+07 
3.162000D-02 1.469000D-02 5.211945D+07 
5.012000D-02 2329000D-02 2669526Dt-07 
7.943000D-02 3.69OOOOD-02 1.282589D+07 
1.259OOOD-01 5.85OOOOD-02 1.488247D+07 
1.995000D-01 9.270000D-02 8.192421D1-06 
3.162000D-01 1.469OOOD-01 294223ZD+06 
5.012000D-01 2.329000D-01 1.056272Dt-06 
7.943000D-01 3.690000D-01 1.171862D+06 
1.055000Dt-00 1.130000D-01 5.922726D+05 
1.175000D+00 1.260000D-01 4439687D+05 
1.308000D+00 1.410000D-01 3.332442Dt-05 
1.456000Dt-00 1.560000D-01 2501608D+05 
1.621000D+00 1.740000D-01 1.877141D+05 
1.804000D+00 1.940000D-01 1.410027D+05 
2.009000Dt-00 2.150000D-01 3.854086D+05 
2236000D+00 2400000D-01 2860712D+05 
2.489000D+OO 2.67OOOOD-01 2.122701D+05 

3.08500OD+OO 3.310000D-01 1.168069Dt-05 
3.43500OD+OO 3.69OOOOD-01 8.662606D+04 
3.824000D+00 4.100000D-01 6.428108D+04 
4257000D+00 4.57000OD-01 4.770492D+04 
4.739000D+00 5.09OOOOD-01 3.540631D+04 
5.525000Dt-00 1.105000D+00 2272258D+04 
6.74600OD+OO 1.350000D+00 1260982D+04 
8.23800OD+OO 1.648000D+00 6.995946D+03 
1.006000Dt-01 2007000D+00 3.879316D+03 
1.22800ODt-01 2460000D+00 2107494Dt-03 
1.500000D+OI 3.000000D+00 1.142688Dt-03 
1.83100OD+Ol 3.67000OD+OO 6.209232D+02 
223600OD+O1 4.470000D+00 3.339310D+02 
2730000Dt-01 5.46000OD+OO 1.784291D+02 
3.334000Dt-01 6.67000OD+OO 9.527036D+Ol 
4.071000Dt-01 8.14000OD+OO 5.089748D+01 
4.971000Dt-01 9.95000OD+OO 2719232D+01 
6.070000Dt-01 1214000D+01 1.438304D+Ol 
7.411000Dt-01 1.483000D+01 7.609043D+OO 
9.050000D+01 1.810000D+O1 4.023155D+00 

2.771000Dt-00 2.98OOOOD-01 1.574608D+05 

, 
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SiN.matdata 

silicon nitride 
# densi kg/m3 

# T melt K 
1800.0 
# k vs. T, solid, cal/m.ks 
13.022 

3.16D-t iY 3 

-2.1655D-02 
2.1690D-05 
-1.0429D-08 
1.8882D-12 
0.0 
# k vs. T, liquid, cal/m.ks 
3.00 
0.00D-tOO 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
# k vs. T, vapor, cal/m.ks 
0.05 
# T vs. H, solid, K & cal/g 
316.62 I 

4.7375 
-3.2837D-03 
2.1307D-06 
0.0 
0.0 
# T vs. H, liquid, K 
562.1229 
3.1391 
# T vs. H, vapor, K 

3.7708 
-5337.9796 
- . .  _ _  
# coeff for logQ = A - B/T, micron & K 
16.3856 
22615.4451 
# Gruneisen EOS coeff & gamma & Rbar in J/kg.K 
1.0 
8530. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.24 
0.00 
0.0 
1.40 . _. 

119. 
# Poissons's Ratio 
0.27 
# Yield strength (Pa) 
4.5E+08 
# Surface tension (flag + 6 coefficients) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

t 
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SiN.opacdata 

silicon nitride 
1.259000D-03 
1.995OOOD-03 
3.162000D-03 
5.012000D-03 
7.943000D-03 

1.995000D-02 
3.162000D-02 

1.259OOOD-02 

5.012OOOD-02 
7.943OOOD-02 
1.259OOOD-01 
1.995000D-01 
3.16200OD-01 
5.012000D-01 
7.943000D-01 
1.0550OOD+OO 
1.1750OOD+OO 
1.30800OD+OO 
1.456000D+00 
1.621000D+00 
1.804000D+00 
2009000D+00 
2236000D+OO 
2.48900OD+OO 
2.771000D+00 
3.08500OD+OO 
3.435000Dt.00 
3.824OOODt-00 
4.257000Dt-00 
4.739000D+00 
5.5250OOD+OO 
6.746000Di-00 
8.23800OD+UO 
1.006000D+01 
1.228000Dt-01 
1.500000D+O1 
1.831000D+01 
2236000D+Ol 
2730000D+01 
3.334000Di-01 
4.071000Di-01 
4.971000Di-01 
6.070000D+01 
7.411000Di-01 
9.050000D+01 

6.520000D-04 
9.27OOOOD-04 

2.329000D-03 
3.690000D-03 
5.850000D-03 
9.270000D-03 
1.469000D-02 
2.329000D-02 
3.690000D-02 
5.850000D-02 
9.270000D-02 
1.469OOOD-01 
2.329000D-01 

1.130000D-01 

1.410000D-01 

1.469OOOD-03 

3.69OOOOD-01 

1.260000D-01 

1.56OOOOD-01 
1.740000D-01 
1.94OOOOD-01 
2.15OOOOD-01 
2.400000D-01 
2.670000D-01 
2.980000D-01 

3.690000D-01 
4.100000D-01 
4.570000D-01 
5.090000D-01 
1.10500OD+OO 
1.35000OD+OO 
1.648000D+00 
2007000Di-00 
2460000Di-00 
3.00000OD+OO 
3.670000D+00 
4.470000Di-00 
5.4600OOD+OO 
6.670000D+OO 
8.140000D+00 
9.95000OD+OO 
1.214000D+01 
1.483000D+Ol 
1.81OOOOD+O1 

3.31OOOOD-01 

6.188586D+08 
6.188586Di-08 
6.188586D+08 
6.188586D+08 
6.188586Dt-08 
3.749718D+08 
1.439430Dt-08 
7.805009D-tO7 
2516297D+07 
1.062464Dt-07 
2.272778Di-07 
1.339471Di-07 
4.869807D+06 
4.026164D+06 
1.255657D+06 
6.062574D+05 
4.525282D+05 
3.382551D+05 
2528786D+05 
1.889819D+05 
1.413870D+05 
6.218852D+05 
4.624270Di-05 
3.437441D+05 
2.554426D+05 
1.898276D+05 
1.410282Di-05 
1.048338D+05 
7.793576D+04 
5.794351D+04 
3.727184D+04 
2.074282D+04 
1.15404oD+04 
6.416796D-t.03 
3.494008Di.03 
1.898748D+03 
1.034048D+03 
5.573173Di-02 
2.984224Di-02 
1.596718Di-02 
8.547799Di-01 
4.575892Di-01 
2424260D+01 
1.284525Di-01 
6.802279D+OO 
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B4C.matdata 

boron carbide 
# densi kg/m3 

# T melt 
2.50D+ 8 3 

2743. 
# k vs. T, solid, cal/m.k.s . .  
5.8642 
-6.3475E-03 
3.2643E-06 
-5.3776E-10 
O.OOD+OO 
O.OOD+OO 
# k vs. T, liquid, caI/m.ks 
1.9120 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
# k vs. T, vapor, cal/m.ks 
0.1 
# T vs. H, solid, K & cal/g 
305.37 
3.0327 
-3.2045D-03 
4.3275D-06 
-2.9961D-09 
7.8814D-13 

-275.6752 
# T vs. H, liquid, K & cal/g 

1.7000 
# T vs. H, vapor, K & cal/g 
-32406.16 
2.9618 
# coeff for logQ = A - B/T, micron & K 
13.4172 
29722.5202 
# Gruneisen EOS coeff & g&a & Rbar in J/kg.K 
1.0 
9630. 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.46 
0.00 
0.0 
1.50 
630. 
# Poissons's Ratio 
0.19 
# Yield strength (Pa) 
1.55E+08 
# Surface tension (flag + coefficmts) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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B4Copacdata 

boron carbide 
1.259000E-03 6.520000E-04 
1.995000E-03 9.270000E-04 
3.162000E-03 1.469000E-03 

7.943000E-03 3.690000E-03 
1 .259000E-02 5.850000E-03 

5.012OOOE-03 2329000E-03 

1.995000E-02 9.27OOOOE-03 
3.162000E-02 1.469000E-02 
5.012000E-02 2.329000E-02 
7.943000E-02 3.690000E-02 

1.995000E-01 9.270000E-02 

5.012000E-01 2.329000E-01 
7.943000E-01 3.690000E-01 
1.055000Ei-00 1.130000E-01 
1.17500OE+OO 1.260000E-01 

1.456000Ei-00 1.560000E-01 
1,62lOOOE+00 1.740000E-01 
1.804000Ei-00 1.940000E-01 
2.009000E+O0 2.150000E-01 
2.236000Ei-00 2.400000E-01 

2771OOOE-t-00 2.980000E-01 

3.435000E-t-00 3.690000E-01 
3.824000E-t-00 4.100000E-01 
4.25700OE-t-00 4.570000E-01 
4.739000Ei-00 5.090000E-01 
5.525000Ei-00 1.105000Ei-00 
6.746000Ei-00 1.35000OE+OO 
8.238000Ei-00 1.648000Ei-00 
1.006000Ei-01 2007000Ei-00 
1.228000Ei-01 2460000Ei-00 
1.500000E+O1 3.000000E+00 
1.831000E+O1 3.670000Ei-00 
2236000E+01 4.4700OOE+OO 
2.73000OE+Ol 5.460000Ei-00 
3.334000Ei-01 6.670000Ei-00 

’ 4.071000Ei-01 8.140000Ei-00 
4.971000Ei-01 9.95000OE+OO 
6.070000Ei-01 1.214000Ei-01 
7.411000E+O1 1.483OOOEi-01 
9.050000E+01 1.810000E+O1 

1.259OOOE-01 5.85OOOOE-02 

3.162000E-01 1.469OOOE-01 

1.308000Ei-00 1.41OOOOE-01 

2489000Ei-00 2.67OOOOE-01 

3.08500OE+OO 3.31OOOOE-01 

4.372495E-t-08 
4.372495Ei-08 
4.372495Ei-08 
4.372495Ei-08 
4.372495Ei-08 
2758531Ei-08 
1.098610Ei-08 
4.373263Ei-07 
1.740633Ei-07 
6.930430E-146 
2.609818E-t-06 
1.35432OE-t-07 
6.632787Ei-06 
2283640E-t-06 
6.553077Ei-05 
3.005332Ei-05 
2.198593Ei-05 
1.610744Ei-05 
1.180211E-t-05 
8.643703E-t-04 
6.337703E-t-04 
4.633970E-144 
3.327861E-t-04 
2.388871Ei-04 
1.714131Ei-04 
1.229924Ei-04 
8.821738Ei-03 
6.331163Ei-03 
4.543959Ei-03 
3.261359Ei-03 
2.009000E+03 
1.062095Ei-03 
5.612529Ei-02 
2.964883E42 
1.55063OE-t-02 
8.092105Ei-01 
4.232332Ei-01 
2.196318Ei-01 
1.134765Ei-01 
5.858024Ei-00 
3.025696Ei-00 
1.562720Ei-00 

4.134659E-01 
8.036948E-01 

2.125762E-01 



Al.matdata 

## density kg/m3 
2.707D+03 
# T melt K 
933.45 
# k vs. T, solid, cal/m.ks 
46.46 
6.262D-02 
-1.092D-04 
5.021D-08 
O.OD+OO 
O.OD+OO 
## k vs. T, liquid, cal/m.ks 
15.06 
7.1 70D-03 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
# k vs. T, vapor, cal/m.ks 
2.60D-04 
# T vs. H, solid, K & cal/g 
298.36 
4.5495 
-3.5338D-03 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
# T vs. H, liquid, K & cal/g 
29.7742 
3.5556 
## T vs. H, vapor, K & cal/g 

5.382 
-15405.5 

# coeff for log(P) = A - B/T, micron & K 
11.755 
15891.5 
# Gruneisen EOS coeff & gamma & Bar in J/kg.K 
1.0 
5386. 
1.339 
0.0 
0.0 
1.97 
0.48 
0.0 
1.666667 
308. 
# Poissons's Ratio 
0.33 
# Yield strength (Pa) 
4.OE+07 
# Surface tension (flag + 6 coefficients) 
1. 
26.98 
5726. 
0.866 

1.33104D-07 
-5.OD-04 

-1.38714D-11 
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Al.opacdata 

aluminum 
1.259000D-03 6.520000D-04 
1.995000D-03 9.270000D-04 
3.162000D-03 1.469000D-03 
5.012000D-03 2329000D-03 
7.943000D-03 3.690000D-03 
1.259000D-02 5.850000D-03 
1.995000D-02 9.27OOOOD-03 
3.162000D-02 1.469000D-02 
5.012000D-02 2329000D-02 
7.943000D-02 3.690000D-02 

1.995000D-01 9.270000D-02 
3.162000D-01 1.469OOOD-01 
5.012000D-01 2.329000D-01 
7.943000D-01 3.690000D-01 
1.05500OD+OO 1.130000D-01 
1.175000D+00 1.260000D-01 
1.308000Di-00 1.410000D-01 
1.456000Di-00 1.56OOOOD-01 . 
1.6210OOD+OO 1.740000D-01 

1.259OOOD-01 5.85OOOOD-02 

1.804000D+OO 1.940000D-01 
2.00900OD+OO 2150000D-01 
2.236000D+00 2.400000D-01 
2.4890OOD+OO 2.670000D-01 
277100OD+OO 2.980000D-01 
3.085000Di-00 3.310000D-01 
3.435000Di-00 3.69OOOOD-01 
3.824000Di-00 4.1OOOOOD-01 
4257000D+OO 4.570000D-01 
4.739000D+00 5.090000D-01 
5.52500OD+OO 1.105000D+00 
6.7460OOD+OO 1.350000D+00 
8.238000Di-00 1.648000Di-00 
1.006000D+O1 2007000D+00 
1.22800OD+Ol 2460000D+OO 
1.500000Di-01 3.000000Di-00 
1.831000Di-01 3.670000Di-00 
2.236000Di-01 4.4700OOD+OO 
2.730000Di-01 5.460000Di-00 
3.334000D+01 6.67000OD+OO 
4.071000Di-01 8.140000Di-00 
4.9710OOD+Ol 9.95000OD+OO 
6.070000D+01 1214000Di-01 
7.411000D+01 1.483000D+Ol 
9.05000OD+Ol 1.810000D+01 

3.239731D47 
3239731D+07 
3.239731D+07 
3.239731D47 
3.239731Di-07 
3.239731D+07 
3.239731D+07 
3.239731D+07 
3.239731D+07 
3.239731D47 
2.718165D+07 
1.421092D+07 
5.063376D+06 
1.800533D+06 
5.578696D+05 
2.691360D+05 
2018905D+05 
1.516474D-tO5 
1.139194D+05 
1.097791D+06 
8.339986D+05 
6.320478D+05 
4.718028D+05 
3.520496D+05 
2625955D+05 
1.958626D+05 
1.460398D+05 
1.089458Di-05 
8.127645D+04 
6.063539D+04 
3.910091D+04 
2179378D+04 
1.214223D+04 
6.759979D+03 
3.680086D+03 
1.999302D+03 
1.088431D+03 
5.84&412D+02 
3.115420D+02 
1.658218D+02 
8.830378D+Ol 
4702128Di-01 
2481828D+01 . 

1.310134D+01 
6.911816D40 
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Alumina.matdata 

aluminum oxide 
# d q i  kg/m3 

# T melt K 
2327.0 
# k vs. T, solid, cal/m.ks 
17.95 

3.97D+ ';y 3 

-4.681D-02 
5.533D-05 
-3.368D-08 
1.038D-11 
-1.278D-15 
# k vs. T, liquid, cal/m.ks 
1.400 
O.OOD+OO 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
# k vs. T, vapor, cal/m.k.s 
0.2 
# T vs. H, solid, K & cal/g 
307.44 
4.1892 
-2.4429D-03 
1.84650-06 
0.0 
0.0 

D 

I .  

# T vs. H, liquid, K & cal/g 
426.1951 
2.2165 
# T vs. H, vapor, K & cal/g ' 

542.3 
1.0689 
# coeff for log(P) = A - B/T, micron & K 
13.8318 

. "  

i '  

31615.1267 
# Gruneisen EOS coeff & gamma & Rbar in J/kg.K 
1.0 
7916. 
1.897 
0.0 
0.0 
1.53 
0.00 
0.0 
1.55 
267.5 
# Poissons's Ratio 
0.3 
# Yield strength (Pa) (Compressive Strength) 
2.1E+09 
# Surface tension (flag + 6 coefficients) 
2. 
102. 
16000. 
2.3609 
-2.366D-04 
0.0 
0.0 
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Alumina.opacdata 

alumina 
1.259000D-03 6.520000D-04 2476688D+07 
1.995000D-03 9.270000D-04 2476688D+07 
3.162000D-03 1.469000D-03 2476688D+07 

7.9%3000D-03 3.690000D-03 2476688D+07 
1.259000D-02 5.850000D-03 2476689D+07 
1.995000D-02 9.270000D-03 9.835363D+07 
3.162000D-02 1.469000D-02 8.785649D+07 
5.012000D-02 2.329000D-02 6.421366D47 
7.943000D-02 3.690000D-02 4.340113D+07 
1.259OOOD-01 5.850000D-02 2760899Dt-07 

3.162000D-01 1.469OOOD-01 4.667299D+06 

7.943000D-01 3.690000D-01 1.825318D+06 
1.05500OD+OO 1.130000D-01 9.210890D+05 
1.175000D+00 1.260000D-01 6.897975D+05 
1.308000D+00 1.410000D-01 5.172738D+05 
1.456000D+00 1.560000D-01 3.879389D+05 
1.621000D+00 1.740000D-01 1.064657D-t.06 

2009000D+00 2.150000D-01 6.096388D+05 
2236000D+00 2.400000D-01 4.529688D+05 
2489000D+OO 2.670000D-01 3.364574D+05 
2771000D+OO 2.980000D-01 2.498418D+05 
3.085000D+00 3.310000D-01 1.855307D+05 
3.43500OD+OO 3.690000D-01 1.3773820+05 
3.8240OOD+OO 4.100000D-01 1.023175D+05 
4.257000D+00 4.570000D-01 7.601409D+04 
4.739000D+00 5.090000D-01 5.647795D+04 
5.525000D+00 1.105000D+00 3.624578D+04 
6.746000D+00 1.350000D+00 2009264D+04 
8.2380OOD+OO 1.648OOOD+OO 1.113515D+04 
1.006000D+01 2.007000D+00 6.167500D+03 
1.228000D+01 2460000D+00 3.343969D+03 
1.500000D+01 3.000000D+00 1.809483D+03 
1.831000D+01 3.67000OD+OO 9.812760D+02 
2.236000D+01 4.47000OD+OO 5.255528D+02 
2730000D+01 5.46000OD+OO 2.791894D+02 
3.334000D+01 6.670000D+00 1.481990D+02 
4.071000D+01 8.14000OD+OO 7.870886D+Ol 
4.971000D+01 9.95000OD+OO 4.180207D+01 
6.070000D+01 1.214OOOD+01 2201142D+Ol 
7.411000D+01 1.483000D+01 1.159267D+01 
9.050000D+01 1.81000OD+Ol 6.101902D+OO 

5.012000D-03 2.329000D-03 2476688Ik07 

1.995OOOD-01 9.270000D-02 1.330071D+07 

5.012000D-01 2329OOOD-01 1.636624D+06 

1.804000D+00 1.94OOOOD-01 8.066552D+05 
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